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FOREWORD

Features of modern humanities are determined by efforts to overcome
a long-term crisis, the reasons for which are extremely diverse. They
are to be found in the trends for societal development and in the
demand for the science that is rooted in reality and is related to real
life, as well as in the inability of the humanities to resolve funda-
mental issues of the human world perception and the methodology
of its exploration, and the overly excessive numbers of specialists
with the education in the sphere of the humanities in the past and
the reluctance of modern young people to acquire education in this
sphere. The list of reasons can be continued, and they fully confirm
the significance of the crisis of the humanities in public conscious-
ness.

The strength of the humanities is in the focus on an individual
and everything that shapes their world perception. An individual is
a universe formed by the environment but the one who is capable
of developing and influencing that environment. The humanities
understand an individual and the space of their existence in inter-
action; the human activity is analysed as a projection of opposite
vectors, that is, both emphasizing the impact of an individual on
the environment and the impact of the environment on the indivi-
dual. Focus on an individual is an important feature of the humanities,
which ensures the existence of the science for as long as the humanity
exists.

Modern trends in the global development have proved the
need for transformations in the humanities. One type of this transfor-
mation is interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research that examines
an individual from the perspective of different sciences, providing a
link to actual real-life events and offering new, unconventional ways
of solving complex problems. Research papers included in this
collection offer a deep scientific study and examination of various
spheres of society (language, literature, history, art, culture, etc.)
and other urgent issues in the transdisciplinary perspective, which
allows finding innovative solutions to the problems of co-existence
and interaction between an individual and the environment.
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Using the techniques of comparative paremiology JeÔena
KoroÔova and Oksana Kovzele focus on the Latviansí, Latgaliansí
and Russiansí paremias that are believed to constitute a spiritual
triangle ìmyth ñ language ñ cultureî. The researchers present a
comparative analysis of Russian and Latgalian paremias, primarily
proverbs, about life in the context of Latvian proverbs recorded
previously and included in folklore collections and phraseological
dictionaries by Latvian folklorists. The uniqueness of the empirical
linguistic material lies in the fact that the entire corpus of the Russian
paremias contains more than 7,000 units having been recorded since
1977 from the Old Believers living in the south-eastern part of
Latvia ñ Latgale and from the Orthodox living in the former territory
of Latvia ñ Pytalovo (currently the territory of the Russian Federation).

A literary vector of the issue is presented by Jihan Zakarriya
who provides as postcolonial ecocritical reading of two Scottish
writersí novels while focusing on the concepts of childhood and
identity and analysing the children characters depicted in a constant
state of query and dissidence. The formation of identity in the con-
frontational framework of the Self and the Other provoked by the
traumatic past is based on the aspiration for deeper understanding
the present.

Following the idea that past experiences shape our identities
and affect what we are today, Silvio Tamaso DíOnofrio reflects on
the concept of History in antiquity and nowadays to contribute to a
critical re-reading of historiographic bases and to foster a critical
discussion that also gives investment in the teaching of History in
classroom. The study emphasizes that it is the past that has answers
to the questions of the present; hence, the mission to build the future
may be successfully accomplished only when the past has been
critically re-considered.

The success or failure of integration can affect the future iden-
tities of children and young people, therefore a critical and open
dialogue is crucial among all members of the society, especially
schools, students and teachers. By employing ethnographic approach,
the issues of identity, integration and acculturation among African
refugee youth in Utah (the United States) have been analysed in the
article by Caren J. Frost et. al. Based on data obtained during the
interviews, among the central themes that are closely related to the
integration process in its connection to the school experience and
to notions of belonging are: frustration with ineffective language-
learning frameworks, unclarity in the school system processes, impor-
tance of religious affiliation and extracurricular activities, and notions
of alterity.
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Individuals have a choice to create their identities according
to their own beliefs about the world. The meaning of the concept of
identity cannot be considered as full-bodied without its constituent
part ñ the ìotherî. Burcu Gumus explores tattooing as a means for
not only expressing individual beliefs and opinions, but also for
demonstrating a group identity. Her study based on the analysis of
the data from in-depth interviews and participatory observations
carried out in I

.
stanbul (Turkey) is aimed at understanding the social

construction of the human body through tattoos as a means of self-
expression. The author examines the processes of owning and
exhibiting of Atat¸rk tattoos (signatures, portraits) and their impact
on the individualsí experiences.

Personal, social, and cultural experiences can also be reflected
via dietary practices and eating habits that are interpreted in complex
and diverse ways. Antra Mieze analyses the concepts of ìhealthyî
and ìunhealthyî nutrition and investigates pupilsí eating habits in
Latviaís schools focusing on their understanding of ìhealthinessî
and ìun-healthinessî of food. The results of multiple case studies
reveal that while reflecting upon and defining these concepts pupils
most often use adultsí pre-constructed interpretations but at the same
time they actively re-contextualize and transform them.

Editors of the collection:
Ilze KaË‚ne

AlÓna Romanovska



.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents the analysis of 95 Latgalian and Russian paremias
(proverbs, sayings, comparisons, and idioms), the bulk of which are
proverbs. The entire corpus of the Russian paremias analysed
contains more than 7,000 units. All of them were recorded by JeÔena
KoroÔova in the period 1977ñ2018 from the Old Believers of Latgale
(they appeared in Latgale after the Church Schism of 1666) and in
the period 1970ñ2015 ñ from the Orthodox living in Pytalovo (that
territory was part of the first Latvian Republic from the 1920s to the
1940s). In order to compare them with Latvian proverbs, folklore
collections, phraseological dictionaries, the dictionary compiled by
Bernadeta Opinc‚ne, as well as works of the Latvian folklorist Elza
Kokare have been used. Modern Latgalian proverbs have been
collected in recent years by Oksana Kovzele.

In the research development, the techniques of comparative
paremiology have been used to determine the existence of the two
nationsí traditions in the comparative aspect.

Paremias, proverbs above all, reflect the interaction of cultures
and languages in the religious, national and regional aspects. The
interaction of cultures in the sphere of the existence of paremias is
of a two-sided nature. Borrowed proverbs testify to the fact that
culture is a unifying factor for different ethnic groups living in the
same state. The origins of popular conceptions of philosophical
understanding of life should be sought either in Christianity or in
the mythological views of ancient people.

Keywords: proverbs, paremias, variants, feature, adjective, compa-
risons, dialectal words
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INTRODUCTION

In the era of the priority of anthropological research, interest in
proverbs as a source of popular wisdom is quite natural. Proverbs
summarize popular beliefs and opinions as the result of the peopleís
intuitive philosophy and centuries-old everyday experience. It should
be added that most often a proverb has a rhythmically organized
and rhymed structure, which contributes to its acquisition, even if it
is borrowed, which is important for the oral acquisition of paremias,
as is our case.

Proverbs may be either figurative or literal. Most often, literal
proverbs serve only for edification and teaching, while figurative
ones ñ apart from edification and teaching, are poetic means of
decorating speech, i.e. they perform aesthetic and poetic functions.
At the same time, proverbs may have mutually exclusive meanings
thus reflecting the dialectic of real life, different views on the same
events and situations of representatives of various social groups of a
society.

A proverb is a judgment; it is built according to the rules of
logic; that is why proverbs always have the structure of a sentence.

Proverbs function as concise texts because there is some sort
of life situation behind them. Proverbs are signs of situations, i.e.
they have semiotic meanings. At the same time, ìthe very situations
refer to all proverbs that designate them as invariants to their variantsî
(Jankovichova 2008, 432). Moreover, proverbs are a way of ìstoring
and transmitting culturally significant informationî (Semenenko
2008, 404), i.e. they act as culturally significant signs. They are an
important element in the definition of folk consciousness and psycho-
logy, although, of course, they can hardly be considered a textbook
on folk psychology. However, they adequately reflect the worldview
of a dialect society.

The main function of proverbs is the pragmatic one, ìПосло-

вица к слову молвитсяî [the proverb is called forth by the word].
Proverbs may be considered a kind of code of a peopleís life. They
ìare not created, but are compelled by force of circumstancesî (Dalí
1984, 11). Svetlana Tolstaja holds that proverbs and sayings ìpreserve
the relative freedom of the pragmatic goal: depending on the situation,
one and the same proverb may be a reproach, a consolation, a moral,
a justification, a prescription, a piece of advice, etc.î (Tolstaja 2008,
56ñ57). Edification is an important property of proverbs. They are
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ìboth moral law and common sense expressed in a brief maxim,
which ancestors bequeathed as instructions for their descendantsî
(Buslaev 1854, 37). Exactly because they perform the function of
prohibition and prescription within the transfer of accumulated
knowledge, abilities and skills to future generations, proverbs are
widely distributed and used in dialectal discourse. We are interested
in the folklore discourse of the Russians and the Latgalians living
together in Latgale since the end of the seventeenth century, after
the appearance of migration flows of the Russian Old Believers
fleeing persecution for their faith from within the Russian state. At
that time, the territory of todayís Latgale was part of the Polish state
of Rzeczpospolita, which then urgently needed an influx of human
resources due to the war and the plague epidemic.

In this paper, we study the paremias, but the main focus is on
proverbs. Thus, the study involves a wider range of phenomena (not
only proverbs) with common pragmatics. These are proverbs and
sayings, maxims and aphorisms, phraseology and comparative con-
structions. Thus, an important aspect of paremiological studies within
the comparative analysis of languages is the search for invariants,
or ìuniversal atoms of meaningî (Anna Wiezhbicka), on the basis
of which they are combined into common blocks, thematic groups,
and parallels (Elza Kokare). This approach allows for the identifi-
cation of the common, the universal, the typological and the specific
national in the paremias of two peoples.

The source of the research is the material collected by the
authors from the Russians and the Latgalians in Latgale, as well as
the published sources on Latgalian, Latvian and Russian materials.
The Russian material has been recorded by JeÔena KoroÔova since
1970 in Pytalovo and since 1977 ñ in Latgale. This material demon-
strates paremias as they are used in real life. In addition, we make
use of Lithuanian Old Believersí proverbs (these also are Old Believers ñ
Bespopovtsy of the Pomeranian branch of the same migration flow
as the Old Believers of Latgale), since they are recorded in Zarasai,
which is located about 30 kilometres from Daugavpils. Live Latgalian
material has been recorded nowadays by Oksana Kovzele. The
Russian respondents from todayís Latgale are Old Believers, but the
respondents from Pytalovo, which was part of Latgale in the period
1920ñ1940, are Orthodox; the Latvians, whose proverbs have been
extracted from the monographs by Elza Kokare, are in most cases
Protestants; the Latgalians representing the main population of
Latgale are Catholics. In addition, we use published sources, from
which we have extracted the material recorded in different years
throughout the territory of Latvia, including also Latgale. Thus, we
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combine written and oral sources recorded from Russians, Latgalians
and Latvians, Orthodox, Old Believers, Catholics and Protestants,
which have been collected nowadays and at the end of the twentieth
century, the sources published in the past, as well as very recent
ones.

In recent studies (Bobkina 2010; Orlova, Kolosova, Medvedev,
Barov 2018, and others), proverbs and sayings are mainly considered
as language elements, in which the particularities of thinking, cultural
experience and the system of values of a separate society are presented
in a concentrated form. Such an approach makes it possible to distin-
guish and analyse the fundamental concepts (spatial, temporal, and
anthropological) on the basis of the material under study. A number
of studies touch upon the issue of borrowing and influences (Iakovleva
and Nikolaeva 2016), as well as offer a comparative-contrastive
analysis of proverbs and sayings, as a rule, by using the example of
two unrelated languages (Ionescu 2017; Mosiashvili 2015, and others).

The study has been developed by using the techniques of
comparative paremiology, designed to determine, if possible, the
genesis and the existence of the folklore tradition of two peoples in
a comparative aspect. The authors attempt to trace the historical-
genetic and contact parallels of the paremias of two peoples. Such
an approach is found in the works of Boris Putilov (the development
of the methodology of comparative folklore; Putilov 1976) and Elza
Kokare (the comparative historical study of Latvian paremias, the
nature of international parallels and national paremias and their
share in the common repertoire of Latvian paremias; Kokare 1978,
1988), the representatives of the paremiological school of Valeriy
Mokienko (the comparative study and lexicographical description
of the paremias of different nations; Mokienko 2008).

ìTO LIVE A LIFE IS NOT AS TO SEW A SACKî

Man and the surrounding world appear in the proverbs of Latvians
and Russians in a very multifaceted way. The philosophical view of
life is presented in proverbs with the keyword life. The maxim life is
difficult is reflected in the Latvian-Russian parallel: ìM˚˛u dzÓvot
ne maisu ˚tî [to live a life is not as to sew a sack] (Niedre and Ozols
1955, 281). A calque from the Latvian language is fixed in J. Koro-
Ôovaís ìDialektnyj slovarí odnoj semíi ñ 2î: ìДа, жизнь прожить –

не мех сшитьî [yes, to live a life is not as to sew a sack], ìВек

сжить – не мех сшитьî [to live a life is not as to sew a sack] (the
dialectal мех ñ ësackí) (Koroljova 2013, 97). The proverb is wide-
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spread in the Russian oral use in the territory of Russia and is very
popular in all strata of society, but it is known in another variant:
ìЖизнь прожить – не поле перейтиî [to live a life is not to cross a
field]. The widespread use of this proverb by the Russians in Russia
makes it possible to consider this particular variant as the primary
source. The comparison with other variants widespread in the whole
space of Russian folklore allows for the identification of four stages
corresponding to the main periods of the human life cycle. First,
these are simple housekeeping concerns related to the home: weaving
lapti (ëbast shoesí), sewing, and cooking: ìЖизнь изжить – не лапоть

сплестьî [to live a life is not to weave a bast shoe] (Dalí 1984, 225);
ìЖиру вести – не лапоть плестиî [to keep the house is not to
weave a bast shoe] (Nefedova 2008, 220); ìВек изжить – не рука-

вицей тряхнутьî [to live a life is not to shake a mitten] (Dalí 1984,
225); ìЖизнь прожить – не мех сшитьî [to live a life is not to sew
a sack]; ìЖизнь прожить – не ниткой шитьî [to live a life is not to
stitch a thread] (KartotekaÖ); ìЖить – не лукошко шитьî [to live is
not to craft a basket] (Anikin 1988, 99); ìЖизнь прожить – не сер-

мягу (ëcaftan of coarse homespun clothí) пошитьî [to live a life is
not to sew a caftan] (Gudonene 2007, 385); ìЖизнь прожить – не

мутовку (ëa whisk for whipping sour creamí) облизатьî [to live a
life is not to lick a whisk] (Anikin 1988, 99).

Second, there are activities outside the home, focused on the
locus typical for a peasant farmer ñ a field: ìЖизнь прожить – не

поле перейти, не поле переехать, не поле перебежать, не в поле

ехать, не поле ехатьî [to live a life is not to cross a field, not to
drive over a field, not to run over a field, not to go to/into the field]
(KartotekaÖ). All of these are variants of the prototypical proverb of
the whole nation ìЖизнь прожить – не поле перейтиî [to live a
life is not to cross a field]. The great number of variants testifies to
the high degree of frequency of the use of the proverb. Field has a
specific semantic function in the organization of the folklore space
(cited from Bajburin 2005, 18). Let us recall Russian folk tales, spells,
and songs in which the epic part of the narrative often unfolds in an
open field.

Third, the Arkhangelsk proverb ìЖизнь прожить – не волок

переехатьî [to live a life is not to cross a portage] (the space between
water bodies, along which boats and cargo are draggedover the
ground) (KartotekaÖ). Here, it is the semantics of transition that is
important.

Fourth, crossing a body of water: ìЖизнь прожить – не реку

брестиî [to live a life is not to wade across a river] (KartotekaÖ);
ìЖизнь прожить – не море переплытьî [to live a life is not to cross
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the sea] (Zimin and Spirin 2006, 150). Villages were usually located
on the banks of rivers. In addition, the path to the underworld in
European culture is associated with crossing an underground river.
Besides, water organizes the folklore space, too.

Thus, the sphere of life is the spatial area between oneís home,
a field, a path to water and a river, the crossing of which marks the
end of the life cycle. The four loci of the proverb correspond to
the four age periods of human life: childhood (1), mature age (2),
elderly (3), old age and death (4) (KoroÔova 2008, 58ñ60).

Latgalians compare a humanís life cycle with different moments
of the day and it consists of three stages: ìReitam cereiba, dÓnai
dorbs, vokoram mÓrsî [hope ñ for the morning, work ñ for the day,
rest ñ for the evening] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 66). For this reason there
are so many proverbs with the lexeme day in Latgalian folklore, for
example: ìKotrai dÓnai sovas ryupesî [each day has its own concerns]
(Opinc‚ne 2000, 38); ìKotrai dÓnai sovs vÙrdsî [each day has its
own name] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 38); ìKotrai dÓnai sova naktsî [each
day has its own night] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 38); ìNav dÓnas bez naktsî
[there is no day without night] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 53); ìKotra dÓna
nav sv‚tdÓneî [not every day is Sunday] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 38), etc.

The same range includes also the association of life with the
seasons, which, according to mythological conceptions, were two ñ
winter and summer. In Latgalian proverbs, the transitional seasons
are particularly significant, i.e. spring and autumn, which are very
important for farmers. ìPavasars s˚la ñ rudiÚs izpyldaî [spring pro-
mises, autumn performs] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 62). That is why exactly
these seasons are also often featured in Latgalian proverbs. ìRudinÓ
i bÙba gudra, pavasarÓ i vecs duraksî [in the autumn even a woman
is smart, in the spring, even an old man is a fool] (Opinc‚ne 2000,
67); ìRudinÓ ganeÚ gudrÙks par orÙju pavasarÓî [in autumn a young
shepherd is smarter than a ploughman in the spring] (Opinc‚ne
2000, 67). A strong member of the opposition is autumn: ìRudiÚs ñ
myusu barÙtÙjsî [autumn is our breadwinner] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 67);
ìRudiÚteÚ ñ bogÙts veirsî [autumn is a rich man] (Opinc‚ne 2000,
67).

The conceptions about life are based on binary oppositions.
Life is inextricably linked with death: ìМолодой ждёт жизни, а

старый – могилыî [a young man is waiting for life, an old
man ñ for the grave] (Shifrisova). The conceptions about life are
related not only to the opposition of life and death, but also to the
opposition of the younger generation to the older generation.

One observes also the opposition of the sky (sacred space)
and the earth, which is associated with a farmerís everyday life.
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ìNa ar debesim Ôaudis dzeivoj, bet ar dorbuî [people donít live by
heaven, but rather by work] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 53). The main appeal
to work is contained in the proverb ìNu zyla gaisa nivÓns navar
dzeivÙtî [none can live from the blue air] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 59).
The Russian parallel sounds like this: ìВоздухом сыт не будешьî
[you canít be satiated with air], therefore ìDorbs dora dzeivi soldu,
slynkums ñ ryugtuî [work makes life sweet, laziness makes it bitter]
(Opinc‚ne 2000, 16); ìSyuram dorbam soldi augliî [hard work brings
sweet fruit] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 68). Thus, the proverb ìReitam cereiba,
dÓnai dorbs, vokoram mÓrsî [hope ñ for the morning, work ñ for the
day, rest ñ for the evening] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 66) determines the
vector of manís vital interests throughout the whole of their life.
Each of the vectors is represented by a huge number of paremias,
but in this research paper we will not dwell upon them.

The life code can be briefly reduced to several postulates. Every
person has their own destiny, every person lives their own way and
occupies their own social niche in society. In the linguistic structure
of paremias, this is manifested in the frequency of the presence of
the possessive pronoun свой (oneís own (his, her, their)): ìKotram
sova dzeive jÙdzeivojî [every man has to live his own life] (Opinc‚ne
2000, 37); ìNivÓns nu sova liktiÚa naizbÁgsî [nobody will escape
their fate] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 57); ìNa pÁc vÓnas receptes dzeivojamî
[we donít live according to one recipe] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 54); ìNa
vysim putnenim vÓn‚ bÁrztol‚ dzÓdÙtî [not all birds will sing in the
same birch grove] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 54); ìNu vÙrnas laksteigolas
naiztaiseisiî [you canít make a nightingale out of a crow] (Opinc‚ne
2000, 59); ìPal‚kam putnam pal‚ka dzÓsmeî [a grey bird has a grey
song] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 62).

However, in every personís life there is a place for happiness:
ìNav dzeives bez laimesî [there is no life without happiness] (Opin-
c‚ne 2000, 53); ìKotram mÙk˚Úam ir sova sudorba maleÚaî [every
cloud has a silver brim lining] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 38).

There is a call to an ascetic way of life encountered: ì«d syuru,
dzer skÙbu, tod i zemÁ napyusiî [eat bitter, drink sour, then you
wonít rot in earth] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 19). ì¬t speÌi, vairÙk sp‚ka
byusî [eat lard and youíll have more strength] (Kr‚slava district,
Skaista). In Russian folklore, there is a corresponding proverb ìЖиви

просто – выживёшь лет со стаî [live simply, then you will live to a
hundred] (Dalí 1984, 544); ìЖиви просто – проживёшь лет со

стаî [live simply and youíll live a hundred years] (Blagova 2000,
114).

Life is diverse; in the Latgalian proverbs, the main means of
organizing this diversity of life in paremias is a feature, primarily an
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adjective as a part of speech, which is specifically designed to convey
the semantics of the feature. Taking into account that the ìidentifi-
cation, comparison, classification and evaluation of objects are per-
formed by means of features; and feature is the most important tool
for the acquisition and categorization of the worldî (Tolstaja 2002,
8), this is quite natural. In the oral use among the Russians, there is
a common expression ìЖизнь в полоску: то чёрная полоса, то

белаяî [life is striped; a black stripe is followed by a white one];
ìЭто всё в жизни переплетено – чёрное, белоеî [all in life is inter-
twined ñ black, white] (Daugavpils). It is echoed by the Latgalian
proverb ìMyu˛‚ jÙredz gon boltas, gon naboltas dÓnasî [one should
see both white and black days in life] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 51). Nouns
can enter into antonymic relations, too: ìDÓvs laidis cylv‚ku pasaulÁ
prÓkim un b‚domî [God let man into the world for joy and misery]
(Opinc‚ne 2000, 15). In the opposition black ñ white, the strong
member of the opposition is black. Contextually, black is synonymous
to the adjective heavy/hard: ìGryutas dÓnas par akmini gryutÙkasî
[heavy days are heavier than a stone] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 21) and the
adjective with the meaning of taste syurs (ëbitterí): ìMyu˛s syurs kai
vÁrmelesî [life is as bitter as wormwood] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 51).

In Latvian paremias, the main property of life, i.e. its diversity,
is transmitted by the keyword raibs ñ ëmotley, colourfulí. There are
several variants of such proverbs: ìCilvÁka mu˛s raibs k‚ pupas
ziedsî [human life is as motley as a beanís flower]; ìCylv‚ka myu˛s
raibs kai dzeÚa v‚darsî [manís life is as colourful as the woodpeckerís
belly] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 12); ìCilvÁka m˚˛s tik raibs k‚ dzenisî
[human life is as colourful as a woodpecker] (Niedre and Ozols
1955, 45), ìDzenis raibs, bet cilveka m˚˛s vÁl raib‚ksî [a wood-
pecker is colourful, but manís life is more colourful] (Niedre and
Ozols 1955, 282), ìDzeÚs raibs ñ cylv‚ka myu˛s vÁÔ raibÙksî [the
woodpecker is colourful ñ human life is even more colourful] (Opin-
c‚ne 2000, 17); ìM˚su dzÓvÓba raib‚ka nek‚ puÌu ziediî [our life is
more colourful than ablooming flower] (Niedre and Ozols 1955,
64); ìDzÓve raiba k‚ cimdsî [life is as colourful as a mitten] (Niedre
and Ozols 1955, 282), ìNekur neiet tik raibi k‚ pasaulÁî [nowhere
is more colourful than in the world] (Niedre, Ozols 1955, 282).
However, the national specificity is most vividly reflected in the
proverb ìDzÓve raiba k‚ cimdsî [life is as colourful as a mitten],
because Latvian mittens are knit with a national ornament of multi-
coloured threads. In this case, the folk motive is confirmed at the
level of the object code.

In Latgale, Elza Kokare has recorded the following proverbs
with the lexeme raibs (ëmotley, colourful, speckledí): ìVai viens suns
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vien raibs!î [Is only one dog speckled!] (Daugavpils, Il˚kste); ìVai
viens vien suns raibs!î [Is only one dog speckled!]; ìNa tev vÓnam
raiba g˚vsî [not only you have a spotted cow] (RÁzekne) (Kokare
1988, 216). A proverb recorded from the Latgalians in Latgale ìJo
raibÙks, jo smukÙksî [the more colourful, the more beautiful] (Opin-
c‚ne 2000, 28) includes an aesthetic component, which makes it
possible to conclude that proverbs with the word raibs reflect the
national specificity of the Latvian proverbial discourse, because the
national component is reflected in proverbs with an aesthetic
component.

In the Russian dialectal language and the urban colloquial
speech in Latgale, the word рябый (ëspeckledí) is frequently encoun-
tered in the oral use. The word is of Indo-European origin. Its preser-
vation in the dialect language of the Old Believers of Latgale is
apparently supported by the Latvian and the Lithuanian languages,
including the mentioned paremias: ìРябые такие (олени)î [So
speckled (deer)] (RÁzekne district, Zuji); ìКоровки такие сортовые –

все рябые, все рябыеî [cows are so pedigree ñ all speckled, all
speckled] (RÁzekne district, Malta); ìНе люблю эти рябые тряпкиî
[I do not like these speckled rags] (Daugavpils). A derivative of this
adjective is recorded in the name of the cow Рябёха: ìОдна была с

цепью – Рябёхаî [only one had a chain ñ Ryabyoha] (RÁzekne
district, Zuji). However, the dialect word рябый (ëspeckledí) does
not occur in the Russian proverbial discourse; instead, the antony-
mous pair of colour adjectives is used white ñ black, which has a
symbolic evaluative meaning. This testifies to the selectivity of the
language of culture.

In Russian, paremias about life may overlap with other genres
of folklore, primarily songs. Life itself can be compared with a song:
ìЖизнь прожил, как песню сложилî [one lived his life as if composed
a song] (Gudonene 2007, 385); with a road: ìВот и жизня вих-

листая, как дорогаî [life is twisty like a road] (Daugavpils); with
snow: ìВек прошёл, как снег сошёлî [the life passed as the snow
melted] (Gudonene 2007, 385); with a wheel: ìВот жизнь-то как

идёт, разным колесом она идётî [this is how the life goes, it goes
with a different wheel] (PreiÔi district, Shnitkino); ìЭта жизня так и

идёт, как в телеге колесо крутитсяî [this life goes on like the wheel
spins in a cart] (RÁzekne district, Malta), ìЖизнь как колесо катится

и по воде, и по грязиî [life spins as a wheel, both by water and
mud] (Godonene 2007, 414); with the vortex (ëwhirlpool, swirling
movement of airí): ìЖизнь коловертью крутится – тяжко жить

сталоî [life is spinning ñ it has become hard to live] (Eglaine), with
a raspberry: ìЖизнь – не малинаî [life is not a raspberry] (LÓv‚ni);
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with a river: ìЖизнь быстро проходит, года текут рекойî [life
passes quickly, years flow like a river] (Koroljova); with the sea:
ìЖизнь прожить, что море переплыть: побарахтаешься – и ко

днуî [to live alife is like swimming across the sea: you flounder a
bit ñ and to the bottom] (Fjodorovs 2008, 98); with flowers: ìЯ гляжу

на него: ну как цветок цветёт, а ещё эта военная вся блестит, и

все награды наденет, чтоб погордитьсяî [Iím looking at him: heís
blooming like a flower, and that military uniform is all shiny, and
all the awards are put on to boast and take pride] (PreiÔi district,
Sanau˛a); with a ladder: ìЖивёт человек – что денёк, то ниже –

что по лестницеî [thus man lives ñ with every day lower ñ as if by
a ladder] (PreiÔi district, Sanau˛a); with a sack and a poke (торбa ñ
ëbag, packageí, borrowed from Polish): ìВсяко на веку нажи-

вёшься – в торбы и в мехуî [one sees everything in life ñ both
poverty and wealth] (KoroÔova 2013, 152); with sleep: ìКак во сне

живём, а на яву умрёмî [we live as if in a dream, but weíll die in
reality] (Gudonene 2007, 387), ìДети, не жалейте, кто долго живёт,

то самое: 105 лет отжил, а что я видел, что раньше, как сон

прошёлî [children, do not pity the one who lives for a long time,
the very thing: I have lived 105 years, and what have I seen, it
passed like a dream] (Kr‚slava district, Kalishevo); with a drawbar
(ëa wooden rod for attaching a plough to the shaftsí): ìЖизнь как

дышло, куда повернул, туда и вышло, сама понимаешьî [life is
like a drawbar, where you turn it, there it goes, you understand it]
(Daugavpils). This proverb is an alteration of the widespread Russian
proverb ìЗакон, что дышло: куда повернул, туда и вышлоî [law
is like a drawbar: where you turn it, there it goes] (cf: every law has
a loophole). The Old Believersí life is strictly regulated; therefore it
is connected with the law, i.e. the system of prohibitions and instruc-
tions. And the following paremia sounds as a testament to the descen-
dants: как Исус Христос должно жить староверу ñ ëan Old Believer
must live as Jesus Christí: ìСтаровер должен жить, как Исус Христосî
[Old Believer should live like Jesus Christ] (Daugavpils district,
Judovka).

Figurative comparisons of life with a wheel, raspberries, a song,
a field flower (about a girl), a dream (Mokienko 2003, 177, 234,
315, 473, 406ñ407) have become stereotypes in Russian.

Comparisons are not so numerous among Latgalians. They
rarely intersect with Russian paremias. A happy life is as if in the ear
of God, or of a bear: ìDzeivoj kai DÓva ausÓî [lives as if in Godís
ear] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); ìDzeivoj kai lÙËa ausÓî [lives as if in a
bearís ear] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); like a thumb in fat: ìDzeivoj kai
eikss tauk˚sî [lives as if a thumb in the fat] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); as
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if a bird on a branch: ìDzeivoj kai putyns iz zoraî [lives as if a bird
on a branch] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); as if in fog: ìDzeive Ót kai pa
mygluî [life goes on as if in fog] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); as if in sheepís
wool: ìDzeivoj kai pa j‚ra vylnuî [lives as if in a lambís wool] (Opin-
c‚ne 2000, 18); ìDzeivoj uz cyta rÁkina kai vuts vukas vyln‚î [lives
at the expense of another, as if a louse in sheepís wool] (Opinc‚ne
2000, 18); like being naked in nettle: ìDzeivoj kai plyks pa nÙtremî
[lives as if naked in nettle] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); like a rose garden:
ìDzeive nav r˚˛u dÙrzsî [life is not a rose garden] (Opinc‚ne 2000,
18); like a potato field: ìDzeive ir lels kartupeÔu lauks, kas lelÙks
cyuka, tys vairÙk izr˚kî [life is a big field of potatoes, who is a big
pig, he digs more] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); like wormwood: ìMyu˛s
syurs kai vÁrmelesî [life is bitter like wormwood] (Opinc‚ne 2000,
51).

It is obvious that the paremias of the two nations have almost
no common points of contact. The exceptions are the paremias ìLive
like in Godís bosomî (Rus.) ñ ìLike in Godís earî (Latg.); ìLike in a
dreamî (Rus.) ñ ìLike in fogî (Latg.). However, these comparisons
of the two peoples are based on archetypal images. These figurative
comparisons have conceptual meaning and at the same time they
reflect the concrete life of peasants and the dialect societyís philo-
sophical-aesthetic attitude to life.

CONCLUSION

The origins of popular conceptions of philosophical understanding
of life should be sought either in Christianity (ìDÓvs laidis cylv‚ku
pasaulÁ prÓkim un b‚domî [God let a man into the world for joy
and misery]; ìСтаровер должен жить, как Исус Христосî [an Old
Believer should live like Jesus Christ]), or in the ancient peopleís
mythological views. The analysis of the proverbial specifics allows
for the identification of the ancient mythological foundations of the
worldview of contacting peoples who have been living in the same
territory since the seventeenth century, because the mythological is
inseparable from everyday life. Proverbs provide a spiritual link
between myth, language and culture.

The prototype of the whole series of proverbs about life is the
Russian proverb ìЖизнь прожить – не поле перейтиî [to live a life
is not to cross a field], occurring among the Russians of Latgale in
the Latgalian variant ìЖизнь прожить – не мех сшитьî [to live a
life is not to sew a sack]. In the light of mythological conceptions,
the prototypical proverb reflects manís entire life cycle from birth to
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death. The proverb has three corresponding proverbs in Latgalian.
One proverb represents life from the point of view of a Latgalian
peasant who traditionally is engaged in potato cultivation and pig
breeding: ìDzeive ir lels kartupeÔu lauks, kas lelÙks cyuka, tys vairÙk
izr˚kî [life is a big potato field; who is a big pig, he digs more]
(Opinc‚ne 2000, 18); the second compares human life with the key
points of the division of a day ñ morning, noon and evening: ìReitam
cereiba, dÓnai dorbs, vokoram mÓrsî [hope ñ for the morning, work ñ
for the day, rest ñ for the evening] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 66); and the
third ñ with two seasons ñ spring and autumn: ìPavasars s˚la ñ
rudiÚs izpyldaî [spring promises, autumn performs] (Opinc‚ne 2000,
62). Thus, according to the mythological conceptions, manís life
cycle may be divided into four ñ three ñ two segments. The proverbs
discussed are the expression of the global popular ideologems that
lie in the basis of the Balto-Slavic folk calendar, which testifies to
the linearity and cyclicality of life time in the conception of the
Balts and the Slavs.

Feature is an important component of the numerous paremias
about life in Latgalian folklore. The Latgalian paremias about life
manifest binary oppositions of the archaic worldview: black ñ white,
bitter ñ sweet, old ñ young and life ñ death, sky ñ earth, day ñ night,
spring ñ autumn, work ñ laziness, joy ñ trouble, and nightingale ñ
crow. In general, they feature the symbolism traditional for European
culture.

An example of a feature that organizes the folklore space of
the Latgalian proverb is the semantically saturated lexeme raibs
(ëmotley, colourfulí). It is the neutralizing member of the opposition
black ñ white and at the same time it carries specifically national
senses, expressed at the level of the zoomorphic (woodpecker, flowers,
beans) and the object (mittens) codes. The diversity of the life of
both nations is demonstrated in figurative comparisons (another
embodiment of the feature), though having a few parallels, but in
both cultures they express conceptual meaning and reflect the
philosophical and aesthetic attitudes of each dialect society to life
in general.

Images of paremias are typical of a dialect society: this is the
surrounding world of animals, plants, peasant life and human pro-
duction activities. It is in this sphere that lexical dialectisms are
often used. In some proverbs, there predominates specific vocabu-
lary, in others ñ abstract vocabulary. Abstract vocabulary forms a
layer of literal paremias, the main purpose of which is edification.

Definite vocabulary forms figurative paremias with vivid visual
images, possessing figurative potential; it develops metaphorical
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meanings that allow the conveying of allegorical meanings. In Latga-
lian proverbs, adjectives are often used to create imagery. Antonyms
with pronounced evaluative symbolism may be used as well. In
addition, Latgalian proverbs may contain contextual compatibility
of adjectives and nouns: ìPÁc dorba i maizeite soldaî [after work
even bread is sweet] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 62). Colour adjectives that
are not typical of Balto-Slavic folklore: rose garden, blue air, silver

cloud refer to the sphere of the sublime. At the other extreme one
finds a grey bird singing grey songs. The repetition has an intensifying
meaning; tautology is typical of Latgalian paremias: ìGryutas dÓnas
par akmini gryutÙkasî [heavy days are heavier than a stone] (Opin-
c‚ne 2000, 21). However, the choice has been made by a person,
because ìKotram sova dzeive jÙdzeivojî [everyone has to live his
own life] (Opinc‚ne 2000, 37).

Latgalian and Russian paremias about life have a pronounced
national character. This is confirmed by the previous studies by Elza
Kokare (Kokare 1978, 167). These paremias reflect the interaction
and the opposition of cultures and languages in the national and
the regional aspects and their commonality in historical and genetic
terms.
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a postcolonial-ecocritical reading of Scottish
novelists Neil Gunnís ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî (1944)
and Sue Sextonís ìMavisís Shoesî (2011). It specifically focuses on
the representation of the concepts of childhood, identity and space
in the two novels as symbolized in the experiences of nine-year-old
Art in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and nine-year-old Lenny
in ìMavisís Shoesî. The paper argues that since ìMavisís Shoesî
and ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî represent the psycho-cultural,
environmental and social effects of the Clydebank Blitz and Nazi
violence against Scotland during the Second World War, they not
only question Scotlandís position as a distressed nation recovering
war traumas and mobilizing a palpable resistance against obvious
forms of colonial violence, but also explore the complicated, hierar-
chical relationship between human beings and authorities on the
one side and between human beings and nature on the other. This
paper examines Gunnís and Sextonís representations of the Nazi
violence and atrocities experienced by Scottish characters in the
selected novels. It argues that the two novels memorize the victims
and their personal sufferings as a shared memory resistant to erasure
and offer a public reading of Scotish national experience and of
changes under Nazi attacks. It argues further that although the two
novels deal with the Nazi violence differently as Sextonís narration
of Nazi attacks on Clydebank Blitz resonates with contemporary
participation of Scottish troops in wars on Iraq and Afghanistan while
Gunn uses myth to reflect on Scottish cultural identity under intense
forms of imperialist competition between the UK and Germany, the
two novelists articulate a particular awareness of the everlasting,
devastating effects of western imperialism on the environment and
human relations in modern Scotland.

Keywords: postcolonial ecocriticism, Scottish novel, environment,
non-human, childhood, identity, space
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INTRODUCTION: NAZI VIOLENCE,
SCOTTISH IDENTITY AND POSTCOLONIAL-
ECOCRITICAL CONCERNS

In ìCulture and Imperialismî, Edward Said reflects on identity forma-
tion in modern societies from a postcolonial-ecocritical perspective.
Said argues persuasively that ìnone of us is completely free from
the struggle over geography. That struggle is complex and interesting
because it is not only about soldiers and cannons, but also about
ideas, about forms, about images and imaginingsî (Said 1993, 5ñ6).
For Said, imperialism develops from being an act of direct violent
territorial invasion of a foreign land into globalized, systematized
processes of securitized spaces, political hierarchy and patriarchal
control over people, resources and environments that affect western
and eastern contexts, though at varying degrees. Although modern
societies and histories are multicultural, interdependent and inter-
twined, Said explains, they could not escape imperialist heritage of
essentialist identity oppositions of the self and the other, the male
and the female, the poor and the rich, culture and nature, the rural
and the urban, and the civilized and the primitive. In this way, for
individuals, groups and nations to realize (nationalist) recovery and
overcome these essentialist oppositions, Said continues, the human
relationship to the more thanñhuman world, to their places and to
their past must be reached for, reimagined and reconceived devoid
of established preconceptions, affiliations or filiations (Said 1993, 78).

In ìPostcolonial Ecologies: Literatures of the Environmentî,
Elizabeth DeLoughrey and George B. Handley support Said that
imperialism is ìnot a history relegated to the periphery of Europe
and the United States, but rather a process that also occurred within
and that radically changed the metropolitan centerî (DeLoughrey
and Handley 2011, 10). DeLoughrey and Handley define postco-
lonial ecocriticism as ìa complex epistemology that recuperates
the alterity of both history and nature, without reducing either to
the otherî (DeLoughrey and Handley 2011, 4). Like Said, DeLoughrey
and Handley frame postcolonial studies ecologically, positioning it
as a universal process of recovery, rethinking, and historical evaluation
of the relationships between human beings and their environments
on the one side and between human beings and structures of authority
on the other. They emphasize that ìdeterritorialized forces of present-
day globalization that deny local land sovereignty worldwide,
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and validate aspects of pollution, desertification, deforestation,
climate change, militarized fights over resources, and other forms
of global environmental degradationî are forcefully related to and
informed by ìtraditional ideologies of imperialismî (DeLoughrey
and Handley 2011, 6). They all are different forms of ìcolonial
encountersî (DeLoughrey and Handley 2011, 6). In this sense, within
postcolonial ecocriticism, DeLoughrey and Handley persist, a renewed
sense and understanding of place is necessary since ìthe landscape
(and seascape) area participant in the imperialist historical process
rather than a bystander to human experienceî (DeLoughrey and
Handley 2011, 6).

Taking a cue from Saidís, DeLoughreyís and Handleyís argument
that space, place and human-environmental relationships within
western and eastern contexts are corrupted by imperialist ideas, this
paper argues that Neil Gunnís ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî
and Sue Sextonís ìMavisís Shoesî employ Nazi violence against
Scottish cities and peoples in order to rethink Scotlandís inferiorized
cultural-political positions within the British empire. It aims at achieving
two goals. First, this paper examines Scottish settings and peoples
in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisís Shoesî within
postcoloniallenses. It argues that although the conflict between the
UK and Germany within WW2 can be seen as the clash of two
Empires, and so Nazi Germany was not attacking Scotland as a
specific region/nation but as a part of their rival empire, the UK, this
conflict perfectly exposes the inherent western racial, class, gender
and environmental discriminations and injustices Scottish people
experience on the interpersonal, cultural, environmental and socio-
political levels. For example, Scottish metropolitan landscape and
people in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisís Shoesî
are victims to and resist the Nazi violence. They undergo an intense,
continuous state of geographical, physical and psychological violence
and aggression that cause instability, fear and resistance. While in
ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî, Young Art and Old Hector
escape ìbrutalities in this land of our own in the times of the evic-
tionsî and ìconcentration campî (Gunn 1944, 4), Lenny, her sister
Mavis, her mother and the whole Clydebank community in ìMavisís
Shoesî experience ìthe bombers shouting down at us and tearing
everything to pieces, even the trees and the hillsî (Sexton 2011,
25). Scottish characters in the two novels go through collective pro-
cesses of internal and external displacement, war crimes and syste-
matic violations of child and human rights that are pertinent to
colonial violence (Said 1990, 72). Moreover, Leo Taylor underscores
two factors that endorse Scotlandís colonized position during the
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war; the first is that German bombers and airships that raid Scotland
and other parts of Britain become ìterrible new strategic weapon
shocked people because it implied that innocent civilians were to
be considered legitimate targets in any future war. Nobody would
be safeî (Taylor 2010, 1). Taylor indicates that the estimated figures
of casualties in Scotland caused by German bombing between 1939
and 1945 are 2,298 people killed, 2,167 seriously injured and 3,558
slightly injured (Taylor 2010, 4). The second factor, according to
Taylor, is that ìuniquely in the history of war, the strategy was a
deliberately class-based oneî:

ìIn every city that was attacked, it was the working-class people
who always suffered most, because almost without exception they
were crammed into row after row of poor-quality housing where
one hit could kill hundreds. [Ö] An undamaged factory full of lathes
is useless if the skilled lathe operators have all been killed, wounded
or rendered homeless and distressed.î (Taylor 2010, 4)

Attacks on the Scottish city of Clydebank in ìThe Green Isle of
the Great Deepî and ìMavisís Shoesî are motivated by ìClydebankís
production of ships and munitions for the alliesî and its economic
importance as a centre of ìfactories, coal mines, engineering works
and shipyardsî (Hughes 2001, 25). Peggy in ìMavisís Shoesî is a
factory worker who, like thousands of workers, is left disabled and
dismembered by the attacks. The classed bodies of Scottish workers,
considered inherently dangerous, are othered and made vulnerable.
Scottish charactersí distressful experiences of displacement and
insecurity in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisís Shoesî,
then, Bill Ashcroft asserts, resonates with ìthe special post-colonial
crisis of identity [that is] the concern with the development or recovery
of an effective identifying relationship between self and placeî
(Ashcroft 2002, 8). For Ashcroft, political and cultural analysis of
identity and place in Scotland ìhas found a new dimension in post-
colonial theoryî (Ashcroft 2002, 201). In ìThe Green Isle of the
Great Deepî, Art and old Hector, feeling depressed and estranged
by the war, escape their highland village while Lenny and Peggy in
ìMavisís Shoesî live in distraught and uncertainty after their displace-
ment. In both novels, white Scottish characters are forced to rethink
their attachments to their land and identity.

Nonetheless, the identity crisis of Art and old Hector in ìThe
Green Isle of the Great Deepî and Lenny and Peggy in ìMavisís Shoesî
is further deepened by unjust internal socio-political structures within
the British empire. Here, Scotlandís postcolonial associations as colo-
nized by Britain, though are controversial, are growingly validated
through a series of serious and sustained studies. For example, in
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Scottish Literature and Postcolonial Literature, Michael Gardiner
argues that Scotlandís ìnationless state was seen to be shared with
postcolonial critiqueî and that the context of political devolution in
the UK can be seen as a ìpostcolonial processî exerting sustained
pressure on ìa heritage-based historical-constitutional unity that
absorbed the British empire, in a double movementî (Gardiner 2011,
3). Gardiner traces how Scottish literature shows a persistent concern
with ìthe representations of Scottish national identity that Scotland
has been riven, divided, and rendered incohesive as a result of English
colonisationî (Gardiner 2011, 16). Seen within a postcolonial per-
spective, Scottish characters in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî
and ìMavisís Shoesî are resisting a colonial heritage of systematic
cultural and physical violence. Graeme Macdonald, Paul Riggs and
Silke Stroh argue for the validity of an ongoing process of postcolonial
resistance in Scotland. Macdonald states that ìpolitical devolution
may eventually lead to independence for the devolved nations and
the dissolution of the UK structure ñ political, monarchic, military,
fiscal and economic ñ is a point often and forcefully made in Scottish
postcolonial criticismî (Macdonald 2011, 6). Riggs supports Macdo-
nald that political devolution is a ìnationalistic resistance to assimi-
lation, preserving the autonomy of Scotland within the British stateî
and as ìan assessment of inequitable material conditions in Scottish
societyî (Riggs 2005, 10).

For Riggs and Macdonald, the history of Scottish people shows
that Scottish people experience and resist obvious forms of discrimi-
nations and hierarchy within the UK that negatively affect ethnic
relationships and cultural identity in the country. Stroh supports Riggs
and Macdonald that extending the field of Postcolonial Studies
beyond Europeís former overseas colonies, to also include margins,
minorities and emerging nations within (white) Europe, Europe itself
has developed ìinvaluable tools for studying thematic patterns
pertaining to the relation between culture, subalternity, power and
national or ethnic identityî which all are urgent issues in modern
Scotland (Stroh 2011, 22). Macdonald, Riggs and Stroh indicate
that modern and contemporary Scottish writers tackle issues with
evident similarities with postcolonial ones such as hegemonic
relations between ìcentreî and ìperipheryî, cultural representation
and colonially produced concentration of power and wealth in the
hands of specific elite classes.

Seen within this context, the second aim of this paper is to
examine childhood in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisís
Shoesî as attempts of Scottish resistance against external and internal
processes of colonial injustices and violence through what Said,
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DeLoughrey and Handley describe above as reimaging and rebuilding
connections with Scottish past, landscape and cultural identity. In
this sense, although ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisís
Shoesî were written at very different historical, cultural, and political
contexts since the first was written during the Scottish literary renais-
sance that celebrates Scottish cultural nationalism and identity while
the second was written in post-devolutionary Scotland that commands
Scotlandís internal political sovereignty, this paper maintains that
the two novels place Scotland within the postcolonial-ecocritical
concerns with identity formations as the product of the intercon-
nections between local environmental, cultural and socio-political
beliefs and ethics on the one side and the attitudes towards different
cultures, environments and peoples on the other.

In the dominantly white, civilized Scottish communities in ìThe
Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisís Shoesî, people, nature
and places are still categorized, classified and discriminated against
according to their production mode and cultural/racial backgrounds.
For instance, in Green Isle, the Questioner and his administration
distinguish between ìtheir higher cultureî that produces ìthe indivi-
dual capitalist, the pattern of the corporate state. The evolution of a
corporate mindî (Gunn 1944, 209) and ìprimitive pattern of culture
[such as] the peasant type. They are conservative in their habits as
animals are. Fear is a more potent force in their lives than any other.
Use fear. Defeat their violence with a greater violenceî (Gunn 1944,
47). Since Art lives in wilderness and disobeys the rules of Green
Isle, he is immediately stereotyped as ìprimitiveî and inferior and
hence deserves punishment. Regardless of his young age, Art is
exposed to psychological and physical pressure and terrorization.
Art is not only threatened by police that ìMary was taken away and
would never come back, unless Art came with meî (Gunn 1944,
119), but also is chased and hunted as a symbol of ìa lower, animal
cultureî (Gunn 1944, 119). He is forced to hide in the woods, and
is deprived of basic needs of food, care and security. This politicized
process of animalizing and inferiorizing certain (Scottish) classes,
like peasants shows space as calculable tool of political subjugation,
exclusion and inclusion that determine who enjoy the entitlement
to security and acceptance within the higher culture and who does
not. Othering and the inferiorization of difference run on the gender
level as well. Since Mary and other women in Green Isle sympathize
with Art and defend him against authorities, women are accused of
ìgetting fancies. The boy left a strong impression on themî (Gunn
1944, 59). Mary faces mental torture at the hands of ìbullies or
psychologists at the atomic psychology roomî (Gunn 1944, 259).
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In ìPostcolonial Ecocriticism: Literature, Animals, Environ-
mentî, Graham Huggan and Helen Tiffin argue that assuming ìa
natural prioritisation of humans and human interests over those of
other species on earth means generating and repeating the racist
ideologies of imperialism on a planetary scale: [Ö] people [who
are] often regarded as part of nature are treated instrumentally as
animalsî (Huggan and Tiffin 2015, 6). In Green Isle, civilization
and high culture is related to industrial urbanization and privatization
of lands and resources. Consequently, the Questionerís plan to detach
inhabitants of Green Isle from their natural environment by forbidding
the fruit and designating certain products as exclusive and nature
and wilderness as dangerous and primitive not only deprives humans
from enjoying and connecting spiritually and physically with the
diversity of natural products and elements, but also underestimate
the non-human world as inferior. Moreover, the superior adminis-
tration in Green Isle inevitably denotes, like in imperialist projects,
ìa superior Western knowledge and a Western representation of
events and processesî (Thomas 2001, 168). The Questionerís ìflaw-
less style of reasoning is a universal reasonî (Gunn 1944, 208) and
hence he thinks ìthat in another millennium it mightnít be convenient
to extend the green isle any farther. The idea of a lack of living room
in a thousand years haunted us more than if the lack was to be next
week. It caused a tremendous amount of talkî (Gunn 1944, 94). The
Questionerís spatially expandable, globalized, westernized (neo-
imperialist) plans to extend his order and authority to other spaces
and peoples unavoidably entail not only transmitting the inequitable
distribution of resources to the potential new spaces, but also
exemplify the deterritorialized forces of modernism and globaliza-
tion. Imperialist Militarism is replaced with globalized forms of broad
political-economic alliances and interests.

In a similar way, Sextonís ìMavisís Shoesî, published in 2011,
retells the shocking Nazi cruelties and bloody atrocities against the
inhabitants of the Scottish city of Clydebank at the backdrop of the
contemporary Anglo-American war in Iraq and Afghanistan. The
huge human and environmental loss in both wars not only proble-
matizes Scotlandís double position as a colonializing nation as well
as subordinate to British central authority and Nazi violence, but
also exposes how in the contemporary globalized world, economic
interests, decision making processes and the distribution of wealth
and recourses, such as Iraqi oil, are still governed by Eurocentric
and imperialist ideas and interests. Sexton exposes Scottish ambiva-
lence and double standards. Scotland participates in contemporary
colonizing, democratizing missions in Iraq, while Scottish people
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resist the assimilation and the subordinate position of Scotland within
the British state that lead to two devolution referenda in 1979 and
1997 (Leith and Soule 2011). Moreover, Scotland still suffers domi-
nant forms of political patriarchy, the unequal distribution of resources
and the concentration of power and wealth in the hands of elites.

Witnessing and surviving the horrific destruction of her home-
town of Clydebank at the hands of the Nazis, working-class nine-
year-old Lenny in ìMavisí Shoesî is in a continual state of fear,
doubt and instability. Like other children in the novel, Lenny is first
shocked with the level of physical destruction caused by the war.
She hears the ìshouts and people sleeping in death, separated from
their feet or their hands, no longer whole, unable to complete them-
selvesî (Sexton 2011, 11). Lennyís mother, Peggy, is in hospital since
her legs are crushed and Rosie, a four-year old girl, loses all her
family members. Children feel cold, afraid and ìcould hear the inside
of their stomachî (Pancake 2011, 13). Gradually, Lenny realizes
that destruction is all-inclusive: ìgrown-ups are crying. Most of us
filthy and grey. A lady fell over suddenly and an old man tooî (Pan-
cake 2011, 11). Human violence reaches out to the natural world
as ìthe sky was filled with still more drops of fire, little drops flying
all around, and all the laws of nature and gravity that I had learnt at
school had all been lies and were of no use nowî (Pancake 2011,
5). Within this cruel war, childhood is violated on all levels. So,
Lenny and thousands of children are orphaned, terrorized and starved.
As their secure worlds fall down, children ask: ìwhy do grown-ups
do that?î (Pancake 2011, 28). Since children never get a satisfactory
answer to their question, Lenny has to find the answer herself.

Like in all (post) colonial societies, Scottish characters in ìThe
Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisís Shoesî need, then, to
re-establish their demolished worlds. However, Edward Said argues
that ìa changed ecology also introduced a changed political system
that seemed retrospectively to have alienated the people from their
authentic traditionsî (Said 1993, 77). Natureís alterity and processes
of regeneration bury or remove the detrimental practices and damaging
effects of the postcolonial or violent histories introduce new or alter-
native milieus. Scottish nature, like Scottish people in the two novels,
plays a complex, dual role during and after the geographical violence.
Landscape is an active participant in shaping, sharing and witnessing
the violent historical experiences of its populations. Scottish land-
scape in the two novels helps its traumatic inhabitants to recover
the effects of aggression, violence and disturbance and to question
their identity patterns and historical situations. Yet, nature and non-
human species are also victims of the violence. Scottish villages,
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cities and hills in the two novels are attacked by Nazi bombs, but
they become the safe resort for Clydebank people to rebuild their
demolished community and to heal their psychological and physical
injuries as in Carbeth. Nonetheless, Carbeth is rural and primitive
and its new urban inhabitants or refugees from Clydebank struggle
to urbanize the place according to their capitalist vision. Likewise,
Art and Old Hector in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî need to
give up their rural culture and conform to oppressive, globalized
forms of capitalism and neo-imperialism in Green Isle. They need
to compromise between their difficult realities and the rules of the
newly established orders that reintroduce discriminatory binaries.
Lenny and Art feel out of place in Clydebank and Green Isle because
of their difference and spatial-cultural backgrounds.

This paper is divided into two parts. The first examines the
concepts of childhood, space and action in ìThe Green Isle of the
Great Deepî and ìMavisís Shoesî within postcolonial-ecocritical
concerns. It argues that Green Isle in ìThe Green Isle of the Great
Deepî and Clydebank in ìMavisís Shoesî are examples of globalized,
modern, and civilized cities with order and high cultures, but their
landscape and human relations are still formulated by a long and
complex history of European imperialism that render urbanization,
technology, and natural and spatial control as basic determinants
of modern life. Yet, young Art in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî
and Lenny in ìMavisís Shoesî offer alternative stances and solutions
to the deterministically rules of the orders they inhabit. The second
part discusses the concepts of the non-human and God in the two
novels.

CHILDHOOD, SPACE AND ACTION
IN ìTHE GREEN ISLE OF THE GREAT DEEPî
AND ìMAVISí SHOESî

Childhood has been established as one of the major themes in the
modern and contemporary Scottish novel. It usually symbolizes
ìinnocence, morality and authentic, pure Scottish identityî (Riach
2005, 93) and ìthe power to connect one generation to the nextî
(Bennett 2013, 7). However, in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî
and ìMavisís Shoesî, childhood is used to achieve two ecocritical
aims. Firstly, childhood offers an ecologically-oriented form of resis-
tance against different forms of repression and oppression. The war
experiences of Art in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and Lenny
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in ìMavisís Shoesî provide a spatial lens that recognises what Abigail
Hackett and Lisa Procter call ìthe non-linearity of childrenís lives,
by bringing to the fore the complex ways that childrenís meaning-
making unfolds in dynamic exchange with the spaces and places
they inhabitî (Hackett and Procter 2015, 1). For Hackett and Procter,
examining the entanglements between children and the worlds in
which they are situated offers new perspectives on how ìknowledges
come from the betweenness of spatial experience, where children
bring knowledges generated through their familiarity with one setting
into those which are unfamiliarî (Hackett and Procter 2015, 5).
Childrenís ways of knowing, then, ìgo beyond spoken or written
knowledge, to include what is remembered or imagined by the body
as well as the mind, and to a certain extent, is therefore unshareable
and unknowableî (Hackett and Procter 2015, 5). In this sense, Art,
who is described by Old Hector and people in Green Isle as ìstrange
and wild and fearless, extraordinary, something fabulousî (Gunn
1944, 202) and as attaining ìthe immortal three ñ knowledge, wisdom,
and magicî (Gunn 1944, 241) uses nature as a force to form his
own knowledge and interpretations of his worlds. In Green Isle, Art
holds the position of a refugee and an outsider. He is sometimes a
helpless and miserable-looking refugee and sometime is a menacing
figure or outsider that disturbs established orders and rules. Art, like
thousands of exiles, émigrés, refugees worldwide, feels insecure and
estranged. Yet, he adopts a highly politicized, skeptical and self-
conscious attitude, seeking answers to theoretical questions such as
problems of identity, authority and individual agency. Here, environ-
ment and open spaces, despite maintaining indissoluble links with
time, are empty of any reductions, restrictions, and manipulations
that are destined to capture Art in a specific nation or group.

In this way, for Art to eat the ìforbidden fruit, nuts of knowledge
and salmon of wisdomî (Gunn 1944, 15) and to sleep in open spaces
not at the Inn are not only an obvious expression of distrust of the
authorities in Green Isle but also deconstruct their rhetorical strategy
that establishes nature and natural products as privatized, exclusive,
and inferior entities. The importance of the union with nature or
reclaiming the natural-human connections through sympathetic
analogy and spiritual empowerment gives Art a new sense of identity
and productive power. It is not merely linguistic or diasporic or
nostalgic. Rather, nationalism is action against repression. The diffe-
rence between the new generations of Scottish people and the old
one is striking. While Old Hector and inhabitants of Green Isle bear
on their faces the marks of uncomprehended subjugation, helpless-
ness and guilt that render nationalism as ìthe dead-end of political
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life, demanding endless sacrifices and the abrogation of democracy
for the sake of national securityî (Said 1999, 36), Art sees the world
as expendable, impermanent, and unstable.

Artís view of space that is indefinably open, Bertrand Westphal
argues, ìdeploys itself beyond immediate perception. Covered with
a veil of intelligibility, it escapes first from human understanding. A
desire that engenders excitement and chills is superimposed onto
space, and the excitation is itself an incitement to mobilityî (Westphal
2013, 4ñ5). Thus, Artís explorations of open spaces intimidate autho-
rities as different, unexpected and unrefined. As Art inscribes and is
inscribed by the wild, free nature in a mobile perspective, he stands
for wisdom not as accumulation of experiences, but rather as his
ability to use his personal awareness and intuition to transform his
historical vulnerability, fear and subjugation into acts of magic which
are resistance and being different. Moreover, Artís courage exposes
the drawbacks of early twentieth century Scottish nationalism. In
the imagined world of post-war Green Isle in ìThe Green Isle of the
Great Deepî, then, like in imperialist orders, power and knowledge
inform culture. People in Green Isle believe that ìmanís curse has
been the curse of disobedienceî (Gunn 1944, 94). Consequently,
they follow strict and sometimes unreasonable rules of their system,
for example, a rule that prevents them from eating fruits ìso that
man would be restored to his original innocenceî (Gunn 1944, 93).
People in Green Isle follow these rules ìnot of fear but a profound
belief in the efficiency and power of the Administrationî (Gunn
1944, 179). They come to believe that security requires obedience
and subjugation to authority. Consequently, inhabitants of Green
Isle impliedly consent over a security state that controls and securitizes
public spaces. So, visitors of the city are watched, need to register
their names and personal details once they enter Green Isle, need
to sleep in the Inn and all people in Green Isle conform to rules with
ìautomatic obedienceî (Gunn 1944, 201). Under the pretext of
protecting the national identity, many modern postcolonial and
Western political systems operate security policies and measures
that prioritize not only the national interests over individual rights
but also ignore the demands for individual freedom. This increased
perception of security justifies state domination over public places
while free mobility inevitability designates heightened levels of
danger and fear.

In a similar way, Lenny in ìMavisí Shoesî neither fully conforms
to the established laws and rules of the different communities she
inhabits, nor feels threatened by wild spaces or the new environments
she explores. Rather, Lenny, like Art in ìThe Green Isle of the Great
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Deepî, holds an evasive place where idealistic notions of childhood,
obedience, innocence and protection are consistently challenged.
The fundamental challenge for Lenny is therefore that the chaotic
and violent Nazi attacks in ìMavisí Shoesî shake her established
knowledge and destroy her traditional perceptions of the concepts
of security and belonging attached to a home, a group and a nation.
As Lennyís defined territories and home collapse, the boundaries
between the cultural and the natural spaces, between the individual
and the state and between the self and the other collapse as well.
Being deliberately deprived of the natural, peaceful maturity from
childhood to adulthood out of war and violence, then, Lenny symbo-
lizes peculiarity. To reconstruct her worlds and knowledge in the
post-attack time, Lenny, unlike her community that is still loyal to
the laws and rules of the demolished order, is suspicious of estab-
lished knowledge. She is partially inside and partially outside the
newly established order in Carbeth. As Scottish people resort to the
hills and the countryside to escape the Nazi violence, and re-establish
their community in Carbeth, they, unlike Artís Green Isle, descended
from an urban, higher culture to a primitive, rural one. They live in
huts and tents like refugees; there is no sanitation or water, they do
not have enough food and shelters and so the Salvation Army inter-
feres and gives people blankets and food. However, being equal in
their grief and suffering, Scottish people in Carbeth foster their feelings
of solidarity, mutual care, understanding and human sympathy missed
in Clydebank. For instance, in Carbeth, Lenny sees that native farmers
are sometimes upset with the lack of supplies, but they are kind.
Clydebank people accept each otherís differences and deal intuitively
and humanly. Maimed and disabled war victims like Penny are
offered help and care.

In The Plausible World, Bertrand Westphal argues that ìnatio-
nalism and ethnotyping often go together because the nationalist
desire, manifest or not, sustains selected ethnotypes. The ethnotype
reinforces a desirable self-identity in opposition to neighbouring
entities, regarded as irrevocably other (a pejorative ethnotype)î
(Westphal 2013, 144). As Clydebank inhabitants settle in Carbeth,
they, like Old Hector and inhabitants of Green Isle, attempt to
nationalize and modernize the place. Mrs. Mags tells Lenny that she
needs to go to village school ìbecause the law says she has to go to
schoolî while Mr. Tait says that ìwe have to work and study too, to
keep this country on its feetî (Westphal 2011, 42). They politicize
Carbeth as an alternative political-institutional ensemble of Clyde-
bank that is inevitably governed by processes of identity stereotyping
and forced integration. Consequently, Penny plans to resume her
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old plans of immigrating to America: ìI still have all the papers, the
birth certificates and the photo of your dad and me on our wedding
day, and the America money! What a relief! Thank goodness I did
what the government said and kept itî (Pancake 2011, 56). Con-
versely, Lenny regards her community and her mother as trying to
project order and fake normality and security at the time when no
place is secured. Lenny, similar to Art, learns to critically rethink all
her beliefs and relationships. Through the war and its traumatic
effects, Lenny learns to overcome her fears, to deal with realities
and to integrate with nature through trial and error rather than any
preconceived ideas or stereotypes. She resists fear and oppression
through action: ìI couldnít go to school and see all those kids I
didnít know and a new teacher who might not be nice, and no-one
would even have heard of Mavis or my mumî (Pancake 2011, 34).
She keeps looking for her mother and her sister till she finds them.

In ìMavisís Shoesî, like in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî,
national identity becomes a problematic ideological, as well as socio-
political, enterprise that renders subjugation and reintroduce essen-
tialist notions and binary oppositions of the self and the other, the
male and the female and the privileged and the subordinate. In
modern, civilized Clydebank, like in Green Isle, Scottish people
are hard-working but are dehumanized, repressed and categorized.
For example, Mrs. Mag believes that ìstrictness is a good thing.
Everybody knows where they are with strictnessî (Sexton 2011, 67)
and Miss Weatherbeaten is a ìserious and grim teacherî (Pancake
2011, 32). Mr. Tait is seen as a ìgafferî (Pancake 2011, 23). Lenny
feels inferior because of her accent while her mother plans to immigrate
to America to escape jealous sniping and sexual accusations: ìthe
rumours began because the shift organizer likes her and gave her
extra shifts to help her make more money. Someone was not happy
about this ñ first they invented nasty stories about her and then they
made an official complaintî (Pancake 2011, 99). Peggyís husband
goes to the war and as a working, single mother, Peggy challenges
what LuceIrigaray calls ìthe desubjectivized social role of the mother,
which is dictated by an order subject to the division of labour ñ he
produced, she reproduces ñ that walls us up in the ghetto of a single
functionî (Irigaray 1987, 18). Peggyís economic independence and
her ability to support herself and her daughters alone endorse the
image of new women who successfully fulfil many functions and
rights that have been forbidden to them for centuries. Thus, she is
punished through sexual stereotyping. Nevertheless, Peggyís inde-
pendence brings stress. Lenny tells how her mother changes after
being a single mother: ìshe was patient when I lost things and told
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us stories about ëhomeí, her home which wasnít Clydebankî (Sexton
2011, 71). Controlling the productive and mental forces of women
and men in Clydebank through law and order is an essential element
in creating the collective subjects in Scotland. In Green Isle and
Clydebank, like in many postcolonial societies, nationalist interests
and security are a means of silencing difference and dissent. Inha-
bitants of Green Isle are silenced, deprived and repressed but justify
their subjugation that ìwe suffer here but we do not dieî (Gunn
1944, 64).

Furthermore, Lenny, like Art, empowers her resistance through
uniting with open spaces and wilderness. For them, nature is not
scary, but is regenerative and resistant. Lenny notices how the ìhills
rose up, solid, silent and surely indestructible, and trees shifted by
the path ñ pictures of a quiet country life of hard work and peace, a
life my dad always wanted but couldnít persuade my motherî
(Pancake 2011, 22). Lenny, like thousands of Clydebank children
and adults, feeds on fruits and vegetables in Carbeth and enjoys
daffodils and green spaces that help them ease their tragedies. The
natural environment in Carbeth becomes a balm to their troubled
hearts, minds and bodies. The trees, the hills and the river all give
adults and children a sense of security, shelter and unconditional
substance. Unlike her mother, who wants to escape to America,
Lenny has a different plan:

ìMavis and I would catch fish in the river and play with the
other kids, and weíd find ourselves a proper house and stay forever,
and my dad would come home and bring lots of medals and presents
for us all. [...] No-one would ever mention the Germans because
weíd have forgotten all about them. Weíd all be far too busy being
happy.î (Pancake 2011, 70)

Lenny neither asks about the causes of the Nazi war nor enemizes
them as permanent others. To the contrary, Lenny, similar to Art,
develops realistic, sensitive ecological-human balances for her future
survival and new identity. In ìWild Democracy: Ecofeminism, Politics,
and the Desire Beyondî, Catriona Sandilands argues that natureís
moments of wildness and humanityís need for humility within them
ìsuggests a politics oriented to the preservation of the possibility of
relations to the Real against the trend toward ideological totalityî
(Sandilands 1997, 149ñ150). Artís and Lennyís humble, intuitive
connection with nature can be seen as a resistance against totalitarian
productive ideologies of capitalism, and imperialism.

Secondly, Artís and Lennyís spatial, ecologically-oriented pro-
cesses of regeneration, recovery and action against repression render
the issues of identity and power that are intertwined with the per-
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formance of gender and nature in the two novels as illogical and
unthinkable. An essential part of Artís and Lennyís peculiarity is
their performative silence. Their behaviours elude interpretation and
hence resist domination. In ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî,
Artís boyhood arouses controversy. For example, Christopher Whyte
argues that Gunn propounds a ìmyth of masculinityî (Whyte 1995,
68) that assigns men and women traditional socio-cultural roles, with
the male Art as the leader of freedom. However, this paper argues
that Gunn represents a progressive ecological-gendered perspective
on the productive force of men and women in modern Scotland as
a means of promoting the possibility of gender justice by incorpo-
rating feminist reflections, analyses and activities within the broader
framework of Artís resistance discourse. Art is not the typical city
adventure boy who civilizes and urbanizes spaces and places he
encounters. Rather, Art is a rural, simple boy who intrudes and
disturbs the urban order that alienates and inferiorizes him. Art is
silent but his body and actions assault and threaten the hierarchical
political sight in Green Isle. In addition to this, in Green Isle, women
are able to read Artís silence and to affect his resistance plan. Mary
finds the herbs and makes the herb jelly that neutralized the effect
from eating the processed fruit. She helps Art to hide: ìthe fruit has
brought back life into her again, just as the boy Art brought back the
memory of her son ñ who was destroyed on earthî (Gunn 1944, 92).
In this sense, Maryís love of Art is unusual. She is not the traditional
protective mother or woman. Rather, she is a rebellious mother.
Her motherhood feelings do not deny her individuality and agency.
Moreover, women in Green Isle defend Art against the police: ìthe
interference of some women who blocked the menís way. The
women objected. There was a small riotî (Gunn 1944, 182). Their
bodies become a practice of their repressed subjectivity.

Unlike Art, however, Lenny in ìMavisí Shoesî challenges
obvious forms of gender duality inherent within her society and
worldwide. In an interview with Jim Murdoch, Sue Sexton reveals
that ìLenny tried very hard to be a boy, which is probably why she
has a boyish name. But I had to insist! There are lots of boysí adven-
ture stories, less for girlsî (Murdoch 2011, 1). Throughout ìMavisí
Shoesî, Lenny is missed for being a boy because of her free perfor-
mance and courageous, physical adventures that are usually restricted
to boys. Mrs. Mag says, ìLenny is the bravest little girl Iíve ever come
across, to tell the truthî (Sexton, 2011, 22). Thus, Sextonís Lenny
not only challenges the purposeful literary silencing and margina-
lization of the female adventurer, but also deconstructs ìthe so-
called domestic sphere of womenís work and activities across many
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times and cultures, includes caring for children, the elderly, and the
sick and working close to the land. This has traditionally been regarded
as less ëcivilizedí and therefore lesser in value, than the public sphere
of menís work and activitiesî (Lahar 1991, 32). Lenny, like her mother,
is not confined by these biologically determined gender roles. While
her mother works and supports her family, Lenny is not afraid to
explore public and war spaces. They are strong women, but they
are humans too, and so they cry, feel upset or need comfort. In
Carbeth, Lenny gets rid of stereotypes between women and primitive
nature on the one side and men and the civilized society on the
other. She offers a possibility of staying in Carbeth and building her
own Scottish identity devoid of stereotypes. Moreover, Lenny, unlike
Art, is exceptionally talkative. Her language gives substance to her
dreams and defines the inner ways which lead to the cultural identity
she seeks for herself and her family. Lenny refuses to be silenced or
controlled by the war or stereotypes. Art and Lenny, then, expand
the spaces of political action in the form of plural perspectives on
the issues of gender roles and individual agency in their societies.
Yet, only when Art and Lenny develop an ecological understanding
of their lives, do they refuse the linguistic and/or cultural archetypes
of their home cultures and are able to think and act differently.
They are not isolated or alienated. Rather, Art and Lenny, coming
from rural backgrounds, succeed in defending their rights of equal
treatment and equal share within their civilized, urbanized political
structures.

GOD AND THE NON-HUMAN
IN ìTHE GREEN ISLE OF THE GREAT DEEPî
AND ìMAVISí SHOESî

In ìNatureís Economyî, Donald Worster argues that ìChristian
imperialism stripped from nature all spiritual qualities and rigidly
distanced it from human feelings ñ promoting a view of creation as
a mechanical contrivanceî (Worster 1994, 29). Inhabitants of Green
Isle are forced into a new ontological relation in which ìGreen Isle
and the administrators who have to rule. The scientists at the seat
were, absolutely or mathematically, given. The rationalist philo-
sophers at the seat accepted them as given for all time everywhere.
That being so, they were given also for Godî (Gunn 1944, 96).
Within the secular order in Green Isle, then, politicians render God
and his sacred spaces and creations like nature, plants, animals and
open spaces as privatized entities that favour and are informed by
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their authority and ideologies. Thus, authority is established as
absolute and rigid, while nature and the non-human are stabilized
as aliens, peripheries, and others standing outside the human discourse.
They are to be controlled and modernized as a means of serving
God. Consequently, Artís integration with the natural order and
animals as ìthey make friends and Art could have no better guard
in the world than the dogsî (Gunn 1944, 90) signifies a redefinition
of authority and a challenge to its established socio-cultural and
linguistic ideologies. Artís encounter with nature and the dogs, for
example, transgresses the human/non-human or animal boundary
but could not bring either to fit in Green Isle. The fruit, nature and
animals have active and influential presence in Artís resistance plan,
but this presence is not translatable into human speech since it is
based on innate spiritual and emotional bonds not mechanical or
scientific calculations. Thus, Art and the natural/non-human worlds
in Green Isle become threatening others; they are uncontrolled,
spontaneous, and hence their free presence and agency have to be
limited by the administrators in Green Isle. Artís otherness in Green
Isle denotes the contrast between a limited anthropocentric sphere
of language and culture and an expanded ecological sphere that
acknowledges the earth as homes to human beings. It also helps
inhabitants of Green Isle to realize their inferior positions. Humans
share same experiences and problems with nature and other non-
human beings. The marginalized voices belong to both the human
and the non-human spheres, and both define each other.

In a similar way, Lennyís traumatic encounters with humans,
nature and the non-human mark new perceptions of her identity
and her relationships with god and authority. God occupies a central
position in Lennyís distressing war experience. At first, Lenny is
confused with the massive destruction of the human, the non-human
and the natural environments that she believes ìGod being angry,
shouting down at us and tearing everything to pieces, even the trees
and the hills [...] sheep hiding against walls and cows hudyoudled
against the farm buildingsî (Sexton 2011, 27). For Lenny, all-inclusive
incidents of death and damage with so many bodies and so many
people losing limbs caused by the unexplainable war exceed human
power. Gradually, however, Lenny realizes that ìhumans are playing
warî (Gunn 1944, 51). For Lenny to strike a balance between human
responsibility towards other beings, nature and creatures on the one
side and her confused perception of Godís absolute sovereignty on
the other, she needs to understand the secular realities and unex-
plained facts she lives in. Then, she needs to know her needs. These
two goals are realized through Lennyís integration with nature and
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the non-human. In Carbeth, Lenny realizes that all laws and know-
ledge become uncertain and nobody claims to know the truth. All
human beings are helpless, and nature is neither inferior to human
beings nor a symbolic system through which God speaks to them.
Rather, nature and the non-human creatures are important in their
own terms, as having their own processes of regeneration and resis-
tance and as saving and helping human beings with shelter and
substance like bananas and peaches. Lennyís new perception of
home in Carbeth is not limited by material possessions of a specific
building or conforming to a group of people as in Clydebank. Lenny
understands home as a multiplicity of options and alternatives
traversed by different, strange and incomplete, yet equal natures,
creatures, races, genders, and personal backgrounds.

In this way, Gunn and Sexton deconstruct the traditional view
of the place of natural elements as resources, as passive, static reci-
pients for a system of human use or abuse. In ìThe Green Isle of
the Great Deepî and ìMavisí Shoesî, marginalized and helpless
humans like Art and Lenny restore their agency and spiritual power
through nature. Non-human elements like animals, plants and land-
scapes are allowed the possibility of a self-sufficient ontology and
regeneration, undetermined by any human interference. Put this
way, Artís sensitive, humble encounter with the non-human and
nature, then, as Catriona Sandilands writes, ìthis encounter with an
ineffable nature signals an encounter with the Real as it appears
within both human and nonhuman life. The Real is discursively
impossible, always something other than the language that attempts
to domesticate itî (Sandilands 1997, 138). Artís explorations of the
non-human and the natural worlds indirectly expose the limitations
of the imperialist binaries of the linguistic, socio-cultural, economic
and political structures in Green Isle. They also show nature as a
socio-cultural product of power and politics. Thus, human beings
in Green Isle, like nature, are active participants in their own oppres-
sion or resistance. While nature resists oppression through its free,
spontaneous, unconditioned, physical, enjoyable and rich alterity
and productivity, Art resists through his dissidence and unpredic-
tability. As a result, although Artís motives to live in wilderness and
hid disobedience of patriarchal authorities remain enigmatic, he
leaves noticeable marks on Green Isle peopleís life and thinking.
He shows common human beings as able to survive freely on the
margins of the capitalist economy. Here, Art represents secular poli-
tics as declaring ìoneself for difference (as opposed to sameness or
homogenization) without at the same time being for the rigidly
enforced and policed separation of populations into different groupsî
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(Said 1985, 40). Art repudiates the search for a false, hierarchical
purity or assimilation of thought, race or nation.

Lenny, like Art, achieves inner growth and spiritual connection
with God that she understands that human beings are responsible
for corrupting their own worlds. Human inward corruption like hatred,
discrimination and greed experienced in Clydebank is reflected in
the worldís outward corruption like war, the destruction of the non-
humans and the pollution of nature. This is the real fact why Lennyís
spiritual renewal and wisdom need also environmental action to
live in the countryside and to be happy and peaceful. To break
away from the traumatic, corrupt past and present, Lenny realizes
that violence is already present in her society not only with the
Germans. In this sense, God and politics are two separate spheres.
While politics is degraded and unethical, Godís power is spiritual
and physical. Lenny says: ìDear God, please make my mum better
and find Mavis and take us all back home soon. [...] Please God,
put love in that beaten heartî (Pancake 2011, 40). She asks for Godís
help but acts to change her realities. Additionally, Lenny realizes
Godís economic power as reflected in nature and its rich, diverse
products and milieus. Lenny, then, disrupts the ideological limits of
her urban society precisely in relation to non-human nature. An
ecological understanding of her situation as a homeless refugee who
lacks feelings of security, equality and family and who needs a sense
of peace and gratification, Lenny reaches a form of political remem-
brance of her trauma that fosters the autonomous appearance of
nature as acting against human violence.

CONCLUSION

ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisí Shoesî suggest a
decade of political transformation in Scotland as a postcolonial
nation in which politics, nature and human rights are inextricably
entangled. They clearly adopt a shared progressive and supportive
view of ecological-human justice in modern, post-colonial Scottish
societies. Both Gunn and Sexton show an early belief in the rights
of environment as a precondition to political and social change in
Scotland. The two novels certainly relate literature and nature. They
explore the ideology and the everlasting effects of neo-colonization,
highlighting the specific characteristics of childhood. In ìThe Green
Isle of the Great Deepî and ìMavisí Shoesî, the contact between
the Self and the Other is direct, confrontational and non-human.
Despite the different perspectives espoused by Gunn and Sexton,
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they present children that exist in a perpetual state of query and
dissidence. Art in ìThe Green Isle of the Great Deepî and Lenny in
ìMavisí Shoesî aspire to understand their traumatic past and present
and to understand the politics of their identity formation. They show
patience, endurance, and above all persistence in resisting all forms
of oppression and in seeking to change the customs that discriminate
against them. Unlike the majority of adults in ìThe Green Isle of the
Great Deepî and ìMavisí Shoesî whose search for economic security
and social stability meant that they are caught within the framework
of autocratic politics, Artís and Lennyís main challenge is a purely
ideological fight for recognition of their humanness. Their environ-
mental awareness interweaves their personal interests and aims with
the political conditions of their societies.
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ABSTRACT

The article investigates some notions of the origin of universal
historiography and promotes a reflection on the concept of History
in antiquity and today, especially in classrooms of juvenile education.
For that, a basic, exploratory, subjective, and inductive bibliogra-
phical research was carried out within the scope of the written
production of classical and contemporary authors, with a view to
contributing to a critical re-reading of the historiographic bases,
something that is necessary given a characteristic of the constant
evolution of science, which demands more and more technicality
and specialization ñ and this happens to the historical discipline
too. The purpose of reflection is to foster a critical discussion that
contributes to the teaching of History in the classroom, in the present
day, since the world today seems less and less prone to the study of
the humanities, for several reasons. The conclusion is that we cannot
forget the past teachings, much less how humanity faced and over-
come its problems and challenges, with confrontations and solutions
that transformed the past into a present, and from here arises the
mission of building the future, aware that we will not evolve if we
are not very clear about the notion of the human condition at all
times.

Keywords: history, pedagogy, classics, teaching, humanities, histo-
riography
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INTRODUCTION

A frequent question among the educators of the area of History,
which many ask themselves is: after all, what is it to teach History?
This question, whose simplicity lies only in its appearance, can lead
to other questions beneficial to the general understanding of the
subject. Among them, the quest for prime issues, what was history
to the earliest known thinkers? What are its characteristics and
objectives? How should it be done? These are just a few questions
that could be investigated in an attempt to improve the classroom
teacherís performance. Once again, here too is the common sense
of the study of history: who knows by studying and understanding
the past, has answers to the questions of the present, and can thus
better design future actions.

US AND THEM

Teaching History in class or defending an academic thesis on History
may lead to the traditional questioning about the definition of the
concept of History, about what it is and how History is made, in
addition to the important question regarding the writing of History.

The historian Paul Veyne (1982) has already observed that the
capacity of the present man to know history is much greater than
that of the men of the ancient civilizations, like the inhabitants of
classical Greek and Roman antiquity, for example. And this charac-
teristic does not stem from the simple fact that millennia have passed,
therefore more events have occurred, facilitating to the current
observer a greater amount of information available.

According to Veyne, the ancients lacked experience because
to them History seemed to be something monolithic, closed, which
did not accept criticism, questioning or new versions if it had already
been established previously.

What makes present man be able to know History more than
the man of old times is his lack of naivety in front of History. He no
longer believes that a story told, or a historiography, or what one
seeks to know, is exactly what really happened, the true historical
process ñ the actual process experienced ñ something which could
be called the true History. Thus, probably the explanation of the
clear distances, for the contemporaries, between History and Story.
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It means that the present man is aware that the production of know-
ledge is inexorably dependent on multiple conditions, which makes
this knowledge marked by different views and conceptions of the
world and society ñ that is why it is said that there is always a theory
chronologically before the historical fact, theory that would be elabo-
rated, when it seeks to problematize the knowledge, or imposed,
when one does not question the facts but only seeks a preconceived
version. In addition, the present man is more aware of the injunctions
to which scientific production is subjected because the scientific
doing itself is not free from questions about its presuppositions and
purposes. Brazilian researcher Déa Fenelon approaches this from
the perspective of the very subjection of historical science to a deba-
table model of understanding of thought:

ìIn the present context of the organization and division of
intellectual work, the position of History expresses a hierarchy and
classification of the sciences corresponding to a conception of know-
ledge legitimating social division into watertight compartments.î
(Fenelon 2008, 25)

Another aspect of the social division pointed out by Fenelon is
the institutionalization of the University as a unique and privileged
place for the production of knowledge. The author concludes, gravely,
by pointing out that science can often hinder the understanding of
thought rather than facilitating it because, at the limit, it may be at
the service of interests, as Hobsbawm (1998) summed up, referring
specifically to History: if there is no satisfactory past, it is always
possible to invent it.

Done due reservations, however, man of the present day seems
far more apt to construct historical knowledge than the man of earlier
eras. And if it is true for these women and men of today, that to
evoke the past is a condition for culturally orienting the human being
in order to broaden his prospects for action in the future (R¸sen 2001),
in a synthetic and elegant definition, it does not seem to be the histo-
rical knowledge that is being developed within the classrooms.
Initially, due to the scarce supply of History classes at primary and
secondary schools, so busy that these appear to be with the diffusion
of contents related to the mathematical and Grammar sciences.

The original record of Jˆrn R¸sen, it is worth mentioning, is as
follows:

ì[the historical knowledge] encompasses the cultural practices
of directing the actions of humans in time [...] places men in the
temporal changes in which they have to suffer and act, changes
that ñ in turn ñ are (co) determined and effected by the own act and
to suffer humans. The historical culture is able to guide when it
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allows that experiences with the human past be interpreted in such
a way that, through them, one can understand the circumstances of
the present life and, based on them, to elaborate future perspectives.î
(R¸sen 2001, 217)

It is possible to make a brief digression about what was written
immediately above because Mathematics and Grammar, elementary,
are of absolute and recognized priority in the teaching of the human
being. However, merely making math accounts and mastering gram-
matical rules do not guarantee the development of other important
intellectual capacities that are also fundamental for the proper
formation and emancipation of the human being, such are the arts
of narrating, of understanding, of reasoning discursively, among
many that make of the human being what he is in its integrality.

In addition to the limited supply of classes, the difficulty in
modernizing curricula and customs, with prevailing of the perma-
nence instead of innovations ñ what some call a tradition, seems to
transform the activity of the History teacher into a mere parade of
facts and dates, without criticism, reflection or attempt to approxi-
mate the practical life of students, which causes two immediate
consequences: the content becomes meaningless for the needs of
the student; the class becomes boring and here, the tragic corollary
of the situation happens: in this context, a good teacher is the one
who can teach students to memorize more and more quickly. Hence
the contribution of the historical discipline to school failure, and
immediately thereafter, the promise of the digital Pandora box
appears: the wonders of the technological world of the twentieth
century to aid the gritty lessons and disinterested students.

By the way, the historian Leandro Karnal comments on the
use of the new resources and their relationship with History:

ìA few decades ago, there was an expressive misunderstanding
in the modernization of teaching. It was thought necessary to introduce
machines to have a dynamic class. Multiplying back-projectors, slide
projectors and, later, movies in the classroom. [...] It is needed to be
said and repeated to exhaustion: a classroom can be extremely con-
servative and outdated with all the most modern audio-visual means.
A classroom can be very dynamic and innovative using chalk, teacher
and student. In other words, we can use new means, but it is the
very conception of History itself that must be rethought.î (Karnal
2009, 9)

At the heart of the question seems to be a notion that History,
as it is transmitted or assimilated, seems something immutable and
indisputable that would just be enough to memorize to know,
becoming something unnecessary and tiring. The fundamental notion
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of how human problems, and the resulting solutions and confron-
tations, have been transformed from the past to the present, is being
taken from the studentís life as a primordial issue, and for which
neither the Grammar nor even Maths can help to build the aware-
ness of the human condition.

A first attempt at coping with the complex seems to be neces-
sarily a search for a better definition of what History is for the teacher
and what History is for the student. The mission of the well-trained
teacher, aware that his discipline generates possibilities of actions
and practices historically founded, for the present and future times,
consists in helping his or her student leave the outdated conceptions
of History in the past, so to speak. Students need to be encouraged
to integrate the teaching-learning processes, as only then can they
produce meanings.

There is an old adage, which is very conducive to this reflection,
it says more or less the following: ìTell me what should be done
and I will forget. Show me and Iíll be interested, but only if I get
involved will I understandî.

Therefore, it is important to remember the origins of the historical
discipline, even as an additional effort to get students involved, and
to be able to evolve safely in Science. In this case, it may be useful
again to return to the historian Paul Veyne, so the contemporary
educator can face the difficulties to the understanding of History,
those proposed by Veyne (1982): historical event is rupture, denoted
by values contained in actions, not words. Moreover, the event usually
entails a multitude of paradox, to which the historian must return
infinitely in his quest for truths or appearances. One must be aware
that historical facts and events are multidimensional and carry
fragments of a kaleidoscopic image of the world: they are social,
economic, cultural, etc.

STORY OR HISTORY?

The presented panorama suggests that the return to the origins, in
terms of historical knowledge, in terms of first postulates about the
office of the historian, can still yield fruitful reflections since the
situation of academic everyday life is always different, it moves in
perpetual transformation, and can generate a departure from the
bases of historical knowledge by the specialization and increasing
technicality ñ and increasingly demanded by Science.

In the light of the foregoing, it is worth raising some authors
and works that may serve as a complementary reflection. It seems
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consensual that, in the Western world, the Greeks Herodotus, Hesiod,
and Thucydides, together with the Latins Salustius and Livy, are
identified as responsible authors for what can be called the origin of
Historiography, so itís worth to review questions and procedures
adopted by the disciplineís pioneers in classical antiquity. Tensioning
the original meaning proposed by Walter Benjamin in his sixth thesis
on the ìPhilosophy of Historyî, his formulation ìTo articulate the
past historically does not mean to recognize it ëthe way it really
wasí. It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment
of dangerî (Benjamin 1969, 258), in the context of the present work,
could mean that the moment of danger would not be the moment
in which one tries to glimpse the past as it actually was, in this sense
following the German masterís warning, but the moment when one
tries to glimpse how one imagines it could have been, which is
doubly inaccurate because it is where personal opinion arises, the
inexorably limited reading of the observer when it tries to make
sense of something in the past and of which only traces are known.
It is like when one tries, through these rare signs, to give meaning to
something that is not well known or comprehended how, in fact, it
happened. It is at this moment that it may be useful to return to the
earliest initiators, the first formulators, those who have encountered
these and other questions at the primeval time, because they have
tried to fill in gaps to give consistency to their work. It is to this type
of situation that the scholar of Oral History, Paul Thompson, referred
when he approached interpretive operations in the construction of
History, with the difference that his method simulated an optimal
situation in which the historian would have all the available sources:
ìThe evidence is now collected, sorted and prepared in an accessible
way: the sources are at our disposal. But how to articulate them?
How to build the story from them? [...] How to evaluate and test our
evidence?î (Thomson 1992, 299ñ300). These are key questions and
for which, at the present time, one can only produce interpretations
for meanings, rather than answers, as Geertz proposed, besides
dealing with ethnography, in the chapter entitled ìThick Description:
Toward an Interpretive Theory of Cultureî: ìDoing ethnography is
like trying to read (in the sense of ëconstruct a reading ofí)î (Geertz
2001, 10).

One of the references to these efforts, subsequent to the cited
Greek and Latin authors, is Lucian of Samosata, better known for
his jocular dialogues with the dead in the so-called menippean satire,
a subject of little interest for the present moment. More seriously,
Lucian of Samosata has a book titled ìHow to Write Historyî, impor-
tant to understand how these writings were given in antiquity because
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it contrasts with those coming from people pointed out as the historians
of his time, that did nothing but the clear and simple compliment to
the emperors. In his work, Lucian of Samosata preaches that History
must be fair, corresponding to the truth, so that it is lasting, thereby
distinguishing very clearly History from Poetry ñ that the latter would
allow the flow of feelings and fable, but the former, the History,
would not. Lucian defended a history of scientific character, some-
thing away from the simple storytelling, thus posting himself as a
continuator of Thucydides. And to avoid the fable, one must return
to the question of what the truth is or how to write the truth of facts,
a point alluded to by Walter Benjamin a few lines before this. Lucian
of Samosata also invokes the image of danger, in this case referring
to the moment in which the writer decides to undertake the historio-
graphy. According to him, the ideal of this writer would be to remain
in a safe place so that the arrows of the critics did not reach him.
Thus, the author recommends amidst the dialogues he builds:

ìI shall prudently beware of those dangers and solicitudes to
which historians are exposed, and content myself with only giving
a little advice to authors, and subjoin a few cautions, in order to
have at least some share in the edifice they are raising [...] Most of
them indeed fancy they have as little need of good advice in this
business, as in walking, eating or drinking. They imagine nothing is
easier than to write history. Everybody can do it, that can put on
paper whatever comes into his head. But you, my friend, know
better, that it is not a matter of such extreme facility, and does not
admit of being treated so negligently. On the contrary, if there be
any department in literature that demands great abilities and much
consideration, it is this; if a man would produce a work, which, as
Thucydides has it, shall remain an everlasting possession of its
author.î (Lucian 1820, 44ñ45)

IN THE BEGINNING WAS HOMER

It is also to be considered that, even before the authors known as
the first historians, Herodotus, Thucydides, among others, there is
Homer, from the eighth century BC. Although he wrote his great
works, ìIliadî and ìOdysseyî, in verse, Homer is taken as reference
even for those historians, possibly as historiographical inspiration.
It is not by chance that Herodotus, for example, wrote in Book II of
his ìHistoryî: ìHesiod and Homer are my Seniorsî (Harrison, 1927).
It seems acceptable to consider, therefore, the line ìIn the beginning
was Homerî, which graciously comments the notorious opening of
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the first chapter of the ìGospel of Johnî ìIn the beginning was the
Wordî, signifying that everything, even historiographical writing,
would have been initially focused by Homer. It is as if to everything
that was discovered, thought, proposed, it would always be possible
to add ìBut this was already in Homerî. Plato, in ìThe Republicî
(1991, 283), in the same sense, states that the Paideia [formation],
therefore tradition and history too, of Greek man is made up of two
authors: Homer and Hesiod.

Although Homerís work is not proposed as historiographical
writing, it is still relevant to early historians, Herodotus in his ìHistoryî,
Thucydides in his ìHistory of the Peloponnesian Warî, and Polybius
in his ìHistoriesî, for example, because all will be discussing the
story since Homer, often reverberating the Trojan war, first sung by
Homer in the ìIliadî and the ìOdysseyî, but especially with these
same historians commonly comparing themselves or approaching
Ulysses, or Odysseus, a central character of the ìOdysseyî. Hero-
dotus, for example, calls himself ìcompanionî to Odysseus, in a
frank attempt to increase the authenticity of the narrative. Polybius,
for his part, argues that the good historian is not the one who travels
through the books, in the comfort of the pillow, in the home environ-
ment or in the library ñ he is not the cabinet researcher at all, but on
the contrary, is the one who goes to the field, ìA historian needs to
have been drenched by the sea-spray and been present in the fields
of battleî (Hartog 2001, 164). He quotes the proposition of the
ìOdysseyî to show Odysseus as the first historian.

Thus, in antiquity itself, and among those who are now known
as the earliest historians, there was already the discussion of the
historiographical character in Homer. Concerning the testimonies,
why does Herodotus claim to be a companion of Odysseus? And
what does Polybius cite in defense of his argument that Odysseus
was the first historian? The answer to these questions is pointed out
in the opening of Homerís work. The proposition of the ìOdysseyî
occupies the first ten verses of this work, it is the place where Homer
invokes the Muse so that it helps him with the content of the narrative,
and says that he will talk about this man, Odysseus, a cunning man,
and that its citadel of Troy was taken by the Greeks in the famous
war:

ìSing to me of the man, Muse, the man of twists and turns
driven time and again off course, once he had plundered
the hallowed heights of Troy.
Many cities of men he saw and learned their minds,
many pains he suffered, heartsick on the open sea,
fighting to save his life and brings his comrades home.
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But he could not save them from disaster, hard as he strove ñ
the recklessness of their own ways destroyed them all,
the blind fools, they devoured the cattle of the Sun
and the Sungod blotted out the day of their return.
Launch out on his story, Muse, daughter of Zeus,
start from where you will ñ sing for our time too.î (Homer 1996, 77)

Already the third verse of the ìOdysseyî says that Odysseus knew
the spirit of many men and saw the city. It is embedded in this idea
the concept of the traveler who saw many places but not merely
passed through them: investigated these cities, observed, knew and
narrated these places.

In the eighth book of the ìOdysseyî this question of testimony,
of the necessary experience, returns to the discussion. Before returning
to his home, Odysseus goes to the land of the Phaeacians and talks
to King Alcinous. When Odysseus arrives at the palace of the king,
the king offers a banquet to the visitor even though he does not know
who he is, just another manifestation of the traditional custom of
hospitality, so valued in other times. The king then summons a subject,
a singer (poet) called Demodocus to sing and rejoice the banquet.
The first thing that Demodocus sings is the dispute between Odysseus
and Achilles in the Trojan War. Odysseus hears the song, he is the
object and receiver of this song, and he, more than anyone else there,
is able to know whether singer says the truth or not. At the end of
the speech, Odysseus says:

ì[Ö] surely the Muse has taught you, Zeusís daughter, or god
Apollo himself. How true to life, all too true [Ö] you sing the Achaeanís
fate, all they did and suffered, all they soldiered through, as if you
were there yourself or heard from one who was.î (Homer 1996,
547ñ551)

That is, it is as if Odysseus has said, ìIt is true what the singer
sings, it was just as it happenedî. At that moment, the ìOdysseyî
itself seems to address the question of truth and fiction, a pertinent
theme in the discussion of Historiography. It occurs as an attempt to
distinguish a fictional text, such as the ìOdysseyî, from what would
be a true text. That is, it gives the impression that the ìOdysseyî
itself already poses this problem. The character Odysseus testifies
that the narrative of the singer is true because he is a character in
that song and he has lived what happened in the narrated facts. The
singer does not know what he sings because, as a medium, he needs
someone to tell him what happened, this someone is the inspiration,
the Muse, daughter of Memory (Mnemosyne, in mythology). This
testimony, to gain authenticity, to be true and to have its ethos
updated from inspiration, or to go from story to History, this testimony
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requires the seal of someone who saw what happened, a witness,
which was present. This is when the word of Odysseus renders the
account truthful, it is the value of the testimony.

Therefore, from the beginnings of western culture the idea of
the vision is taken as a fundamental point for the historiographic
writing. There is a first opposition between the singer, who has not
seen the events and tells what the muses have told him, and the
character (in this case, Odysseus) who saw, witnessed, lived the
facts.

Continuing the investigation, in this masterful situation con-
structed by Homer, in which a character appears within the narrative
to assert authenticity to a story that in principle would be fanciful,
Odysseus then suggests that the singer sings the third song, which is
the episode of the horse of Troy, another moment where Odysseus
is a character in the action and therefore a witness. He wants to see
if what singer is going to tell is true. After the singing, Odysseus really
confirms that singer sings the truth and goes on to tell the story ñ he
gives his testimony, and then his words are confronted with other
sources if they are available: in the conflict between the sources the
researcher seeks History, although the source necessarily acquires
a value that ìat least in partî, depends on the very social and
historical position of the researcher (Le Goff 1990, 547).

THE TRUTH AND THE APPEARANCE OF
TRUTH

In Homer, when Odysseus confirms the story of the singer, the
narration now given is no longer in the voice of the poet-singer, but
is made in and by the voice of a participant in the action. At one
point of the eleventh book, King Alcinous interrupts Odysseusí
speech to state: ìwe know that you are no one who would cheat
us ñ no fraud [Ö] what grace you give your words, and what good
sense within! You have told your story with all a singerís skillî
(Homer 1996, 412ñ418). That is to say, what he narrates, tells with
truth, narrates in such a convincing form that it has to be true. At
this point, another fundamental problem of the historian seems to
have been posed: how can we distinguish the truth, on the one
hand, from what is not the truth but, on the other, holds the appea-
rance of one truth? With evidence? Trace elements? When someone
records, for example, in memorialistic writings, that a certain thing
happened, with no one else able to corroborate the information,
how to confirm it?
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If, however, all this is no more than supposition, speculation
as to where the origin might be, and the possible unfolding of the
writing of History, it is worth insisting on the ancestral investigation:
after Homer there is Hecataeus of Miletus, from the sixth century
BC, therefore a little before Herodotus. Unlike Homer again, Heca-
taeus wrote in prose. Also, unlike Homer, Hecataeus of Miletus
claims for himself the authorship of his work, initiating his ìGenea-
logiesî in this way: ìHecataeus of Miletus thus speaks: I write what
I deem true; for the stories of the Greeks are manifold and seem to
me ridiculousî (Shotwell 1939, 172). Homer, on the contrary, affirmed
himself a poet, or a singer, and the one who only registered what
the inspiring Muse made him write. In that sense he refused the
authorship of his own texts, putting himself as ignorant of the story
that he narrated, so that even the figure of Homer (if he really existed ñ
because even his existence is controversial), who is said to have
been a man deprived of the capacity to see, blind, therefore deprived
of the meaning that symbolizes the foundation of the search for
knowledge, as it would be in the case of the person of the historian.

Hecataeus of Miletus is not considered the ìfather of historyî,
because only fragments of his works have remained. None of his
works arrived intact until our days, for this reason Herodotus ends
up being known as the initiator of the historiographic writing.

It is not known whether Herodotus was aware of the work of
Hecataeus of Miletus, however, it is perceived that he begins his
work ìHistoryî in the same way Hecataeus began his ìGenealogiesî,
that is, claiming for himself the authorship of the book already in
the words that begin the volume, making it very clear, from the very
beginning, who the author of the work is: ìThis is the exposition of
the investigation of Herodotus of Thoriumî (Herodotus 1988, 16). It
is interesting to note that the term ìinvestigationî is spelled out in
the Greek original transliterated into Western characters in the form
of ìhistoryî, which is quite symptomatic because it is the first action
of this author in the work ñ to investigate. The Greek term ìhistoryî
is also connected to two other Greek terms ñ ìto seeî and ìto knowî.
Therefore, the historian, the investigator, is also, and perhaps mainly ñ
at that time, the one who sees and knows, not the one who is influ-
enced by muses and only declaims what they inspire him with,
thereby ignoring the content of what he declares: this is the model
of Homer in his ìIliadî and ìOdysseyî. Therefore, to historicize is
also to see and to know, according to the tradition of the time of
Herodotus, who is the one who travels a lot, sees many cities and
knows them. Ulysses, also known as Odysseus, is the main character
of Homerís ìOdysseyî. This is the model for Herodotus. Because to
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write his stories Herodotus traveled to many cities, saw many cities
and when he could not see what he reported about, he reported it
from someone who had seen, witnessed the facts reported. When it
was not possible for Herodotus to witness events, or to rely on the
testimony of those who had witnessed the events, Herodotus also
used witnessing writings. It is evident, therefore, why Herodotus
calls himself ìcompanionî of Odysseus, since as in this example,
he also traveled and knew, thus being authorized by this travel and
knowledge to tell what he saw, what he knew, because what he
writes about is not from hearing, saying, but from proving, experiencing
it himself. Again, it is not for another reason that Polybius, a Greek
historian of the second century BC, chose Odysseus as the first
historian.

THE SEARCH FOR TRUSTWORTHINESS

In his work, in case Herodotus does not know the details of a certain
fact or event, in the most impartial way he tries to present the col-
lected versions and, at the same time, exposes his own opinions
and assumptions, pointing out, when there is a plausible one, pre-
senting the reasons why he considers the chosen version to have
the greatest chance of authenticity. In this sense, he addresses another
of the primeval questions of the historian: the search for trust-
worthiness. By registering the various points of view, or the different
versions of the events, the historian tends to value the neutrality, the
impartiality that would give more authenticity to his production.

It is the emergence of the bases of History, the autopsy, that is,
ìto see for yourselfî, in the free translation of the Greek word, and
then report what has been seen. And the efforts to acquire this
knowledge, the fatigue provoked by so many journeys, the toil in
the search for the knowledge of the facts, must be constantly empha-
sized, as to give even greater authenticity to the accounts: thus,
Herodotus in his ìHistoryî, at every moment (something which has
a direct relationship with Odysseus), affirms what he had experienced
in his various journeys. However, even if he remembers every moment
of the fatigue, also to value the report, the search for the truth must
be exempt of fatigue, because the historian must travel, must see,
must make sure of the things that he claims to be true. As most turn
to what is easier, that is, to sing what is heard or what is read, the
path of the historian must be the opposite: the historian is the one
who goes to the place and reports.
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Herodotus presents these guidelines already in the prologue
of his ìHistoryî. The full content of this prologue is as follows:

ìThis is the exposition of the investigation of Herodotus of
Thorium, lest the events caused by men in time be erased, nor the
great and admirable works brought to light by both the Greeks and
the barbarians, become without fame; and, in addition, to investigate
also the cause by which they made war against each other.î (Hero-
dotus 1988, 16)

The prologue of Herodotus further highlights two other points:
by exposing the investigation undertaken, it seeks to prevent events
from being forgotten; then he also points out his interest in unraveling
the causes that trigger events, which again brings him closer to the
foundations of classical historiography insofar as it at the same time
pays particular attention to the understanding of historical causes.

INSTRUCT, TO HELP UNDERSTAND
THE PRESENT

Another foundation of historiography, another common place, a
topos, lies in the proposition that one of the functions of History
would be to instruct, not to delight, as in the case of poetry. Apparently
the first to raise this question would have been Thucydides, still in
the fifth century BC, as he writes at the beginning of his work ìHistory
of the Peloponnesian Warî: ìIt may happen that the absence of the
fabulous in my narrative seems less pleasing to the earî (Thucydides
2001, 14), and he writes it to reference in this way the model of
Odysseus, whom Homer posits as a narrator of fabulous passages,
since this absence of the fabulous will seem unpleasant because it
does not delight. But, more important, continues Thucydides, ìWho-
ever wishes to have a clear idea both of the events that have occurred
and of those which will someday occur in the same or similar circum-
stances as a result of their human content, will judge my history
useful and this will suffice meî (Thucydides 2001, 14ñ15).

Therefore, Thucydides emphasizes the importance of the
usefulness of the work, and not the delight it may provoke in the
reader. And if the work is not useful for the present time, it will be
for the future, for posterity, so that it can learn from the text: it is an
acquisition forever, emphasized in the pages of his work.

Thucydides wants to put his work as exemplary, in a conception
of History as something cyclical. If events recur, one learns to act
from this account immortalized by him: this seems to be the pretense
of Thucydides, which here points to another commonplace of the
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work of the historian, that is, it is necessary to know the past because
it is useful for understanding the present.

Recall also that the author opens his work with the following
statement: ìThe Athenian Thucydides wrote the history of the war
between the Peloponnesians and the Atheniansî (Thucydides
2001, 1), something that the author does invoking for himself the
authorship of the text, as seen previously. It is the model of Herodotus,
which is the model of Hecataeus of Miletus, containing again the
refusal of the inspiration of the muse when he points out the author
of the work. Thus, from Thucydides it is clear that the author narrates
what he himself had seen and experienced, since he had integrated
one of the fighting armies in the Peloponnesian war, yet nevertheless
he seeks the impartiality of the account, because he always tries
to deal with both sides, tries to consider the two belligerent points
of view to describe and understand the events. This dialogical relation,
the confrontation between the sources, was sought since the begin-
ning of time in History, the precedence of History before the opinions.

Another of the resources showing that the historian has to
authenticate his narrative is the mention of geographical or historical
landmarks that he may have seen in his research trips and search
for information. And this reinforces the need for the description of
what has been seen, that is, it is not enough to see but also to show,
describe what has been seen, such is the meaning of the Greek
noun ekphrasis [description], which means to expound in detail, to
explain everything in detail, as well as is the verbal description of
something through an exercise in rhetoric: a description that makes
the reader see what is written. It is from the original Greek word
frǎsij phrǎsis [phrase] that, derived in Latin, gives rise to the word
euidentia, evidence in English. Again, when the historian cannot
see what he wants to describe, he seeks to hear the one who saw,
seeks evidence, thus, the use of interviews is also justified.

Finally, on the return to the models of Herodotus and Thucy-
dides, although Thucydides prime by the concision and Herodotus ñ
by the abundance in the discourse; although Thucydides tells of his
thinking to the posterity, it is a work for the future, and Herodotus
tells the past to his contemporaries, they are writers and model works.
Such conclusions could be drawn from the present article: the past
is told to those present while counting from the present to the future.
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CONCLUSION

Thinking in a rather broad and general way, it can be said that
everything that the human being wants to develop and cultivate,
demands monitoring and evaluation. The work to be developed in
the classroom, aiming to develop the historical discipline with the
students, could not be different. Integrating the evaluation part of
the work into the development, recalling the fundamental concepts
of the discipline can give the teacher new reflections capable of
subsidizing adjustments in their activity.
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ABSTRACT

Utah is one of the principal destinations for refugee resettlement in
the United States. Despite the relatively frequent coverage of refugee
stories in local news media, very little in the way of scholarly research
has been written about these refugeesí integration and acculturation.
Moreover, no research has yet dealt with the issues facing the youth
of these refugee communities. In order to remedy this lack of know-
ledge about an important component of the populace in the state of
Utah, this article uses an ethnographic approach to explore issues
of integration and acculturation among African refugee youth. In
addition to providing the aforementioned useful data on the status
of immigration processes in Utah, it also contributes to the much-
publicized international debate surrounding the integration of
asylum-seekers from lower- and middle-income countries.

Keywords: refugees, Burundi, Somalia, resettlement, integration,
acculturation
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Youth from refugee backgrounds are a sector of the US population
about whom service providers and educators need more information.
As defined by the 1951 UN, a refugee is ìsomeone who has been
forced to flee his or her country because of persecution, war or
violence. A refugee has a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons
of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a
particular social groupî (UNHCR, 2019). Most often when people
think of refugee communities, they see adults. However, over 50%
of people from refugee backgrounds are youth under the age of 18.
These youth have specific needs for integration in a host community,
i.e., access to education and language courses, social skills develop-
ment for interacting in a new culture, and creating social bonds and
bridges with peers (Ager and Strang 2004, 2008).

As noted by Berry (1997), individuals who are able to continue
identifying with their heritage and culture as well as with their host
culture can integrate into the hosting society and have more positive
life experiences as they resettle. Ensuring that systems are in place
to support groups during the resettlement process is critical to assist
newly arriving individuals and families in creating new and positive
life experiences for themselves.

As one of the principal destinations for resettlement in the
United States, the state of Utah accepts 1,100 individuals per year,
individuals who have had a refugee experience (Canham 2015).
Approximately 45,000 currently residing in the state come from
twenty different countries. The majority come from Muslim-majority
countries (i.e., Iraq, Somalia, and Syria); those from Christian-majority
countries (i.e., Burundi, Congo, and South Sudan) are also significant
in number (Refugee Services Office 2018). Despite the relatively
frequent coverage of refugee experience stories in local news media,
little exists in the way of scholarly research (Blair 2000; Geo-JaJa,
Mangum 2007; Steimel 2010) to address these individualsí integration
in the US.

Moreover, there is a lack of research dealing with youth from
these refugee experience communities, the sector of the population
that may most likely be successfully integrating into the US. Only
anecdotal evidence exists about how the most recent youth of refugee
backgrounds in Utah perceive themselves and their hosts in the
context of their new national, linguistic, and civil environments. In
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order to remedy the lack of knowledge about an important compo-
nent of the population in the state of Utah, this research will use an
ethnographic approach to explore issues of integration among youth
of refugee backgrounds from Burundi and Somalia.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

High school age youth of refugee background experience additional
difficulties adapting to cultures of their receiving country, affecting
their performance in school as well as their mental health. In addition,
other scholars indicate differences in school experiences and socio-
cultural values as some of the stumbling blocks for such youth integra-
ting into their new environments (Moskal and North 2017; Ngo,
Rossiter and Stewart 2013; Xuemei and Grineva 2016; Heberbrand
et al. 2016; Fruja Amthor and Roxas 2016; Colvin 2017; MacNevin
2012; Lincoln et al. 2016). However, according to Rubinstein-Avila,
ìthere are many factors that determine the success of refugee youth
integrating in the hosting country such as length of time a student
has been in the new environment and integration policiesî (Rubin-
stein-Avila 2016, 80). Current research highlights that the wider the
cultural differences the harder it is for youth to integrate in their new
environment and the more they suffer. These studies noted that these
youth also suffer from discrimination and racism (Fruja Amthor and
Roxas 2016; MacNevin 2012; Colvin 2017; Hesset al. 2014; Anagno-
stopoulos et al. 2016). Mental health focused studies examined
refugee youth experience before flight, during migration, and when
they settle in their host countries (Hess et al. 2014; Heberbrand
et al. 2016; McGregor, Melvin and Newman 2015; OíDonnell and
Roberts 2015; Lincoln et al. 2016; Betancourt, Frounfelker et al.
2015; Anagnostopoulos et al. 2016). Additional factors negatively
impacting high school youth are language barriers, issues interacting
with peers and teachers, inequalities in the provision of healthcare,
and lack of access to other resources (MacNevin 2012; Ngo, Rossiter
and Stewart 2013; Lincoln et al. 2016; Xuemei and Grineva 2016;
Hastings 2012). Some of these problems lead to the youth performing
poorly in school, dropping out of school, joining gangs, being bullied,
and increasing risks of mental health issues (OíDonnell and Roberts
2015; Hess et al. 2014; Rubinstein-Avila 2016; Moskal and North
2017; Soennecken 2016; Fruja Amthor and Roxas 2016). In summary,
there is a lack of literature about the challenges and successes of
youth from refugee backgrounds as they are resettling into a hosting
community.
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In order to provide the context for our study, we focus on an
in-depth consideration of education and school systems, language
issues, the impact of racism and discrimination, and mental health
service needs of such youth as they resettle in the host country. We
also identify how these youth in high schools of a western state
perceive their successes in educational settings, in the following
sections.

DIFFERENCES IN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
AND CULTURAL VALUES

Those of refugee backgrounds from countries affected by war
experience difficulties because of cultural differences, clashes, and
societal changes. Culture shock among such youth is very common
especially if there are religious differences and wide cultural diffe-
rences with host country communities (Ngo, Rossiter and Stewart
2013). These differences affect such youth as they spend a lot of time
trying to develop an understanding of the new culture and their
new peers. Some adapt easily, but others struggle depending on the
culture they know and how large a divide there is between youth of
refugee background and their hosting peers. The former take time
to make sense of issues such as gendered interactions, sexual orienta-
tions, body language, dress codes, school discipline, and relation-
ships between teachers and students.

Researchers focus on the need for inclusiveness in education
to cater youth from refugee backgrounds, noting that even though
some work has been done in this area, some inadequacies exist ñ
including the lack of diversity and discussion about diversity in the
curriculum (Moskal and North 2017; Rubinstein-Avila 2016; Xuemei
and Grineva 2016; OíRourke 2015; Fruja Amthor and Roxas 2016;
MacNevin 2012). The authors further discuss the academic and
social difficulties experienced by such youth in schools of hosting
societies. Fruja Amthor and Roxas (2016) emphasized the need to
provide multicultural education to meet the needs of these youth in
schools. This same study noted that multicultural education, which
refers to any form of education or teaching that incorporates the
histories, texts, values, beliefs, and perspectives of people from diffe-
rent cultural backgrounds, has immensely contributed to equitable
education.

Xuemei and Grineva (2016) considered academic and social
adjustment of high school youth of refugee background in New-
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foundland, Canada. Even though the city itself is not diversified,
Newfoundland has experienced an influx of newcomers, most of
them with refugee experiences, and the city has been increasing
educational services to cater to their needs. The study indicated
that respective educational authorities had taken steps to include
immigrant studentsí backgrounds in their policies and curriculum,
such as discussions on tolerance and awareness of world religions.
However, researchers noted that more still needs to be done, including
particular attention paid to the specific identities of the newcomers,
as well as the option of alternative study assignments when new-
comers feel that their cultural and/or religious values are not respected
in the regular curriculum. In addition, this study found that regarding
school, work, language barriers, and school culture, student partici-
pants experienced difficulties communicating with their peers and
teachers since English is their second language. The same authors
also argued that students did not understand school culture and the
educational system, which slowed their academic progress. Students
were also confused by the grading system and considered the school
discipline methods too liberal compared to their strict backgrounds
(Xuemei and Grineva 2016).

In the early stages of moving to a new environment, students
of refugee backgrounds experience fear and loneliness. The students
find themselves needing and obtaining help from other students, be
it getting directions and/or trying to understand local life (Hastings
2012). The sense of fear is attributed to traumatic experiences they
suffered in their own societies and in refugee camps. Hastings (2012)
noted that teachers can play an important part in helping integrating
youth of refugee background into their new schools. MacNevin
(2012) further explored that student participants indicated that teachers
made them feel welcomed, acted as mentors, and gave them a sense
of belonging.

LANGUAGE DIFFICULTIES

Studies on the experiences of refugee youth in hosting societies
indicate significant language barriers as a negative factor hindering
smooth integration into new environments. Not being able to com-
municate with peers or being misunderstood by teachers is difficult
for the youth who in most cases already have other problems with
which to deal (OíRourke 2015). This issue contributes to high dropout
rates and criminal activities, such as loitering with nothing to do
and/or joining gangs (Ngo et al. 2017). There are mixed findings
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about how and when youth of refugee background use English. In
some settings, students avoided speaking in their own languages in
an effort to practice English (Hastings 2012). However, Xuemei and
Grineva (2016) noted that students of refugee background interacted
mainly among themselves and avoided communicating with local
youth because they either felt uncomfortable or did not understand
their accents. Youth also thought that host country peers spoke too
fast.

RACISM AND DISCRIMINATION

Students with refugee experiences endure discrimination and bullying,
especially in the early stages of their arrival in the host country.
Victimization of such students is common in schools, mainly due to
their different appearances, socioeconomic statuses, languages,
accents, and religions (Hastings 2012; OíDonnell and Roberts 2015;
MacNevin 2012). Discriminatory behavior has a negative effect on
the youthís wellbeing, leading to feelings of powerlessness, low
self-esteem, and self-blame. Discrimination also triggers recurring
memories of the suffering they may have experienced in their heritage
countries. Moskal and North (2017) described how youth of refugee
backgrounds deserve a safe place to live, grow, and learn. They
mention the right of youth to a fair education but also highlight the
educational challenges faced by such youth, their teachers, and the
social inclusion and exclusion that occurs.

According to Soennecken (2016), dealing with large numbers
in refugee applications at the federal level remains a formidable
public policy challenge for many nations to handle in a fair and
equitable manner. Talking about integration problems, Betancourt,
Frounfelker et al. (2015) stated that those with refugee experiences
are discriminated against by their peers with similar experiences
and/or by host country peers who are not receptive of and who may
be very hostile to them. Although resettlement in the host country
was often described as stemming from the motivation to seek safety
and better opportunities for oneís children, many parents of refugee
background conveyed that a vast gap existed between those expec-
tations and the realities they experienced (Betancourt, Abdi et al.
2015). They described resettlement as fleeing a ìwar from one
countryî only to face ìanother war in another countryî (Betancourt,
Abdi et al. 2015, 118).
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MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS

For youth, academic and social life is tough on its own; yet many
youth suffer from mental health problems emanating from the trauma
that began in their own countries during their flight and resettlement
in hosting countries (Lincoln et al. 2016; Betancourt, Frounfelker
et al. 2015; Heberbrand et al. 2016; McGregor, Melvin and Newman
2015; Anagnostopoulos et al. 2016). These problems worsen when
youths are resettled in a new cultural and social environments
because of the lack of understanding about the needs of those from
refugee backgrounds and the disparities in delivering mental health
and healthcare services to such youth.

In a study of Somalis who migrated to the United States, Lincoln
et al. (2016) noted that Somalis who left their country because of
war and persecution were traumatized by atrocities, and when they
arrived in their new environment, post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) and depression became apparent. Using Acculturation Stress
Theory, the same researchers concluded that the youth who remained
marginalized and failed to integrate suffered more emotionally than
their counterparts who integrated more easily (Lincoln et al. 2016;
Berry 1997). The same research indicated that the youth also expe-
rienced mental health issues mainly due to past traumatic experiences
in their heritage native countries before migrating to new environ-
ments.

Heberbrand et al. (2016) also conducted a study using the
Acculturative Stress Theory and described the acculturative style to
explain the stresses that happen to these youth upon arriving in the
hosting country, such as difficulties in fitting in and language barriers.
The mental health of these youth deteriorates further upon arrival in
hostile hosting countries when host communities are not receptive
to resettlement of those from refugee backgrounds. Insecurities of
the youth in the hosting countries worsen the state of their mental
health as they change schools and relocate with parents who are
struggling to find good paying jobs (Colvin 2017; Rubinstein-Avila
2016).

SUMMARY

Published works highlight how youth from refugee backgrounds
use avoidance-based mechanisms when dealing with stressors, avoid
talking about emotionally uncomfortable topics, and keep everything
inside instead of sharing or communicating their emotional needs
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(McGregor, Melvin and Newman 2015). Further information is needed
about situations where the youth are further exposed to unfair treat-
ment and denied equal opportunities for education and language
acquisition. As these issues are studied further, the needed resources
can be developed to reach youth and their families (Hess et al. 2014).
Cultural and linguistic diversity can be positive for youth in educa-
tional settings; however, as Colvin described, it can also be a
ìdouble-edged sword [Ö] having people from different cultures will
always cause conflict, because they donít trust [and understand]
each otherî (Colvin 2017, 226).

Students from refugee backgrounds experience hardships pre-
resettlement and post-resettlement (Rubinstein-Avila 2016). It is
incumbent upon researchers to provide more information about
these hardships and youth perceptions about these challenges so
that appropriate services can be introduced addressing the needs of
the youth, easing their academic and social lives and helping them
integrate more easily into their hosting communities. This study
conducted in 2017 in a western refugee resettlement state considered
the perceptions of youth of refugee backgrounds, from two commu-
nities, about their experiences in high school settings and their impact
on integration into a new society. The research question is: Based
on their school experiences, what are Somali and Burundian youthís
challenges and successes in integrating into the hosting society?

METHODS

For this qualitative study, we used an ethnographic approach as
described in Creswell and Poth (2018) and Aull Davies (2008) in
order to obtain information about the experiences in schools of youth
with a refugee background in the US. Specifically, we considered a
critical ethnographic lens to ensure that we captured information
related to ìissues of power, empowerment, inequality, inequity,
dominance, repression, hegemony, and victimizationî (Creswell and
Poth 2018, 94). This approach allowed us to understand the needs
of youth from refugee backgrounds as they adjusted to life in a new
country. We were especially interested in this area because not
much work has been published about youth perceptions about the
impact of school interactions on integration. In other words, by
conducting interviews with youth we were able to identify some of
the areas in which they are (1) struggling at school and (2) excelling
at integrating into life in the US.
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Between February and May 2017, we interviewed 29 youth
from the Burundi and Somali communities from refugee background.
These individuals had lived in the US less than 24 months, were
new to the integration process, were between the ages of 12 and 20
years, and were enrolled in high school. In September and November
2017, we conducted four focus groups (n=23), two with female youth
and two with males, from the same communities to augment the
information gained from the interviews. Institutional Review Board
approval was obtained for this study.

A convenience sampling strategy was used to recruit youth for
the interviews and focus groups. One of the study team members
had access to families from each of these communities and discussed
the study with parents to determine if youth could participate. Once
parents provided their permission, we conducted interviews with
these youth.

All interviews and focus groups were audio-recorded with
participant permission. We asked the youth which language they
would prefer to be interviewed in, then conducted the interviews in
English, Kirundi, or Somali. Translation was provided at the time of
the interview so the audio-recordings had interviews in Kirundi and
English or Somali and English. These audio-recordings were sent to
a professional agency for transcription. Once the transcripts were
returned, two of the study team members checked them for accuracy
in English. The four focus groups were conducted in Kirundi and
Somali. These discussions were audio-recorded and then transcribed
by a community member who spoke English and the other language.
Once the transcriptions were obtained, one of the study team members
checked them for accuracy.

As transcripts became available, the study team reviewed the
interview transcripts using in-vivo coding to identify themes that
emerged from these discussions. These themes were used to frame
the coding of the final interviews and focus groups. Once all the
transcripts were coded, the study team reviewed them to ensure
that these themes connected to the overarching concept of the study
about how these youth perceived their challenges and successes in
integrating into their host communities.

RESULTS

Based on the breakdown of our qualitative data concerning the
participantsí sentiments about the integration process and its con-
nection to the high school experience (taken from recurring state-
ments, allusions, and points of emphasis that appeared throughout
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the individual interviews and focus group sessions), we identified
five central themes that appeared to be fundamentally tied to notions
of belonging, from perceptions of experience to sentiments about
integration processes and the connections to school experiences.
These include: (1) frustration with seemingly ineffective English
language-learning frameworks; (2) a need for greater clarity with
regard to academic expectations, learning outcomes, basic procedural
matters, and student-teacher contact in the American school system;
(3) the importance of communal religious connections for mitigating
feelings of isolation and vulnerability; (4) the role of extracurricular
activities in bolstering the processes of integration and acculturation;
and (5) the preponderance of lingering feelings of alterity, even after
the attainment of basic scholastic, sociocultural, and/or language-
based capacities in the new home environments. In the sections
that follow, we highlight what the youth described in the interviews
and/or focus groups and provide exemplar quotes to illustrate these
themes and findings.

THEME 1: ENGLISH LANGUAGE-LEARNING
FRAMEWORKS

Excepting one participant, every person interviewed who did not
know English prior to arrival in the United States expressed frustration
over the perceived inadequacies of initial English language-learning
frameworks. (Several of the youth of Somali origin had lived in refugee
camps in Kenya before moving to the United States, where they
were able to learn English; these few participants who expressed
resentment at being obligated to attend English language-learning
classes represent only a small fraction of all persons interviewed.)
Participants who knew either little or no English indicated that, in
spite of the best intentions of teachers and caseworkers to augment
newly-arrived studentsí language skills, the English language programs
did not function successfully. Several youth reported having better
luck by picking up English from books and films. One person summed
up this main stumbling block in the initial acquisition phase: ìThe
main challenge for every refugee is the language.î

According to the interviewees, the primary point of frustration
surrounding language difficulty is the school classroom. One respon-
dent, speaking of the difficulty that s/he encountered after being
absorbed into the class following initial language instruction else-
where, lamented, ìI felt sad and I felt like I wasnít smart enough and
I felt stupid.î Another noted that, upon arrival in the school setting,
ìI didnít know anything and I didnít participate in class because I
didnít understand anything because everyone in class kept talking
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English and I was the only one sitting down not understanding.î
Another concluded, ìBy the time you know the meaning of what
they communicated to you, it will be too late for you to do some-
thing.î Several participants expressed frustration at the lack of empathy
demonstrated by teaching staff. On the subject of the studentsí
language difficulties, one person mentioned, ìI donít feel comfortable
because I feel embarrassed once I talk and the teacher rolls her
eyes.î

Indicating that a lack of English language skills prevents even
those students who know some English from performing satisfactorily
in class, one participant mentioned: ìWhen the teacher calls on us
to answer questions, I just sit there and I donít say anything because
she uses big words that I donít understand. I just feel awkward
because my English level is pretty good but itís not high enough to
speak English to the kids who have been speaking English their whole
life.î

Across the board, participants pointed out that the modest
amount of language training they receive is not in congruence with
the academic tasks expected of them. These language difficulties
also extend to the studentsí performance on written work assign-
ments, as most of their parents do not know English well enough to
assist them with daily homework. Several participants advocated
that greater assistance be given to students of refugee backgrounds
in this vein. One noted, ìProbably just more assistance in school for
refugees would make a difference. Refugee youth who donít speak
English well need help to understand homework instructions.î
Although several individuals mentioned peer-mentoring programs
or after-school assistance programs, it appears that these were carried
out on an ad hoc basis. The same individuals expressed regret that
these programs only lasted for a short while before they were inex-
plicably stopped. One person, so aggravated by the lack of assistance,
said: ìIt was very hard sometimes [Ö] I didnít even want to go ask
the teacher because we couldnít even communicate so I would
write whatever and ended up with an F.î

THEME 2: NAVIGATING US SCHOOL SYSTEM
PROCESSES

Recurrent responses from participants point to the need for greater
attention to articulating, in the scholastic vein, specific subject-based
expectations and intended learning outcomes; improved student-
teacher interaction; and, in the larger infrastructural sphere, greater
clarity surrounding basic procedural matters.
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One person, speaking of the difficulty in learning the ropes of
a school system, noted: ìI always thought refugees would get more
help. That they would get someone who would help them through
the school year, show them how to get to their classes and stuff.î
Another stated: ìYou donít have any help. The question which comes
first in your mind is why they give me this [homework]. I donít
understand what they want me to do.î Without a support team to
assist, participants reported feeling exasperation and confusion
regarding assignment directions and expectations. On those points,
one participant maintained: ìItís stressful, there is a lot of class[es]
and some of the work you donít know how to do it, and itís confusing
to choose which [assignment] you have to do.î Another student
echoed this frustration, asserting, ìItís hard because I would always
wonder why they gave me this homework when I donít even know
how to do it.î Yet another declared: ìSometime I would ask myself
why they gave me this homework when it was just my first day.î

On the level of student-teacher interaction, many participants
claimed to face either a lack of empathy from their teachers or even
a willful discounting of difficulties. One person recounted: ìI feel
like the teachers are not nice. My teachers yell a lot and I donít feel
comfortable asking them to help with homework or anything.î Another
stated: ìMy teachers have an attitude and refuse to help me when I
ask them.î Several participants reported getting a dismissive regard
from the teachers after having asked for assistance. That ìlook,î
according to one person, ìmake[s] you feel like you were stupid,
and you would feel bad, because it was just a question [that had
been asked].î Another noted that her/his teachersí behavior creates
such a feeling of disillusionment that ìyou stop asking questionsî in
light of the teachers maintaining that ìëI just told you everything
about the homework.íî

Yet, several students are satisfied with the interaction with their
teachers, when comparing that to interaction in the school system
in Africa. One said: ìSchools here are good [Ö] when you have a
problem, they will help you until the problem gets solved. [Ö] Back
in Africa, there are teachers who [Ö] will tell you, for example, that
ëI am not your Teacher, I donít know you.íî Another expressed satis-
faction that there was no ìharassmentî or ìcorporal punishmentî
like in Africa.

Two participants mentioned that after-school tutoring and youth
leadership programs have been useful, the latter apparently even
helping students with tasks such as ìsigning up for college.î One
person, however, maintained, ìstaying in an after-school program
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is not an option for meî because ìpeople are rude there [and] they
ignore you all the time.î

The lack of knowledge about how to initiate certain procedural
functions, such as formal complaints (ìI have one class, when I
enter in the classroom they insulted me many times, simply because
I am blackî), is also a problem. For instance, one student reported
that the process for registration to public school was cumbersome,
claiming that ìI was waiting to go to high school for like four months
[Ö] Those people they didnít help us because they needed my
mother to come with me [but] my mother needs to take care of the
siblings.î

THEME 3: RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION

Participants expressed that maintaining a sense of religious com-
munity was helpful for adjusting to life in the United States, even if
it did not necessarily mean mingling with those from outside their
immediate ethnolinguistic groups. Religious affiliations of the partici-
pants interviewed included various Christian denominations (Pente-
costal, Adventist, LDS, Catholic) as well as (Sunni) Islam.

When asked about the social effects of attending religious com-
munity gatherings, one person said: ìI donít have too many friends
at church but Iím happy to see people in the church. The only friends
I have [are] there.î Another expressed contentment that their friends
at church ìspeak the same language.î Another person, contrasting
the atmosphere in church with that of the school setting, said: ìThe
activities we have at church [such as sports and games] help us
forget the things that happen at school. Because at church everyone
is so nice and they help you feel like you belong.î (One of the
activities alluded to involves English language practice, about which
one person said: ìThey help me learn English with their activities
on Wednesday [and it] helps you feel comfortable and relax.î)
Another person, referring to fellow congregants, echoed the afore-
mentioned sentiment concerning the welcoming atmosphere, saying,
ìAt the church, they donít care about your color, they are very sweet
people.î This same person, referring to the church functions, main-
tained, ìthe activities at the church help you calm down.î

With regard to any practical help given by community religious
bodies that might aid in integration processes, several people indicated
that church members were the ones who initially received them
from the airport, and who subsequently showed them how to use
public transportation and where to do their shopping. Monetarily,
several participants report benefitting from the financial assistance
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offered by their religious associations. One person said: ìIf you canít
pay bills, they help you. They give vouchers for D.I. [Deseret Indus-
tries, a low-income outlet].î Another agreed, noting, ìIf you have a
bill you canít pay they will help you. And if you donít have food
they will help you.î This support, however, is not true for all popu-
lations, as assistance is sometimes only advice-based. On this point,
one person said: ì[W]hatever the problem is, you go to the pastor of
the church [Ö] He will help you as much as he can.î Another stated,
emphasizing the difference in types of assistance: ìThe church helps,
but it is not material stuff. It is spiritual help.î

Religion also plays a role in the manner through which partici-
pants view their identiary paradigms in the United States setting.
One person, indicating a persistent feeling of otherness, said of the
place of religion in their home country: ìI miss the fact that there
werenít a lot of questions about religion [because] everyone shared
the same religion.î This feeling is especially relevant for female
youth of the Muslim faith, as their vestimentary codes frequently
come into discussions with peers and teachers as points of conten-
tion. One participant, speaking of the same kinds of expectations,
stated: ìI donít like wearing pants, and if itís something that requires
me to wear pants, then I just choose not to do it.î Two youth rejected
the idea that wearing the hijab (a veil mandated by some schools of
Islam) would impede their participation in sports activities. According
to one: ìI donít let my hijab hold me back, I do the things I want to
do, I play everything I wantî; according to the other, ìI wear it and
itís not something that will stop me from doing the activities.î

THEME 4: EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Overwhelmingly, participants noted that taking part in extracurri-
cular activities helped to bolster the process of integration. Most such
activities were sports-related, and tended to be organized at least in
part by the public school system. These activities differ from extracur-
ricular activities organized by ethnic- and/or religious-oriented
cohorts, which tend to preclude interaction with peers from dissimilar
backgrounds. The extracurricular activity most male participants
cited as having been involved with is soccer, followed by weight
training and basketball. For female participants, the most common
activities included volleyball and basketball, but also extended to
weight training, yoga, and non-sport activities, such as acting and
singing. One person explained that, in regards to social interaction,
ìlast year I participated in the [school] musical and it helped me a
lot.î
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When asked about the general importance of extracurricular
activities, one interviewee said: ìI have a lot of friends because I
play in the soccer team. So most of the kids in the soccer team, at
lunch we sit together and we talk, we interact with each other [Ö]
Iím kind of the only refugee in the soccer team. But I donít get treated
differently, just like one of the team members. And we just talk and
talk [Ö] We talk about American stuff, how itís different from Africa.î
Being on a team also seems to lead to other out-of-school social
activities, which were uncommon for those whose interaction was
limited to time on school grounds. For instance, the same person
quoted above noted: ì[S]ometimes we have team dinners and we
go to one of their houses and we hang out sometimes. And sometimes
we train as a group so we all go to one of our friendís houses.î
Another person who shared a similar experience advised other youth
of refugee backgrounds to sign up for as many school-based activities
as possible, in order ìto be involved in [Ö] every activity that is going
on in your school.î

Several interviewees seemed to concur with this logic, expres-
sing a desire to participate in such activities, but reported having
either inadequate information about sign-up procedures and dead-
lines, or intimated that they were kept away from these activities for
reasons that appear to be discriminatory in nature. For instance,
one person said, in regard to signing up for the weight training team,
that he missed the deadline; that person also asked if the interviewers
could help to navigate the process for entering the soccer club.
Another person wished to play soccer on the school team, but
remained confused about why certain credits he was lacking were
an impediment to that end. And yet another had hesitated to join
due to racial discomfort because, as she said, ìWhen I look at the
soccer team at my school itís mostly White girl[s], and I would like
some who has the same skin color as me to be there so they could
pass the ball back to me. Sometime people assume just because
youíre black you canít play or youíre not smart.î

Several female interviewees of the Muslim faith expressed
frustration that they were expected to wear pants during sports
activities because, as one noted, ìI donít like wearing pants, and if
itís something that requires me to wear pants, then I just choose not
to do it.î Yet another stated that, although she saw wearing pants as
an imposition, it is ìnot something that will stop me from doing the
activities.î Another stated, ìthe days I have volleyball games I [dress]
different[ly] from other days.î With regard to the wearing of the
Muslim hijab (head covering) and its possible impeding on partici-
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pation in such activities, another person said that she refused to let
it ìhold me back [from doing] the things I want to do.î

THEME 5: NOTIONS OF ALTERITY

The final common recurring theme worthy of noting is the prepon-
derance of lingering feelings of alterity, even after the attainment of
basic scholastic, sociocultural, and/or language-based capacities
in the new home environments. These sentiments are often linked
to the suspicion that their exclusion stems from preconceived xeno-
phobic notions held by Americans, whether those are religion- or
race-based.

One person, when asked to describe impressions of the United
States, said: ìI donít like anything about it because people are racist,î
going on to describe an incident in which a man with a dog told this
interviewee and a Muslim friend (both of whom were wearing hijabs)
that ìwe are not allowed to touch the dog [because] he didnít agree
with our religion.î Another Muslim youth reported an incident in
which she got on the bus ìand the bus driver asked me to leave my
bag under his [seat], as if I had a bomb.î This person chose instead
to exit the bus.

Several youth feel branded by their racial and ìoutsiderî status,
even when they possess an advanced level of linguistic or cultural
awareness. They reported that their American peers and teachers
do not think them intellectually capable of performing in class, and
that questions the youth pose are answered in such a way that ìit
makes you feel stupid.î One person said: ìEverywhere I go, they
are always calling me ërefugeeí and it doesnít always make you feel
good [Ö] you could just say my name or something.î

Finally, many youth expressed general disappointment at the
reluctance of American peers to engage them socially. For instance,
one person complained, ìIf you stay after school there would be no
point because no one will even talk to you, you would rather go
home to your sibling than stay when no one will talk to you. And
itís really hard eating lunch by yourself or sitting alone.î Another
commiserated: ìWhen you donít have friends at school, it is hard
because you have no one, and then you go home sad and that makes
it so you wonít want to come back. And I feel like no one likes me
so I go home after school.î And yet another lamented that, because
many American peers are rude to those who look different, ìYouíre
always trying to make friends with the people who have your race.î
This same person noted that she would, in principle, ìlike [to be]
friends with everybody,î a sentiment that nevertheless proved
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difficult when so many peers do not, in this personís words, ìappre-
ciate my race.î

DISCUSSION

Across the interviews and focus groups with students from Africa,
studentsí senses of belonging in school settings are deterred by issues
of language, lack of information regarding navigating school systems,
religious affiliations, predetermined representations of individuals
of refugee backgrounds, and a sense of isolation and exclusion. For
students who joined the schools with relatively lower English-speaking
capabilities in particular, inability to express their ideas in the class-
room was respondedto with acts that created sentiments of disregard,
exclusion, and silencing from both teachers and classmates. The
lack of understanding of what was going on in the classroom, on
one hand; and the gestures, looks, eye rolling, tones, and lack of
support and information, on the other hand, led to these youth asking
themselves, ìWhy are we here?î instead of interrogating the school
system. Subtle and blatant silencing messages in schools are more
often than not the main triggers students of color experience leading
them to confusion, isolation, and dropping out from school or finding
alternatives to schooling. Waters (2000, 1994) asserts that students
strongly affiliated with their ethnic communities gain confidence
and graduate from high school at higher rates compared to those
who are not associated with any support systems in their community.
Likewise, discussing classroom climates and the condition of newly
arriving foreign students, Castagno (2014) argues that the ways in
which systems and students manifest the subtlety of racism include
focusing on and joking about language and accent, mimicking
pronunciations, making faces, and forcing the students to repeat
themselves.

Moreover, lack of information and support, even in extracur-
ricular activities that could have engaged the students further,
distances them because it is hard for the students to navigate the
school system. The common approach of ìculture clashî should be
interrogated so that students are not victimized based on their origin,
as if lacking (Ngo 2008). Instead, the students find their places of
worship ñ churches and mosques ñ to be spaces of comfort more
than extracurricular activities. As Waters asserted (2000, 1994),
engaging with people who look like them, understand them, and
embrace the young students in their faith-based communities creates
the hope students aspire to experience in this country, and in their
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schools. Studies have also shown that Muslim students are forbidden
from wearing the hijab in school, which stems from xenophobia
(Windle 2004). Dress codes and host country fears have become
issues for schools who deny studentsí identities and cultures. As
other scholars have indicated (Stenvig et. al. 2018; Betancourt, Abdi
et al. 2015), gaps exist between the expectations and the realities as
students and parents transition to a new life in hosting countries.
The question is: What does it mean when students are forbidden to
freely share and practice who they are in a country that claims
freedom of expression within its diversity? How can schools and
host communities create a sense of belonging, and the assumed
integration, when isolationist talks and images seem to be the
everyday practice in schools? What can be done about it?

In response to such isolationist practices, the Burundian and
Somali students tend to associate with students from other countries.
The students try to replenish the void they experience in school by
looking for students who look like them because non-black students
do not ìappreciate their raceî regardless of how friendly they try to
be with fellow students. Typical to what Tatum (2003) asks in her
seminal book on manifestations of racism in schools, African students
seeking acceptance look for students who are going through the
same experiences. While these students worry about how their lack
of communication with teachers might be misinterpreted as disres-
pectful, what they fail to capture is the power that underlies the
denial of support from teachers, students, and the schoolsystem.
These include Whiteness and the privilege to talk back, talk with
foreign students, and react in ways that are belittling, ignorant, and
dehumanizing toward foreign students. Such reactions are unwel-
coming, racist, exclusionary, and dismembering, creating unfriendly
classrooms and school environments.

Such acts are part of the implicit curriculum rarely talked about.
Yet, implicit curriculum is only a piece of the puzzle. Historically,
constructed images about those from refugee backgrounds hailing
from Africa and the Middle East already exist (Said 1979) ñ based
on their place of origin, religion, race, gender, and cultural
practices ñ which predetermine those individualsí lives in the US.
The representation of such individuals as backward, poor, deviant,
and savage, disseminated through media and public institutions such
as schools, perpetuates stories about the ìOtherísî deficiency as if
natural, on one hand, and fears of the exotic in hosting societies, on
the other. As the current supremacist events against Americans, Jews,
African Americans, and Muslims in particular demonstrate, such
constructed stories also apply to people who were born and/or raised
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in the US for over half a century. Current students from Africa are
facing similar but subtle atrocities based on stories constructed from
neocolonial and racial lenses. As noted earlier, real-time discrimi-
natory acts continue daily for students of such backgrounds (ìI have
one class, when I enter in the classroom they insulted me many
times, simply because I am blackî). Teachers and students manifest
and repeat the stories in schools to the detriment of recently arriving
students.

White studentsí reluctance to engage with students of color in
social activities is also associated with English language proficiency.
For White students and teachers, ìotherî studentsí lack of expressing
their ideas is already associated with their physical and cultural
traits that become the identifiers of difference and deviation. Taken
as natural, the focus then becomes the need for students of color to
catch up; and designing language skills programs becomes the
priority thus centering students of color as the problem rather than
structural and systemic factors. When diversity is perceived as cultural
difference relative to an assumed centered/normative culture, diver-
sity is portrayed as and equated with deficiency, thus necessitating
interventions to ìfixî the Other. In such cases, Whiteness is the
assumed point of reference ñ an inherently privileged position that
marks other cultures as deviant and/or deficit. Such an approach
toward diverse students is applied not only to race, but also to
studentsí intelligence, behavior, appearance, performance, and other
abilities and creativities.

Overall, African students socialize in schools whereby White
students and teachers dominate. What students in this study are
indicating is that White studentsí and teachersí perceptions and acts
are part of the societyís fabric and therefore normalized because no
one questions their attitudes and behaviors be it in classrooms,
extracurricular activities, or other school environments. Neither
students nor teachers seem to question their attitudes toward students
of color because those attitudes seem natural. Whatís more, they
may respond that any perceived harm resulting from such attitudes
is ìunintentionalî when interrogated. Teachersí complacency in
teaching, and blindness to color and power is not the answer to
such a politically charged domain. Rather, what is needed is a critical
reflection of the power and privilege teachers and students embody
just because they are White (and/or members of other dominant
social groups), and the power that informs their practice. Connecting
individual experiences to structural and systemic analysis is key to
better understanding students from refugee backgrounds. Acknow-
ledging racial difference should also be connected to structural analysis.
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Students of color need extracurricular activities, support systems,
and socially engaging activities. However, the approach should be
socially engaging, informative, and engaging in critical conversations
with their fellow White students so that both sides are aware of
African studentsí experiences. Schools need to open up, recognize,
and acknowledge what is happening in classrooms and school com-
pounds; address the power embedded in language and language
proficiency; and dilute dominance among students so that education
can lead them to better possibilities.

LIMITATIONS

For this study, we would like to acknowledge a few limitations:
population focus, language issues, and sampling strategies. Since
we focused on refugee youth whose origins are in Africa, the study
findings may not represent the experiences of refugee youth from
Latin and South America, the Middle East, and/or Eastern Europe. In
addition, we did not interview youth from other countries in Africa.
As a consequence, the information will be pertinent for youth from
Burundi and Somalia. Language is another area that is a limitation
in our study. We had anticipated that these youth would speak enough
English to participate actively in an interview and/or a focus group.
However, what we found was that many of these youth did not
have language skills that allowed them to fully participate in the
discussions. Thus, we have missed some nuances inherent in the
interviews and focus groups about the experiences of these youth.
A third limitation was that the sampling strategy was a convenience
sample, which provided opportunities for those youth known to
some of the researchers to participate. Some youth who might have
had different experiences did not have the opportunity to share their
views, so their voices were not heard in this study.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

African students, transitioning for a better life in the new environment
of their hosting country, socialize in schools where White students
and teachers dominate. Students in this study shared that White
students and teachersí perceptions and acts toward these students
are part of the societyís fabric and therefore normalized. No one
questions the majority attitudes and behaviors in classrooms, extra-
curricular activities, or the overall school environment. Nor do White
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students and teachers question their attitudes toward students of
color because inclinations seem natural. English language programs
designed for newly arriving students could be technically supportive,
yet authorities do not question what goes on in school environments
that facilitate and/or deter studentsí learning be it in language or the
sciences. For teachers to be complacent and blind to color and
power is not the answer amid such a politically charged domain.
Rather, what is needed is a critical reflection of the privilege teachers
and students embody just because they are White (and/or members
of other dominant social groups), as well as the power that informs
their practice. Connecting individual experiences to structural and
systemic analysis is key to better understanding students from refugee
backgrounds and supporting them in their learning process. Acknow-
ledging racial difference and engaging in conversations with the
students is key to diluting the power embedded in school systems,
classrooms, and student bodies.

There is a need to consider pre- and post-resettlement experiences
of newly arrived students, their resilience, interrupted schooling due
to forced displacements, acculturation and racism. Teachers and
students need to learn about the historical and political conditions
that forced students to migrate, as well as their cultural differences,
so that students from Africa feel that they belong to the school, that
they are members of the student body and the hosting society.

Students of refugee background need extracurricular activities,
support systems, and engaging activities. However, the approach
should be informative, constructive, and socially engaging in critical
conversations about newly resettled studentsí experiences with their
fellow White students and teachers so that both sides become aware
of African studentsí experiences. Schools and teachers need to recognize
and discuss what is happening on campuses and in classrooms, i.e.,
the implicit curriculum; address the power embedded in language
and language proficiency; and dilute unequal power relations among
students in order to enhance learning experiences.

The wealth of cultural knowledge, values, and experiences
that students of refugee backgrounds bring to the school must be
acknowledged, respected, and integrated in the curriculum. Existing
efforts in multicultural education should not only entail recognition
of cultural differences but also center and engage with the values
new students bring to the community. In order to broaden their per-
ceptions, students and teachers need to learn about refugee studentsí
historical, social, and cultural backgrounds. Such new communal
knowledge would also help African students experience healthy
growth and progress in their education. Teachersí complacency could
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be addressed through critical conversations and training that helps
them realize their privilege and power, then engage with students,
parents, and respective communities in order to learn the meanings
of difference and to include what they have learned into practice ñ
i.e., lesson plans.

As students in the study shared, gaps exist between studentsí
and parentsí expectations from hosting societies and their daily realities.
As the newly resettled students reflected ñ noting their parentsí
engagement in minimum wage jobs and the barriers they encounter
accessing healthcare and other services ñ the power and wealth of
the host country has not materialized to change their lives as expected.
Professionals with years of experience in their country of origin are
denied jobs relative to their profession mostly because higher educa-
tion institutions in the US do not recognize credentials from some
countries in the global south. Parents are thus trapped in poverty,
which directly impacts their childrenís academic performance.
Nevertheless, they are resilient. The resilience that keeps them going
stems from their traditional knowledge, harsh living conditions in
displacement, and forced migration experiences, which rarely are
recognized by schools and social science research. Refugees escaped
harsh environments to face and engage in another struggle in the
US to obtain quality education and jobs.

Lack of understanding and stigma to mental health is another
barrier to accessing services. Often students and their parents do
not talk about their mental health conditions that stem from harsh
experiences amid migration and during resettlement. Such avoidance
leads to internalizing the illness rather than seeking services. There
is a need to explore how these families cope with odd environments,
behaviors, and mental health issues traditionally and build upon
their knowledge and practices to educate students and communities
of refugee backgrounds so that they can formulate with new ways
of addressing mental health issues and/or benefit from existing
services that consider their values.

In cases whereby students find their respective religious practices
to be spaces of comfort, religious institutions should be supported
to cultivate the youth toward claiming their identities and cultural
practices. Religious institutions can also introduce them to better
ways of understanding hosting societies. Youth programs that mesh
diverse cultural values must be designed and supported in line with
youth interests and curiosities so that the students keep track of, and
strategize, skills for their studies and daily lives. Deeper and critical
discussions on cultural practices and values ñ including discussions
about racism and ethnic differences ñ should be held in classrooms
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to help students and teachers better understand each other. Students
need to feel comfortable talking about who they are and discussing
the challenges they face.

Sports and after-school activities allow students to mingle with
students outside their ethnic group, and students of refugee back-
ground should be encouraged to participate in existing activities
based on mutual and reciprocal respect, friendship, and collegiality.
Community-based sports and activities should be introduced to schools
so that studentsí perceptions and outlook toward non-traditional
sports ñ and therefore the communities ñ could be enlightened.

Overall, broadening the schoolsí, studentsí, and teachersí views
toward newly resettling students requires engaging in critical, open
dialogues about what it means to be different ñ be it through art,
sports, or conversation ñ so that all involved develop collective
perspectives and responsibilities.
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ABSTRACT

Today, tattoos are used as a medium for reflecting individual opinions
and ideas. Tattooing is perceived as a practice that differentiates
individuals and demonstrates an identity or group affiliation. The
main aim of this study is to understand the practice of tattooing
Atat¸rk symbolisms in modern Turkey. The practice demonstrates
and communicates the important ideology of Kemalism. Atat¸rk
tattoos (signatures, portraits etc.) are a legitimate way of social and
political identity expression. In other words, a symbolic reflection
of the Kemalist or secular identity.

To better understand the relationship between meaning and
interaction as it relates to Atat¸rk tattoos, twenty in-depth interviews
were conducted with people in I

.
stanbul. The focus of the study is to

examine what impact having an Atat¸rk tattoo has on the individualsí
experiences. Therefore, the main questions are focused on the process
of acquiring, owning, and exhibiting of an Atat¸rk tattoo in a social
milieu. The majority of interviewees were influenced about getting
an Atat¸rk tattoo until it was brought to their attention by people
close to them, or societies they are part of. Even though interviewees
have stated that they do not care about other peopleís opinions,
they especially have a tendency to conceal their tattoo in their
business life and this practice indicates that the Atat¸rk tattoo bearer
may be considered to possess a potentially discrediting or stigma-
tizing attribute.

Keywords: tattoo, Atat¸rk, identity expression, body politics, inter-
action process
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INTRODUCTION

The practice of tattooing has undergone an impressive transformation
in recent years. Once considered a practice associated with lower
classes of society, it is now practiced throughout a broad variety of
social class. Independent from classes in societies or centuries, tattoos
are a form of communication. Benson referred to tattoos as ìscars
that speakî (Benson 2000, 237). Tattoos are signs that give clues
about oneís self to others. Further, when people notice a tattoo,
they also respond to it, try to classify, interpret, and give a meaning
to it. However, tattoos are also ambiguous. Hancocks identifies the
ambiguity about the appearance and meaning of tattoos as ì[u]nless
the bearer actually speaks Ming Dynasty Cantonese, how can they
be sure that the beautiful symbols actually convey greetings of
harmony?î (Hancocks 2005, 357).

The aim of this paper is to understand the decisions revolving
around why to get a tattoo, as well as where to get a tattoo on the
body. Furthermore, the issues of becoming tattooed and how this
decision impacts relationships with other people will be addressed.
Since obtaining an Atat¸rk tattoo (portraits, his signature etc.) is new
and popular in Turkey, Atat¸rk tattoos were selected as a specific
case to be analysed. More importantly, and what this study desires
to reveal, are the standpoints, the action, and reaction of people
using Atat¸rk tattoos to communicate. This study will examine how
people with tattoos communicate their self-expressions using the
lens of symbolic interaction theory. In even simpler terms, what
meaning could an Atat¸rk tattoo convey to its bearer and for the
rest of the community?

This paper concentrates on the relationship between meaning
and interaction as it relates to tattoos. Twenty in-depth interviews
were conducted with people in I

.
stanbul that have Atat¸rk tattoos

and are of different ages and occupations. The main aim of the study
is to examine what impact having an Atat¸rk tattoo made on the
individualsí experiences. Therefore, the main questions are focused
on the process of acquiring, owning, and exhibiting an Atat¸rk tattoo
as it relates to interaction with others.

This paper will begin with a brief historical view associated
with tattooing and an explanation of the body as an instrument. It
will be shown that tattooing is thoroughly accepted nowadays within
Turkish culture. The next section will try to analyse the relationship
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between oneís tattoo and how people view their ìselfî and how
others view them. Then the theoretical background of research findings
will be presented. Finally, the paper will end with a discussion of
where the questions of the study match with the general literature.

HISTORY OF TATTOOS

It has been discussed that tattooing has existed in many cultures for
thousands of years (Koch et al. 2005) and that tattooing is the most
ancient and broadly adapted form of long-lasting body alteration
(Sanders 1988). Tattooed mummies such as the Pazyryk mummies
(sixth to second century B.C.) and the recently discovered 5000-
year-old ice man found near the Alps (Armstron 1991; Schildkrout
2004) are evidences that tattooing existed in ancient cultures.

Looking at the history of tattooing, in various communities
tattooing has had different usages and meanings. For instance, the
Greeks marked slaves and criminals with an explanation of their
crimes tattooed on their foreheads (Gay and Whittington 2002). The
Chinese used tattooing as a punishment and marked the outcasts of
society (Gilbert 2000). The Japanese used tattooing for decorative
purposes on the body (Brain 1979). In New Zealand, Maori tribes
used tattoos to signify braveries and to disclose social status within
tribal groups. The Maori also used tattoos to depict their ancestral
lineage and rank in society (Doss and Ebesu 2009). In Paraguay,
tattoos are used as a tribal distinction (Doss and Ebesu 2009). Based
upon these usages and meanings, it is clear that tattooing was used
as a communication practice in different contexts and periods in
human history. In parallel with these usages, although a scant attention
has been paid to tattooing practices in Anatolia in terms of historical
perspective, some studies clearly show that tattooing was also used
with traditional purposes and practices. To give an example, there
were some evidences that henna was used for good luck, to protect
against bad spirits in Çatal Hˆy¸k during the seventeenth century
BC (Scheinfeld 2007). Furthermore, some studies indicate that the
migratory cultures in Anatolia such as the Turkmens, Arabs, Kurds,
Karaçis, and Sazmantus, applied tattoos for communicative purposes
in both personal and communal levels (Serdarog∪∪ ∪∪ ∪ lu 2013). For instance,
to indicate the position of a person in a community, preserving health
and curing diseases, symbols of belonging, aristocracy and tribes
and sexuality, fertility and beauty are some of the purposes tattooing
was used for (Erim 2011).
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Although the practice of tattooing has become a modernized
phenomenon in todayís world, in the beginning, it was considered
as something adopted by lower class of society, for instance, sailors,
prisoners, gang members and outlaws (Atkinson and Young 2001).
In the 1800s tattooing became popular among the aristocratic com-
munity (Irwin 2001) and in the early 1900s tattooing continued to
be considered as something adopted by lower-class community
(Govenar 2000). By the middle of the twentieth century, people who
had tattoo(s) were viewed as marginal, unreliable, and dangerous
(Sanders 1985). While tattooing has been linked with a certain group
of people, it has also been linked with a certain type of person. These
people, by tattooing themselves willingly, presented a ìmark of other-
nessî which was associated with criminality, mental illness, and
abnormality (Kosut 2000). However, as a consequence of moderni-
zation, the practice of tattooing and its usage also transformed
significantly in the twentieth century. For instance, over the years
as more and more people from the middle-class community were
tattooed and various artists who had formal art training became
interested in this craft or profession, tattoos received new conside-
ration and admiration (Schildkrout 2004). Thus, it is natural to see
tattooing as a modernized phenomenon, dramatically ruptured from
its historical context, which also incorporates a traditional perspective
into a modernist one. Accordingly, tattooing is not linked with lower
class society anymore in todayís world, on the contrary, it is directly
associated with the middle class and is evaluated as a modernized
ìtraditionalî phenomenon.

Even the academic interest about tattooing in Turkey is still at
an embryonic level. Recent studies have shown that the tattooing
practices in Turkey became an important phenomenon within the
Turkish public sphere especially after the 1980s, which can be consi-
dered as the years when modernized and westernized life practices
began to be deeply embedded in Turkish society due to the neo-
liberal policies that were widely in use. In other words, westernized
or globalizing cultural practices like tattooing or other performative
practices that are based on consuming habits and personal interests
had limited influence on the public and private spheres of Turkey
until the 1980s. This is definitely related to the economic structure
and politics of Turkey until the 1980s. After the military coup in
1980, the economical politics and approach of Turkey dramatically
changed and neo-liberal policies began to appear in every aspect
of Turkish society. In this era, westernized and global consumption
patterns, which are directly based on capitalist and economic globali-
zation, began to appear in the public and private spheres of Turkish
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society. Admittedly, this can be evaluated as the second radical
rupture from ìtraditionî in terms of a modernist perspective for the
Turkish Republic after the reforms of Mustafa Kemal during the
founding years of the Turkish republic to create a holistic and national
identity as a consequence of western oriented policies, in which he
underlines these efforts as ìattaining the levels of modern civilizationî
(Tanil 2003). In parallel with the effects of the neo-liberal politics of
Turkey, which have been occurring since the 1980s, the practice of
tattooing in the context of western practices has begun to become
more prevalent in the everyday life practices of Turkish citizens
since the end of the 1990s. During this period, tattooing is generally
associated with western tattoo practices like music band tattoos,
political images, and personal interests. In this sense, Mustafa Kemal
tattoos began to appear in large numbers on the bodies of some
Turkish citizens during this time. According to Turkoz (2014), the
underlining reason why some sections of Turkish citizens used their
bodies as a way to disclose a political message is directly related to
the results of the 1990 and 1994 political elections, in which Islamic
political parties won in landslide fashion. Hence, for Yegenoglu
(2007), this political support for Islamic parties in Turkeyís nonreli-
gious public spheres, which were shaped through Kemalist reforms,
also increased the concerns of Kemalists and nationalists about
Islamists becoming the vital power in the social, cultural, and political
life of Turkey.

Consequently, tattoos have represented personal histories,
thoughts, feelings, and memories of people for many centuries. It is
a timeless and constant way of communicating to the outside world.
But the message of a tattoo may not be perceived by others as the
bearer intended. As aforementioned, there is scant literature about
tattoo usage in Anatolia during ancient times. Also, there are very
limited academic studies about recent tattoo images in Turkey. Espe-
cially, there is no data about the number of tattooed people in Turkey
or no studies have been done to analyse the sociological and psycho-
logical aspects of Turkish tattoo bearers. Nevertheless, the observations
indicate that tattooing has become popular among Turkish citizens
in recent years. The proliferation of tattoo studios can be verification
of this claim. The aim of this paper is to understand the decisions
revolving around why to get tattoos, as well as where on the body
to get the tattoo. The study especially focuses on Atat¸rk tattoos
(portraits, his signature etc.). In addition, becoming tattooed and how
this body art impacts interaction and relationship with other people
will be analysed. This research question will be examined with the
help of the symbolic interactionism theory perspective.
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ATAT‹RK TATTOOS

The omnipresence of Atat¸rk in Turkey is a well-known but may
not be such a noticed fact among Turkish citizens. Everyday spaces
in Turkey contain various forms of Atat¸rk symbolism ñ statues,
busts, pictures, and paintings are everywhere, as well as bridges,
roads, avenues, cultural centres, streets, etc. are named after him.
These structures and names greet the citizens every day. People are
so used to living with a background image of Atat¸rk that these
images go unnoticed most of the time. However, the tattooing of
Atat¸rk images (portraits, his signature etc.) on Turkish people is a
relatively new practice that has gained popularity in recent years. It
is believed that the political power and public visibility of Islam in
Turkey at the end of the 1980s and successes in the 1994 local
elections, and the 1999, 2002, 2007, 2011, 2015 general elections
are the significant points which should be highlighted in the current
study. Accomplishments of the AKP (Justice and Development Party)
in Turkey have caused some people to develop a more obsessive
attachment to symbols of modern, secularist Turkey.

What makes Atat¸rk a common centre of interest as far as the
mass mania of conspicuity is concerned? Why do people obsessively
identify themselves with the ìFather of the Turkish Republicî? Why
do they somehow feel engrossed and trapped in the majestic image
of a great figure? It would not be erroneous to claim that Atat¸rk has
been meticulously conserved in the collective memory of the Turkish
citizens since the foundation of the Turkish Republic in 1923. The
creation of the Atat¸rk myth was not an unfounded fallacy as it has
been generated through generations, in an ascending parabola, since
the early 1920s. Atat¸rk pioneered a rarely-witnessed social, political,
cultural, military and administrative changes within the newly founded
Republic which was the fruit of an almost 150-years of a reformation
period. His merits are concentrated in his extraordinary ability to
transform a highly conservative, oriental, closed, extremely patriarchal,
religious, xenophobic society into a secular, occidental, egalitarian,
free, and open society. He drew a portrait of himself through his
extraordinary intellectual, military and personal merits which gradu-
ally turned to be a perfect example for the whole society: an intel-
ligent polyglot, an astonishing bookworm, a realist strategist, an
admirable dancer, an exemplary statesman, a patient reformerÖ

According to Yeg∪∪ ∪∪ ∪ enog∪∪ ∪∪ ∪ lu, from the Kemalist perspective, moder-
nization is understood as the secularization and westernization in
Turkey. Since secularization and westernization are associated with
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modernization, modernization is considered as a final end (Yegenoglu
2007). Yeg∪∪ ∪∪ ∪ enog∪∪ ∪∪ ∪ lu claims that supporters of Kemalist ideology evaluated
the level of civilization according to the accomplishment level of
modernization and westernization in different part of life.

Navaro-Yashin (2002) examined the image of Atat¸rk in her
study and she referred to Atat¸rk as a sign of separation from religion
in Turkey.

÷zy¸rek (2004) argues that when Islam was promoted, Atat¸rk
symbolism became privatized. However, ÷zy¸rek explains the
increasing visibility of Atat¸rk symbolism as a commercial activity.

Nil¸fer Gˆle (1997) referred to the continuous conflict between
Secularism and Islamism in Turkey and she states that this conflict
is not solely contained to the political arenas; it is also an important
issue in the community. For this reason, people use their bodies in
a political way to disclose their tendencies, such as through a veil
or tattoo. She also says that modernizing and westernizing reforms
have had a significant effect on public and private spheres and this
influence has allowed Turkish citizens to self-(re)define themselves.

In light of these explanations, Atat¸rk tattoos are an interactive
performance that are displayed on the body and create a sense of
belonging and emphasize group identity. The public displaying of a
tattoo is used to differentiate oneself from others (Simmel 1950).
These tattoos differentiate people politically from each other and
create various social dynamics thatimpact Turkish society.

It is important to briefly emphasize how the authors explain
secularism and Islam in the Turkish community and this can highlight
why people prefer to have an Atat¸rk tattoo. There are many studies
that try to explain the national, ethnic, and religious identity con-
nection in the current context of Turkey, it is decided to refer some
of the evaluations of various authors about what an Atat¸rk image
is and what secularism means in Turkey.

BODY AND SELF-EXPRESSION

Along with the social, cultural, political, and technological changes,
the body and its embodiment experiences have become more consi-
derable and apparent than ever before in academia. The spread of
plastic surgery or tattooing has created new sociological research
areas about the body and its embodiment. In this sense, recent studies
clearly show the body and embodiment relationship from different
sociological perspectives, including gender, race, and death. For
instance, Turner (1984) and Synnot (1993) show that bodies are
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gendered. Calefato (2004) highlights the body as a fashioned ìthingî.
In a more complex way, Demello (2000) examines that body is a
customized phenomenon by tattoos or increasingly appearing other
body customization practices in contemporary societies. Accor-
dingly, these studies consider the body as a social subject and clearly
indicate the role of the body as a way of communication in various
contemporary sociological contexts and interests. In parallel with
the current interest in academia, this study also considers the body
as a socially constructed rather than a static object and as a vehicle
of communication in social interactions and tries to examine how
the body is constructed through tattoos as a way of personal expres-
sion.

Although the body is considered as a given and a passive object
in natural sciences, it can be evaluated as a socially constructed
phenomena and a determinative factor in everyday life practices.
For instance, as Baudrillard (Waskul 2006) states, the body is the
site where social relations directly occur. For Baudrillard, it is not
an authentic and passive ìobjectî anymore in contemporary
consumer culture. Consistent with Baudrillard, Giddens (Waskul
2006) states that the body is the way of personal expression in manís
ongoing ìidentity projectî. According to him, the body is the reflec-
tion of our individuality as well as our group affiliations. He thinks
that the human body is a part of the sphere of modern culture, not a
part of nature anymore. For Foucault, the body is a social pheno-
menon that is ideologically and culturally constructed by historical
power relations on an ongoing basis. He claims that the body is
constituted through the regimes of discourse and power. Thus, the
body is repressed and transmuted and cannot be separated from the
regimes of discourse and power. Furthermore, Goffman (1959) also
considers the body as a place for exposing the self in modern com-
munities. According to him, the body is not an organic phenomenon;
on the contrary, it is a performed character ñ which is continuously
constituted in different contexts of everyday life ñ that is metapho-
rically presented to different audiences. Based on these theoretical
frameworks, just as it is clear to see the body as a socially constructed
phenomenon and a determinative factor in social relations, it is clear
that the idea about the body as an objectified, customized pheno-
menon or a source of communication and signification, is based on
different practices like fashion, tattoos, or hair styles. Therefore,
tattoos or other body customization tools are important practices
for analysing how the body is constructed and used for different
aims such as a method of personal expression.
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In this sense, the recent studies by symbolic interaction theorists
argue that the body is one of the most important signification or
communication sources, which occurs through social interactions
(Vanini 2004). The studies are theoretically based on socio-semiotic
interactionism, an approach that depends on an assumption that
the body and its meanings are constructed through human interac-
tions; the issue of how the mutual communication takes place through
various interactions with different bodies on both contextual and
theoretical levels is also handled (Vanini 2004). For instance, Zilman
(1991) mentions that the body takes, metaphorically or not, its
physical and existential forms through other bodies. He identifies
this as mediated body ñ a body is shaped and constituted with the
intentions or personality traits of other bodies. Sanders (1985) also
analyses the tattoos on the human body by using symbolic inter-
actionism theory. In light of his observations, he accepts the body
as a vehicle of communication and puts forward the idea that the
body has got not only physical aspects, but it also has different charac-
teristics, which are based on human interactions, like being an
aesthetic object, a canvas for resistance against social control, or a
vehicle of communication. More recently, Benthall and Polhemus
(1975) state that bodies are a sort of personal expression device,
more specifically a medium, for expressing mental or emotional
states. These studies certainly accept the body as socially constructed
and as a subject occurring through social and human interactions
in terms of communicative circumstances.

In short, although the recent studies focus on the mutual relation
between the body and human interactions within the symbolic
interactionism framework, the ontological relation of the body in a
political (Atat¸rk) context has remained underexplored. Hence, this
study develops an understanding about the body in the context of
meaning production by focusing not only on the body as a fieldwork,
but also concentrating on the body as a socially constructed pheno-
menon. Furthermore, this article will not only analyse the Atat¸rk
tattoos, but also evaluate how the Atat¸rk tattoos have become a
message on the human body as a consequence of social interaction.
In this regard, this study offers a conceptual approach to analyse
Atat¸rk tattoos by utilizing symbolic interactionism, which basically
begins with the argument that human beings and communities are
co-dependent and connected, and both are established through
shared meanings. Symbolic interaction come out as an effort to com-
prehend social life through stimulus response. Therefore, the goal
of the research is to understand the symbolic practices that make a
shared reality possible (Pascale 2011).
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK:
SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM AND TATTOO

As in many other communication mediums, tattoos have also deve-
loped a new kind of language that necessitates attention, especially
in the Turkish community. To initiate and maintain communication
in a community, the tattoo bearer has to have an idea of what kind
of message can a tattoo carry and disclose, and at the same time,
understand the possible implications a tattoo can create on other
people. A significant point to keep in mind is that this message may
vary from person to person, as each tattoo may expand, constrict or
rediscover language. Then it is possible to talk about the language
of tattoos as well as certain messages that tattoos are used in. From
this, the explanation of symbolic interaction of tattoos is seemingly
in need.

The term ìsymbolic interactionismî was coined by Blumer
(1969), to explain and develop the ideas of George Herbert Mead.
Symbolic interaction theory perceived self as a social entity instead
of as a psychological entity. Human behaviour is considered a social
behaviour that comprises social acts. The individual is considered
as active and creative in symbolic interactionism. This perspective
concentrates on interaction and meaning. This theoretical approach
lays special emphasis on how individuals interpret others, them-
selves, and their situations. Proceeding from this explanation, people
act toward things based on meanings that they have developed for
those things through interaction (Burke 1999; Charon 1992). In light
of this explanation, people who have a cross or Virgin Mary tattoo
are defined as religious, and the tattoo bearer also wants to empha-
size the importance of religion for herself/himself.

Mead (1934) gives high importance to the self as a fluid and
dynamic process that changes over time. Self is a significant entity
in the theory. Mead considered self as a flexible, dynamic and reflexive
entity that alters over time. Mead denoted ìselfî as both a subject
and an object. In other words, self can observe and communicate
with oneself and respond to oneself as others would. Consequently,
self is a social origin entity and is directly affected by communication
(Stryker and Serpe 1994). What this may mean for tattoo communi-
cation is that the relation between the tattoo itself and the message
associated with that tattoo could transform feedback between the
tattoo and the tattoo bearer. In other words, people learn more about
others by watching them. People also learn more about themselves
in the same way as well. Tattoo bearers, like Atat¸rk tattoo bearers,
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distinguish their body and themselves from others (such as, Islamic
people), and having such a tattoo has a deep and important impact
on her/his interactions. People constantly engage in an interpretation
and evaluation process from one situation to another; the meaning
of these situations depends on peopleís interpretations and evaluation
of them. An Atat¸rk tattoo has become a key component of the
bearerís identity and their behaviour will change in accordance to
who they come into contact with, another Atat¸rk tattoo bearer or
people who do not have Atat¸rk tattoos.

During the internalization process, the explanations of third
parties and our reactions are internalized, likewise we talk and listen
to ourselves in the same way that we talk and listen to third parties.
Mead refers to us as ìIî and ìMeî, to form the basis of our self. This
is a way to know ourselves and how we interact with ourselves.
Although the primary interaction process of symbolic interactionism
is based on face to face communication, this is named as the interna-
lization process, sociology scholars of the body have claimed that
nonverbal communication also fits in with the explanation of process
of internalization (Schilling 2002). People can learn a lot from the
response they received from others. In fact, when people discuss
and evaluate responses and reactions, they go through an interna-
lization process.

To have a tattoo is a conscious and deliberate decision (Bell
1999; Sweetman 1999). People either prefer to tattoo themselves or
not. There is a plethora of evidence that some group of people get
inked just to display their identity. For instance, prisoners, gang
members (Bell 1999; Cronin 200), religious groups, etc. (Stevens
1992). Atkinson and Young asserted that the body is an ìevocative
social textî (Atkinson and Young 2001, 119) or ìa bill board to be
displayed sociallyî (Atkinson and Young 2001, 128). Clearly, tattoos
have been used in an informative way. Further, tattoos may be located
on relatively hidden parts of oneís body or they may be located on
more visible parts of oneís body. Thus, it is important to emphasize
that tattoos have the potential to be seen as a communicative tool
and used for communicative intentions. People who prefer to have
their tattoos on a visible part of their body are aware that others
might notice their tattoos easily and form decisions about them.
Roughly speaking, visible tattoos have more communicative value.
This does not mean that, when a tattoo is in a concealed part of the
body, it does not have communicative value. Actually, concealed
tattoos also have communicative value. However, limited people
are aware of them and may form a decision or a judgment about it.
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It seems possible to approach symbolic interactionism theory
in terms of tattoo visibility. To do that one needs to analyse the
theory from the perspectives of meaning and symbolism. Blumer
(1969) explained symbolic interaction theory based on three main
propositions (Poloma 1993):
1. People act toward things with regards to the meaning that those

things represent to them.
2. As a result of interaction people infer meaning.
3. Interpretation changes the meaning.

In light of the above items, we realize that meaning is the
centre of human behaviour according to symbolic interactionism.
Symbols alter the social relations of people and people give meaning
to symbols and try to explain these meanings with the help of language
(Tye and Tye 1992). Consequently, symbols are the main point of
communication. Symbolic interactionism includes the understanding
and explaining of actions because symbolic meanings might have
different denotations for everyone. This explanation can be evaluated
from the tattoo perspective. Tattoos also lead to the comprehension
of what other people find important or meaningful. As mentioned
earlier, tattoos are also a way to create meaning and a way to under-
stand what is meaningful to others. Tattoos can have various meanings
among different groups. A person with a visible Atat¸rk tattoo may
believe that the tattoo is an expression of belief in Atat¸rkís principles
and reforms or is a sign of a loyal supporter of Atat¸rk, but the same
Atat¸rk tattoo might be accepted as a sign of rebellion or perceived
as unreligious when praying in the mosque with others. Therefore,
concealing a tattoo may be explained with the symbolic interactionist
approach by aiming to reduce a role conflict. Having a concealable
tattoo provides an opportunity to move in and out of different roles
easily. People who have concealed tattoos may abstain from exposing
their tattoos in some groups, in order not to hear something like ìI
didnít see you like thatî or some similar phrases, which affect their
relationship with others in a negative way.

METHODOLOGY

This study aims at understanding the social construction of the human
body through tattoos as a way of personal expression. For that
purpose, the study focuses on the critical relationship between the
human body and its embodiment. As Goffman (1959) points out,
the human body is central to interaction with its various discourses
and shared meanings. The body not only enables people to engage
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in social encounters, but also connects with and differentiates from
the flow of habitual activities and relationships with oneís social
identity. More specifically, Shilling (2002) also highlights that postures,
gestures or other personal expressions are bodily activities that are
imposed by society. Thus, the human body is the main fieldwork
and site of this study and Atat¸rk tattoos will be analysed in terms of
their communicative purpose. For these reasons, the data is analysed
in two steps. Firstly, this study tries to reveal the emic meanings of
the participants about Mustafa Kemal Atat¸rk and lastly focuses on
the human body and embodiment relations with regards to Mustafa
Kemal Atat¸rk references which have been examined in the first
step of the analysis.

The bodily human practices in contemporary societies generally
occur through symbols, words, or other personal activities. All these
practices are important in making the connection between oneís
self-identity and oneís social identity (Goffman, 1959). For that reason,
it is important to analyse the human body in terms of its bodily
appearance. Thus, the main research method used in the first phase,
which was also the ìphysicalî fieldwork of the study, is the semi-
structured in-depth interviews with the participants who have Atat¸rk
tattoos. This research also gives an opportunity to grasp how the
emic meanings of the participants occurred and were shaped through
the symbols of Kemalist ideology. In this regard, having an Atat¸rk
tattoo and the visibility of these tattoos on the human body were the
two main criteria in selecting participants for this study. These criteria
are expected to reveal the emic meaning of participants about
Mustafa Kemal Atat¸rk and the usage of tattoos as a way of human
embodiment. In addition to this, the literature also supports the fact
that face-to-face interviews are still a better way to understand ìthe
otherî (Davis1982). In this context, the study is conducted via open-
ended questions asked face-to-face in interviews with twenty persons
that have tattoos on their bodies. The interview questions guided
participants to talk about their Atat¸rk tattoo experiences, details
about their tattoos, and how they view Atat¸rk. All interviews were
audio-recorded and transcribed.

In-depth interviews, visual analysis, and participatory observa-
tions with people who have tattoos on their body demonstrate to
what extent they can directly be associated with the embodied ethno-
graphy of human bodies. In order to analyse the Atat¸rk tattoos, we
also need an understanding of the participantsí cultural and ideolo-
gical habitus that their environment is surrounded by. In this sense,
given the exploratory nature of the study, qualitative research methods
were also employed to analyse how tattoos are reproduced on the
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human body as a way of expression. As Blumer (1969) explained,
symbolic interactionism is determined by analytic induction tech-
niques, which both depend on inductive logic and empirical proof
in localized frameworks. Mostly, symbolic interactionists use textual
and visual analysis and ethnography participant observation, life
history, unstructured interviews and focus groups as well. Therefore,
this study is methodologically based on in-depth interviews and
visual analysis adopted to analyse the human body as fieldwork or
as a participant of the research. Therefore, embodied ethnography
provides us a more holistic understanding not only about tattoos on
the human body, but also about a social construct that appears through
social interactions. Following this line of argumentation, visual analysis
is another major method for data collection in this research. It is
employed to examine the symbolic meanings of tattoos and the
social context that surrounds and shapes them. With reference to
this examination, the symbols, images, or words of the tattoos are
analysed to illuminate the use of oneís body as a way of making the
connection between oneís self-identity and social identity.

During the interviews, in order to relax the participants and
conduct the interviews in a chat-like atmosphere, warm and amiable
interview questions, i.e. the order of questions were not rigorously
followed, were asked to the participants. When interviewees went
off topic, the interviewer interrupted them to manage and maintain
a continuous interview.

Most of the people who were asked to meet for an interview
first asked whether this was a political study or not, and which side
I was on. Since most of the participants do not want to join a political
study, a detailed explanation about the aim of the study was given
to them. Moreover, it was highlighted that the participantís personal
information will not be published anywhere. It was believed that
this is a very interesting finding.

Participants were allowed to choose the location in which the
interviews would take place, as well as the time and date. All partici-
pants chose public spaces such as local cafes or coffee houses like
Starbucks. Participants were not given any prize or fee for partici-
pating in the study, in most cases only a drink was payed for their
participation. In some cases, participants themselves offered drinks
to the interviewer. All the interviews were begun at the beginning
of 2018 and completed until the end of the year.

Mostly, the selection of the participants was based on the
Atat¸rk groups on Facebook such as, Atat¸rk dˆvmesi.com, Mustafa
Kemal ATAT‹RK Dˆvmesi Olanlar!, Atat¸rk Dˆvmesi Yapti

.
rmak
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I
.
steyen Kaç Kişiyiz?, Atam dˆvmesi olanlar. An email was sent to
every Atat¸rk group member on Facebook. The study was explained
by email, and they were given a phone number to contact the author.
Most of the people first wanted to see the questionnaire and then
either accepted to be a part of the study or asked not to be contacted
again. When the interviewer tried to contact them again, they did
not respond to the emails. 75 emails were sent and only 16 people
accepted to be a part of the study. The remaining four participants
were reached through acquaintances. The age of the participants
ranged from 20 to 42. Four of participants are females and sixteen
are males. In the analysis section, real names and ages of the partici-
pants are given in parentheses.

ANALYSIS

ATAT‹RK MEANS Ö

Through human interaction, meanings of things are created over
time (Blumer 1969). For symbolic interaction, the origin of meaning
is collective. It is not something that can be detected and determined
individually. This is the most significant point for symbolic interaction
and this point differentiates symbolic interaction from analytic realism
in which a table is seen as a table in and of itself. In symbolic inter-
action, objects and events are never solely a backdrop for interaction.
According to Mead (1934) people do not just imagine the probable
positions of others. People also imagine the objects and places with
which they have an interaction. Therefore, inanimate objects can
be considered to have a type of agency or they have a duty on
effects of human responses and interactions (Pascale 2011).

According to the interview results, Atat¸rk tattoo bearers
evaluated Atat¸rk as follows:

ì[Ö] I am a big fan of Atat¸rk, I have an emotional attachment
to him. Atat¸rk is a patriotic and foresighted leader. If I were under
the same conditions as him, I would behave in the same way. Atat¸rk
has left us a beautiful future [Ö].î (Emre, 41)

 ì[Ö] Over the years I realized that Atat¸rk is a f¸hrer and the
Turkish community caused it to be so. My sign sensitivity changes
but I am still concerned with giving a message with my tattoo. How-
ever, Mustafa Kemal is still a real leader for me [Ö].î (Can, 28)

ì[Ö] I believe Atat¸rk is a hero and idol and thatís why I want
to have an Atat¸rk tattoo. I am supporting republicanism, secularism,
nationalism, populism and reformism and Atat¸rk is the best way to
express support for these principles [Ö].î (÷zkan, 28)
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ì[Ö] Atat¸rk is a timeless and endearing leader. I believe
Atat¸rk is the only sufficient answer to the AKP and AKPís potency.
I believe Atat¸rk is a symbol of equality, unity and progress [Ö].î
(Sevginar, 42)

ì[Ö] Atat¸rk means freedom, leadership, being the face against
injustice, respect for people, modesty [Ö].î (I

.
smail, 38)

ì[Ö] Atat¸rk means love, great people, a great leader,
everything to me [Ö].î (Afra, 45)

Generally, participants assessed Mustafa Kemal Atat¸rk as a
great leader and they consider him to be one of the most important
figures in the history of the Turkish Republic. Based on this argument,
it was observed that the participantsí relationship with Atat¸frk is
established based on emotional metaphors.

A collective identity may have been first assembled by different
people, for example, as in the case of the Atat¸rk tattoo bearer group
in the Facebook communities. Collective identity relies on certain
agreements and approvals by those to whom it is applied. Collective
identities are declared in cultural materials-names, narratives, symbols,
verbal styles, rituals, clothing, etc. Different from ideology, collective
identity bears positive feelings for other members of the group. It
means to be a group, and the meaning of a community consists of
symbols, icons, etc. Besides, these icons or symbols of the community
are one of the key elements that make it one.

From the above quotations we realize that the participants
define Atat¸rk through common words such as ìgreat leaderî, ìjusticeî,
ìsecularismî, ìrepublicî, etc. Although these words do not provide
conformity among the participants, they can be evaluated as the
symbolic domain of Atat¸rk in Turkish society.

As a result of interviews with Atat¸rk tattoo bearers, Atat¸rk is
considered as a public figure that has had a significant impact on
communal and social life. In this context, participants defined Atat¸rk
through common expression. Participants have established their
relationships with Atat¸rk over emotional messages. Therefore, in
terms of the internal and social relations of the participants, Atat¸rk
has become the main determinant in the relationship between their
body and their Atat¸rk tattoos.

IMPACT OF OTHERS

Whether formally structured or not, social institutions can also form
and develop oneís identity (Gubrium and Holstien 2003) such as a
group of friends who have Atat¸rk tattoos and gather frequently to
chat. Even if someone refers to oneself in an individualized sense
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with terms such as ìIî or ìme,î these labels are passively taken into
consideration in a social context (Gergen 2007). In other words, we
cannot distinguish ourselves from our related and close environment
in which they (Atat¸rkist, Kemalist, secular etc.) are developed:

ì[Ö] I am a member of Kuvayi Milliye society and people in
that community have had a serious impact on me to understand
and love Atat¸rk. For us, Atat¸rk is a sign of nationalism. And most
of the people in my society have an Atat¸rk tattoo. When I saw
these peopleís tattoos I decided to get one [Ö].î (Tolga, 42)

ì[Ö] I graduated from Gazi University. During my university
life my patriotism was further increased by the effect of my friends
in university. My friends had a serious influence on me to get an
Atat¸rk tattoo because 7 out of 10 of my friends have an Atat¸rk
tattoo or an Atat¸rk and Turkish flag tattoo [Ö].î (Ercan, 28)

ì[Ö] I learned the values and thoughts of Atat¸rk from my
parents. All my family members are active participants in the Kemalist
Thought Association and most of the people around me have an
Atat¸rk tattoo. Even my father has an Atat¸rk portrait on his left
bicep. I have an Atat¸rk signature tattoo on my left arm [Ö].î (Hasan,
25)

ì[Ö] like Pi
.
nar I decided to get an Atat¸rk tattoo after Gezi.

Actually, I did not have an idea to get an Atat¸rk tattoo. However, I
went to the tattoo studio with Pi

.
nar and I said to myself why donít I

get one? I can say that she is the one who inspired me to get an
Atat¸rk tattoo [Ö].î (Beyza, 31)

The common basic message is as follows: the interaction process
both shapes and constructs what we think of as the self. Sanders
(1988) argues that tattoos are symbols of being a member of an
unconventional social group and these groups apply their own
practices and beliefs to its members to follow. The above quotations
also support the explanation about the impact of other people in
getting an Atat¸rk tattoo.

ATAT‹RK AS A COMMUNICATION TOOL

Individual identity is inevitably associated with physical appearance.
People alter or decorate their bodies and form behaviours in order
to disclose information about themselves as efficiently and quickly
as possible. Physical modifications (clothing or any type of physical
alteration) allow people to alter their roles according to the expec-
tations of the surrounding environment (Goffman 1959, 78). Deci-
sions or judgments made by others according to this appearance
provide a basis for social interaction (Kruglanski et al. 1993). The
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concept of ìembodied sociologyî is analysing identity development
as a physical manifestation from an outcome-based standpoint.
Further, the main focus point of analysis is to reveal how individuals
express themselves nonverbally instead of through verbal cues
(Goffman 1959). The Atat¸rk tattoo design choice particularly reflects
both individuality and an identity with a particular group. It serves
as a means of personally connecting with others who recognize
Atat¸rk and share the values that Atat¸rkís principles and reforms
embody. Some participants want to declare with their Atat¸rk tattoos
that they are the protectors of the Republic of Turkey:

ì[Ö] No one can disturb this republic easily when we are here
is the message that I want to give with my tattoo [Ö].î (I

.
smail, 28)

ì[Ö] I believe Atat¸rk is the only sufficient answer to the AKP
and AKPís potency [Ö].î (Sevginar, 42)

And some of them considered their tattoo as an indication of
their life style:

ì[Ö] People mostly view my tattoo as Atat¸rkís signature but
I believe it is an indication of my lifestyle like Kung Fu. Kung Fu is a
kind of a lifestyle for the Chinese and Atat¸rk is a life style for me
[Ö].î (Samet, 23)

Some of the participants mentioned that they do not care what
other people think about their tattoos and some of them said that
they are ready to handle any problems their tattoos may cause:

ì[Ö] this tattoo expresses who I am and if I face any problem
or trouble just because of my tattoo I am ready to handle it [Ö].î
(Samet, 23)

ì[Ö] I always waited for someone to say something negative
about my tattoo, so I can beat them up. However, such a thing has
never happened yet [Ö].î (I

.
smail, 28)

ì[Ö] I do not care what other people say or think. Besides, I
am ready to handle every type of problem and trouble [Ö].î (Tolga,
42)

ì[Ö] I believe to have an Atat¸rk tattoo is something personal
and this is nobodyís business [Ö].î (Afra, 45)

As a result of being in contact with others (assumedly non-
tattooed or religious people), people were faced with both positive
and negative reactions. According to Sanders people who have
received negative reactions frequently are more careful about ìwhom
they reveal their tattoos toî (Sanders 1988, 419). Most of the answers
of the interviewees do not directly match with the explanation of
Sanders. Because, most of the interviewees mentioned that they are
ready to face and handle any negative response about their tattoo
from other people. They just prefer to conceal their tattoos in a
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business environment. However, according to the answers, inter-
viewees are more afraid of being perceived as a rebel, rather than
receiving a negative reaction. Although, interviewees gave very
different responses, generally, it was understood that they prefer to
expose their tattoos rather than hide them.

The quotations below try to analyse why interviewees deem
Atat¸rk as a communication tool:

ì[Ö] I decided to get an Atat¸rk tattoo after Gezi. I wanted to
say or show that this country is not without a protector. I went to
Taksim from the first day to the last day during Gezi and I helped
people, people helped me, we shared so many emotional and unfor-
gettable moments together. I learned to share so many things during
those days. I guess during that time I understood the importance of
Turkey and what Atat¸rk tried to do. Furthermore, I realized that I
really hate the AKP government and I decided to get an Atat¸rk
tattoo as a sign of rebellion against their dictatorship [Ö].î (Pi

.
nar, 31)

ì[Ö] Atat¸rk is a sign of rebellion and modesty for me. I am
proud to carry his signature on me because he was an educated,
foreseeing leader. He challenged Islamic people and changed the
destiny of the Turkish people. We can do the same thing again. We
can break the light bulbs1 [Ö].î (Hasan, 25)

ì[Ö] Atat¸rk gave us this beautiful country as a gift. I believe
as a Turkish young person I should also fight to protect this country.
Therefore, Atat¸rk means to fight for the sake of my homeland for
me. I believe I can express my thoughts with my tattoo [Ö].î (Ercan, 28)

The explanations above indicate that interviewees consider
Atat¸rk as a valid sign to express their reactions against the govern-
ment. Atat¸rk was also evaluated as evidence of the strength of
Kemalism and of a certain life style.

VISIBILITY OF TATTOOS

Individuals who have concealable tattoos have the strength to decide
who gets to see their tattoos. Namely, when someone has a con-
cealable tattoo that person has the ability to control and empower
her/his body and also control the audience. However, it is not possible
to say the same thing for the people who have a visible tattoo (Doss
and Ebesu 2009). Having a visible or concealable tattoo has an
important effect on the experience of having a tattoo. Tattoo bearers
may face negative or positive responses with respect to the visibility
of their tattoos (Kosut 2000).

1 Light Bulb is the symbol of Justice and Development Party.
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Generally, the majority of interviewees are comfortable about
revealing their Atat¸rk tattoos to other individuals. They even prefer
to get their tattoos on a visible spot on their bodies. Mostly, they
prefer to get tattoos on their arms or biceps. Some interviewees try
to show that they support Atat¸rkís principles and reforms with all
their heart and that they prefer to get their tattoos on a visible spot
on their bodies:

ì[Ö] Since the visibility is important, I believe arms are the
most appropriate places for an Atat¸rk tattoo. Also, I never feel the
need to cover my tattoos [Ö].î (Murat, 32)

ì[Ö] I prefer my arm because it will be easy to show it. I always
wanted to have my tattoo over my heart but no one will see it if I
have it there. Thatís why I decided to get it on my arm. I believe my
tattoo clearly expresses what I want to say and gives my message
[Ö].î (I

.
smail, 28)

ì[Ö] My first inclination was to get it on the outer part of my
right palm. Metaphoricly, when I hit something with my fist it will
be perceived as a seal. But the tattoo artist said he could not make
it the way I wanted so I got the tattoo on the outer side of my wrist.
So I believe when I hold my hand out it can be easily seen [Ö].î
(Sevginar, 42)

Having a tattoo can also cause doubt, it could be perceived
by some as a possible discredit to the bearer. Hence, tattooed people
may want to manage who gets to see their tattoos. The majority of
the interviewees though are not worried whether they will face any
problem or trouble with regards to their tattoos. However, in a business
environment, as some of the interviewees noted, they felt that they
had to conceal their tattoos. Although, none of the participants
mentioned directly why they felt that way, it is believed that the
choice to expose or hide their Atat¸rk tattoo is dependent upon
their environment and its anticipated reaction. Predicting how a
business environment may react allowed for these interviewees to
control the interaction process as much as possible.

Identity is tied to appearance and it is directly affected by inter-
actions with others. When people first meet or contact one another,
they may not fully perceive each other. They need to believe in
internal or inherent evidence during the communication or inter-
action process to make meaning of their identity in relation to others
(Glaser and Strauss 1967). The idea is, each interacting individual
tries to understand or become aware of the identity of another and
her/his own identity in the eyes of the other. Can is one of the inter-
viewees of the project and his answer defines the relationship between
a tattoo, its perception, and the interaction process very well:
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ì[Ö] when minibus drivers see each other, they honk their
horns at each other. To have an Atat¸rk tattoo is something like
that. When I see someone, who has an Atat¸rk tattoo, I realize that
he is someone like me. People can know you or have an idea about
you thanks to your signs and a tattoo is a good sign to express yourself.
Hence, some people prefer to have it just to be perceived as modern
or some people prefer to have an Atat¸rk tattoo just because it is a
fad. Society takes what you give to them [Ö].î (Can, 28)

ì[Ö] I believe to have an Atat¸rk tattoo is a kind of secret sign.
When I see someone with an Atat¸rk tattoo, I know that we are on
the same side and we can trust each other [Ö].î (Pi.nar, 31)

Awareness is very obvious in a relationship between two indivi-
duals in which certain aspects of oneís identity can be manipulated
based on interactional cues. When individuals first come into contact
with one another, one or both of the persons who have an Atat¸rk
tattoo may not be readily apparent or the tattoo could be concealed
under clothes. Through changing their appearance, i.e. hiding their
tattoos, people may also be altering their interaction with others.
People spend a lot of time interpreting their own behaviour and
those of others in an attempt to make sense of the situation in which
they find themselves so that they can act accordingly (Hewitt1997).
As a result, since people lack the ability to know how others truly
feel about their Atat¸rk tattoos, they need to obtain hints during the
interaction experience to decide what appropriate action to take.

In light of these explanations and quotations, it is understood
that the interviewees deem an Atat¸rk tattoo as a sign between people
who have common sense and perspective. Generally, most of the
interviewees consider their Atat¸rk tattoo to give a political message.

In societies, individuals have various roles, and according to
these roles people are shaped by the responsibilities and beliefs
these roles imply and as a result they revise their sense of self. Thus,
these people do not have a united ìpersonal self,î but rather a variety
of identities, which they utilize and alter according to the situation
in which they find themselves (Tajfel and Turner 1986). Actually,
the term ìgeneralized otherî used by Mead (1934) is the reference
point of this explanation by which we make behavioural decisions
and interpret othersí actions. Symbolic interactionism emphasizes
that identities have explanatory, authoritarian, and evaluative signifi-
cance and are constructed by subjective belief designs. People feel
under pressure to implement these categorizations for the benefit of
improving common bonds and motivating self-enhancement.
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The term ìsocial scaffoldî coined by Goffman (1959) empha-
sizes the significance of context when defining and evaluating social
interaction. The term ìscaffoldî signifies both the delicacy and
fluctuation of the metaphorical structure. Actions that fall outside of
the social scaffold can break the balance. However, if those actions
come to be embraced by a broad number of people, they have the
potential to alter its main construction. When we evaluate this
explanation with respect to the research question of this study, the
social scaffold of Turkish society has traditionally banned permanent
tattooing, but the adoption of this practice by those who harbour
the greatest power over its structure is gradually changing this percep-
tion. The popularity of the Atat¸rk tattoo in recent years displays
that those who have Atat¸rk tattoos, especially visible ones, are
gradually changing societyís restrictions against them, and by doing
so are using social leverage to reconstruct the scaffold in a way that
ensures a more favourable perception of Atat¸rk tattooed persons.

CONCLUSION

The practice of tattooing as well as the views associated with those
who get tattoos has significantly changed over time in Turkish society.
Whereas tattooing was associated with individuals from the lower
class of society and often rejected because of religion, now there is
not a definite pattern or type of person who gets tattooed as it varies
by the demographic categories of age, ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation, religion and economic status (Kosut 2000; Atkinson and
Young 2001).

This research provides support to the present tattoo literature
and limited Turkish tattoo literature in that it emphasizes and supports
many findings that have previously been discussed in relation to
tattooing. Through focusing on the relationship between interaction
and oneís Atat¸rk tattoo, this research encompasses the tattooed
peopleís relation to other peopleís expectations, input, and the inter-
action process with others.

This study tries to examine and explain the role of Atat¸rk
tattoos in three different ways. The meaning of Atat¸rk for the Atat¸rk
tattoo bearers and why interviewees consider Atat¸rk as a commu-
nication tool were discussed in this study. Further, the issues of how
their environment evaluated the intervieweesí tattoos and how they
decided on where to get their tattoos were explored. These questions
were examined based on symbolic interactionism.
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Although views toward tattooing have become much more
acceptable over the years, there are still some arguments that tattoo
bearers still possess a probable discrediting characteristic (Sanders
1988). Therefore, the tattoo experience, in the study of Atat¸rk
tattoos, has an important impact on the interaction process with
others and has significant potential for changing social interaction
(Sanders 1988). The research findings of the study also indicate that
the design and place of the Atat¸rk tattoo on the intervieweesí body
match the tattoo bearerís self-expression. Interviewees chose the
image that they did because the preferred tattoo reflected their
personal and social values and identities.

The findings of this study are parallel to Sandersí research on
tattooed individuals. Sandersí research on tattooing showed that
individuals become involved in tattooing because others close to
them have tattoos which impacted their decision to get one (Sanders
1988). The majority of interviewees were influenced about getting
an Atat¸rk tattoo until it was brought to their attention by people
close to them, or by the societies they are part of. Even though
interviewees have stated that they do not care about other peopleís
opinions, they especially have a tendency to conceal their tattoo in
their business life and this practice indicates that the Atat¸rk tattoo
bearer may be considered to possess a potentially discrediting or
stigmatizing attribute. The visibility of their tattoos, and avoiding
individuals and situations which would bring any negative feedback
are verification of this statement. This research also emphasizes the
fact that interaction is an essential and important component of an
individualís self-expression, namely an Atat¸rk tattooed expression.
As aforementioned, a tattooed identity (Atat¸rk tattoo identity) alters
and changes over time, and it is managed through interaction with
other people. Through having a stake into the consideration of other
peopleís reactions, actually tattoo bearers have a tendency to control
the interaction process and frame it positively. The research results
indicate that identity and altering the visibility of a tattoo have an
important engagement.

As a final word, it should be noted that the number of people
with Atat¸rk tattoos is increasing every day. This requires the study
of what people are trying to say or why they deem an Atat¸rk tattoo
to be a communication tool, and how the interaction process is
managed between people with an Atat¸rk tattoo and the other people
in the community. This study has just begun to shed some light on
the topic and further research needs to be done in the area.
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ABSTRACT

The article explores pupilsí eating habits in Latvia through the
research prism of the pupil as a nutrition agent. In the analysis, the
emphasis is placed on the interpretation of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî
nutrition meanings developed by pupils and adults. The aim of the
study was to find out the conditions of the formation of food meanings
in the school environment of Latvia, as well as to understand and
evaluate the impact of these various food discourses on pupilsí daily
dietary habits.

Data from multiple case studies were analysed using a critical
discourse analysis approach.

The study concludes that the concepts of ìhealthyî and
ìunhealthyî nutrition in the interpretation of both pupils and adults
are characterised by polysemous nature and constant transformation
and change of meanings, depending on the situation and social
context.

While defining these concepts, pupils use mostly pre-constructed
interpretations of discourse on dietary practices borrowed from
adults, but at the same time they place these borrowed meanings in
the re-contextualisation of their dietary practices. This, in turn,
determines and affects the dietary practice of pupils in both school
and outside school environments, and also describes the pupil as a
nutrition agent.

Keywords: pupil as a nutrition agent, school nutrition programme,
eating habits, critical discourse analysis, re-contextualisationís praxis
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INTRODUCTION

So far, the interest of sociologists in the study of the study of dietary
habits has been focused on the factors influenced by food consump-
tion and the risks they pose for the quality of childrenís lives. Similarly,
nutrition and the food environment of pupils in todayís academic
studies have been predominantly seen in the context of ìhealthyî
and ìunhealthyî diets, but only in some cases providing a detailed
definition of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî food. It is not possible to
fully and reasonably explore the individualís eating habits and the
factors that influence them without the conceptual conceptualization
of these concepts, especially considering that the public as a whole
tends to interpret food regulations very differently (Jertle et al. 1997;
Robert et al. 2001).

In addition, the opinions about the ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî
diet and its impact on human health in the public space are mainly
expressed by adults, which also mark the presence of power and
critical discourse on food and nutrition issues. Unfortunately,
childrenís voices in organizing their food practices in the school
environment in Latvia are still quiet, marginalized or fragmented,
as they are manifested only in individual healthy eating initiatives
organized by adults (The Actions Days of ECO-schools, organized
by Environmental Fund of Latvia in 2013).

However, it is important to understand what role pupils them-
selves give to food, how they interpret the concept of ìhealthy dietî
and whether they oppose it to the ìunhealthy dietî, and how the
understanding of the role of food is reflected in their daily dietary
practices. In addition, does the knowledge of this diet help them
plan their daily nutrition? The answers to these questions would
describe the role of the nutritional policy in Latvia and nutritional
education and reveal the pupilsí ability to exercise their nutrition
practices on a daily basis. From the discourse of power, looking at
pupilsí dietary habits, it is important to understand the role of adults
and the environment in which the pupil is a consumer of food.

School-age children (11ñ15-year or 6ñ9-year-old) were selected
as target groups in this qualitative approach study because problems
with excess body weight and obesity in adolescents continue to
increase in Latvia ñ especially at the age of 11ñ13 (Pudule et al.
2015). Poor nutrition and sedentary lifestyles are mentioned as the
main cause of this problem. It has been concluded that students
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with obesity or signs of excess weight are a risk group not only for
medical conditions, but also for psychological and behavioural
problems ñ social stigmatization, depression, eating disorders, and
other negative manifestations of quality of life (Birch et al. 2007).

It is also important that a child spends most of his/her life as a
pupil at a school where s/he may be affected by peer and other
pupilsí perceptions of dietary habits (Salvy et al. 2012). The pupilsí
dietary habits are also most directly influenced by the knowledge of
healthy lifestyles of adults (in the family ñ parents, school ñ teachers,
etc.) and their daily food consumption habits (Davison and Birch
2002; Joffe et al. 2009), which, as the statistics show, are sooner
unhealthy than healthy in Latvia (Pudule et al. 2011). The problem
of malnutrition and food poverty also seriously raises the issue of
food security (Tisenkopfs and GrÓviÚ 2018). The issue of food safety
is closely related to the impact of technological advances and the
harmful effects of substances harmful to health on the quality of
human life in industrial products. In order to avoid harmful substances
in food, the consumer should have knowledge of it and be able to
make alternative food choices. In addition, public opinion in Latvia
is that ìhealthy eatingî should also be taught in schools (DNB baro-
meter 2014), not just in families with parents. For several years,
schools in Latvia have been involved in various international healthy
lifestyle promotion programmes, which also include pupilsí educa-
tional activities, such as Eco-schools, School Milk and School Fruit
and Vegetable programmes, but no extensive or in-depth research
has been conducted to find out how these programmes affect pupilsí
understanding of ìhealthyî or ìunhealthyî diets.

Usually, the concepts of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî diet are
mainly used as opposing various dietary practices implemented by
people. In this article, the term ìnutritionî is deliberately explored
instead of ìfoodî, because the term ìfoodî includes a much narrower
explanation of the meaning of ìhealthî and ìun-healthinessî for
certain foods. While the concept of ìnutritionî is much wider in
interpretation and based on the individualís chosen dietary practices
and models (including other aspects of the individualís lifestyle, such
as physical activity), it also allows for the naming of certain foods in
defining oneís dietary habits.

In total, 44 students were observed in this study (pupils of grades
5th to 9th), and 35 adults (teachers, school directors, childrenís parents,
cooks, nutritionists, municipal representatives, etc.). 217 qualitative
questionnaires were filled out by students at the request of the author
of this research.
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In general, the study of pupilsí dietary habits was a complex
and interdisciplinary process, and it also indicates the need for longi-
tudinal research in the future. This article has been based on the
promotion work ìPupil as a Nutrition Agentî by the author of this
paper.

DEFINITION AND THEORETICAL
CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE PUPIL
AS A NUTRITION AGENT

To analyse the pupilís eating habits, which are considered as the
social practice of the individual, it is necessary to determine the role
of this social agent in the structure of society. Any social action in
its main manifestations includes the process of constructing personality
and identity, and also reflects the various roles that an individual
occupies in a social group or system, creating or spreading not only
cultural values, but also traditions, habits and practices, including
the importance of food and eating praxis. Thus, the pupilís knowledge
of nutrition is his/her cultural capital, but the eating habits reflect
the role assigned to self or to others (both peers and adults).

Social life is a dynamic process because society does not exist
as a static unit, it is constantly being created and recreated when
people interact with each other (Stryker 2006). In addition, the pro-
cess of eating is associated with social interaction, the creation of
symbolic values, the assignment of meanings and the distribution
of roles in the social context of nutrition. For example, people can
attribute both the positive and negative values to a specific food or
eating practice, because food that interacts with the human body
has a certain symbolic meaning assigned to it by a person. The eating
habits of a person influence the roles assigned to a person and the
expectations of people from them. For example, pupilís nutritional
restrictions in the school environment, especially nowadays, when
the importance of interpreting the topicality of health and quality of
life in the context of food consumption becomes more and more
important, also affect the nutritional practices of pupils.

 To more deeply understand the process of forming different
social roles (not only the role of the individual, but also social inter-
actions), symbolic interactionist theories (Charon 2001; Blumer 1969;
Burr 2006) focusing on how people create, interpret and perceive
the values and symbols of various social phenomena in the environ-
ment will be analysed, thus, also, how it is formed, assigned and
transferred to food, nutrition and eating practices.
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The symbolic interactionism looks at the human being as an
action organism, which means that ìa person can be the object of
his own actionî (Blumer 1969, 12).

The fundamental condition for symbolic interactionism is that
it explores society from the point of view of an individualís actions,
and cultural prescriptions ñ traditions, values, norms, and social
structure ñ social status, roles that derive from the individualís own
actions. The actions result from interactions between various
members of society (Blumer 1969). Referring to the concept of Mead,
people communicate with each other through symbols, they are
symbolically interacting with meanings, which, in turn, include the
languages in use.

Language is the main tool of human communication, not only
in terms of symbolic interactionism, but also in structuralism (Elliott
2013), which emphasizes that the role and effectiveness of an indivi-
dual depends on his social status or position in society. Thus, in this
theoretical approach, social status determines what social roles an
individual should assume. In addition, based on the social status of
a person, society also understands the roles that can be expected
from a specific social status (Kockelman 2007). Thereby, if we
theoretically assign the role of a (active) nutrition agent to a pupil, it
follows from this that the social status of the pupil implies that s/he
must follow the behavioural rules introduced in the school in the
context of the action and should accumulate the knowledge gained
by the teacher at the level of learning. Accordingly, the role of the
pupil as a nutrition agent can manifest itself as an action of an agent
for obedience and reception of nutritional knowledge and norms.

But how is it actually in life?
The above mentioned sociological theories have a significant

drawback ñ they do not emphasize the existing link between the
objective reality and the subjective reality constructed by the indivi-
dual, that is, they do not allow individuals, while being affected by
the same social structure, to explain the same social phenomena or
aspects in the completely different way. For example, pupils of one
class (age), while living in the same environment on a daily basis,
can differently define nutritional standards.

This gap deficiency is overcome by the theoretical approach
of social constructionism, which emphasizes the idea that knowledge
is socially constructed and influenced not only by the institutional
context and interaction between individuals, but also by the context
of culture and history, because the individualís knowledge is deter-
mined by history and culture. Vivien Burr points out that the indivi-
dualís knowledge also depends on the views of a particular group
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(Burr 2006). Hence individualsí perceptions of the world are deter-
mined by categories (such as gender, the social status of a pupil or
teacher, a dietary doctor or a nutritionist in the teaching profession,
etc.), which also form a different field of social reality.

Also, in the socio-psychological dimension, conflicting views
on the factors that influence the development of pupilsí eating habits
are expressed by external theorists vs. developmental researchers
(for example, Benn and Carlsson 2014; Salvy et al. 2012). Concep-
tually, in these theoretical approaches, social responsibility for a
childís eating habits is shifted, in one case, from the family to the
environment, in the other case, from the environment to the family,
thus making the study of the pupilís eating habits more complex
and conflicting. However, in the perspective of social constructivism,
interlocking not only the presence of internal and external influences
in the formation of the concept of role, but also an essential element
in the construction of language as knowledge, because it is the
language that constructs the social reality. The language is considered
to be the central and key element that creates categories and meanings,
it is a means of explaining our (communityís) activities (Cromby and
Nightingale 1999). Therefore pupilsí eating habits are also designed
through the prism of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition interpre-
tations.

In contrast, the theoretical approach developed by the critical
discourse analyst Theo van Leeuwen helps to see how social practices
are transformed or modified with different discourses. Leeuwen
emphasizes that it is essential to see the difference between social
practice and the representation of this social practice, as different
discourses are the result of the re-contextualisation of social practice
(Leeuwen 2008, 2009). Although this text can be used for analysis,
it does not offer enough evidence to reconstruct the discourse.
ìHealthy nutritionî, for example, in the modern social environment
is used in different text types ñ it can be the regulations developed
by the Ministry of Health for pupilsí diets, a cookbook with ìhealthyî
recipes, and a publication on a new diet, etc. In other words, the
discourse ìhealthy nutritionî (and, conversely, ìunhealthyî) includes
not only ìthe subject of the studyî, but also ìthe definition of the
legitimate perspective of the knowledge agentî in the particular
context (Foucault 1977, 135). Thus, discourse not only depicts what
is happening, but also evaluates it by offering a goal, justifying, and
so on.

Again, all in all ñ in the theoretical approach of social construc-
tivism, the roles of the individual (in this case, the pupil as a nutrition
agent) are formed in social reality ñ influencing both external structural
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(normative, laws) and institutional (belonging to school, family)
restrictions, as well as the individual knowledge of the person, and
concepts (cultural-historical context). On the other hand, these roles
are constructed in the language of the individual because it is the
language of the individual (pupil as a nutrition agent) or the group
of society (for example, teachers) that forms the roles of their own
and other (nutrition agents).

CHARACTERISTICS OF NUTRITION POLICY
IN SCHOOLS IN LATVIA

To highlight the environment in which a healthy and ìunhealthyî
nutrition discourse for a pupil is developing and spreading in Latvia
today at a national and institutional level, the school nutrition policy
will be briefly described below: the school nutrition policy deter-
mines and influences not only the adult (as a pupilsí feeder) in Latvia,
but also pupils (as recipients of food, in some cases ñ non-recipients
of food) about what ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition is.

The current normative documents regulating the nutrition of
schools in Latvia reflect and describe the situation in Latvia and
how the nutrition policy in educational institutions is developed. At
present, catering for students in Latvia should be carried out in accor-
dance with the Healthy Nutrition Standards developed by the Ministry
of Health of the Republic of Latvia, which entered into force on
13 March, 2012. The official title of this document is the Cabinet of
Ministers Regulation No. 172 ìRegulations on Nutrition Standards
for Educators of Educational Institutions, for Clients of Social Care
and Social Rehabilitation Institutions and for Patients of Medical
Institutions.î

There have also been several editions of the law, but the public
counter-reaction was most pronounced in January 2016, following
the amendment to this law, which caused even so-called ìBunsí
warsî in Latvian educational institutions. A very active public debate
began after some journalists had tried to get into a café in a school
in Riga by force, to show that illicit buns, banned under the new
diet regulations, were being sold there. In general, the main purpose
of these Regulations is to prevent pupils from eating certain ìunhealthy
productsî (e.g. ketchup, deep fried or fried potatoes, sausages and
frankfurters containing less than 70% meat and other products) and
to limit the use of salt and various artificial flavours as well as the
flavour enhancers, synthetic dyes or preservatives in the cooking
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process in pupilsí food (refer to law). Also, this law refers to the
amount of nutrients that a pupil needs with food.

In turn, the manager of the particular educational institution is
responsible for and in cooperation with parents and the food service
provider decides on the catering organization and exactly what the
pupilsí menu will be. In addition, any company that has registered
with the Food and Veterinary Service and operates in accordance
with regulatory enactments and regulations may become a student
caterer in Latvian schools.

Since 2004/2005, the Ministry of Agriculture has started imple-
menting ìThe School Milkî programme in schools of Latvia and
since 2010/2011 the programme ìThe School Fruit and Vegetableî
financed by the European Commission has been introduced. The
aim of both programmes is to provide pupils with fresh fruits, vegetables
and milk free of charge in order to increase their dietary intake and
change their eating habits, as well as to increase pupilsí knowledge
of ìhealthy eatingî and of the importance of fresh fruits, vegetables
and dairy products.

Currently, various non-governmental organizations (adults as
institutional pupilsí nutritional agents) are active in Latvia as important
and financially supported school nutrition policy makers in the
Ministry of Health setting different goals in the context of pupilsí
nutrition.

ìHEALTHYî VS. ìUNHEALTHYî NUTRITION
AND ITS RECONSTRUCTION

In exploring the practice of defining ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî diets
in different social contexts and on the basis of the theoretical assump-
tion of pupilsí practices as adult-dependent individuals, emphasis
should be placed on comparing practices of adults vs. pupilsí defini-
tions of these concepts.

The results of the study show that the interpretation of ìhealthyî
and ìunhealthyî nutrition can vary widely between adults and pupils.

First of all, letís look at the meanings constructed by adults.
For nutritionists and doctors, these definitions were mainly based
on their professional activities on institutional goals. The teachers,
in the definition of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition created by
them, use discourse construction strategies different from those of
nutritionists. These are: 1) by intertextualising ìhealthyî nutrition ñ
quoted by memory or indirectly referring to what a nutritionist says,
or 2) by generating ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî diets ñ pointing out
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the broad definition possibilities, or 3) by specifying and naming
specific foods or groups of products within the meaning of the
concept of ìhealthyî or ìunhealthyî nutrition, and 4) by personi-
fying ñ with particular emphasis on own individual dietary practices
and adapting the definitions of both mentioned concepts.

However, despite the differences in the definition of ìhealthyî
vs. ìunhealthyî nutrition strategies used by different adults, in their
interviews teachers particularly emphasize the fact that the terms
ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition are too simplistic terms to include
the complex nature of todayís food environment. Therefore, in their
interviews teachers underline the fact that the concepts of ìhealthyî
and ìunhealthyî nutrition are interpreted as the appropriate defini-
tions for the junior pupils, whereas the pupils of senior grades (7th to
9th) should already be told about the ìbalancedî and more extensive
dietary habits, and the social importance of food should be explained
to them as well. It is also important to note that, at defining dietary
habits in their health categories, adult respondents use different terms,
not only ìhealthy dietî, but also ìbalanced dietsî, ìadequate nutri-
tionî, ìmoderate nutritionî, thus focusing not only on the ìhealthî
of certain foods, but also on the assessment of eating habits in general.
Those adults, who define the ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition
as a generic description, instead of the term ìhealthyî often use a
different name, e.g. ìbalancedî, ìdifferentî, ìregularî, ìcorrectî,
ìfull-fledgedî, and ìecologicalî. However, the ìunhealthyî nutrition
is always reflected only in this one concept ñ ìunhealthyî.

Also, the interpretations of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition
provided by pupils include both extensive and generalized explana-
tions of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî meanings, supplemented by
mentioning the names of specific products. At using this approach
in defining nutrition, pupils often mention not only specific groups
of foods and/or products, but also meals such as porridge, soups,
etc., and describe the intensity of their use or non-use. Within the
definition of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition pupils often include
the behaviour associated with the eating process, thus indicating
the social practice of defining nutrition as a description of action;
often linking the definition of ìhealthyî nutrition to physical activity,
and usually sporting.

A very common strategy for defining ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî
nutrition used by pupils is to employ the description of the same
actions or words (the same semiotics) ñ in opposite meanings, that
is, through the opposite approach, thus demonstrating that the defini-
tion is lacking in-depth knowledge of the issue, e.g.: ìHealthy
nutrition ñ when not eating too much, and unhealthy nutrition ñ
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when eating too little or too muchî (7th grade student (girl), inter-
viewed on 23 May 2015, Tukums, Latvia). This lack of nutritional
knowledge for primary school children derives also from the situation
that they can acquire this knowledge only during their studies in
secondary school. It is therefore important to reassess the current
educational programme for primary school children and encourage
the inclusion of dietary training there.

The definition of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition can be
influenced by a variety of external environmental factors, such as
an on-site fast food restaurant. And if there are any bans or controls
that prevent students from attending this out-of-school restaurant,
the concepts of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition may reflect the
narrowing of the suppressed protest by reconstituting ìunhealthyî
as ìhealthyî and vice versa, e.g. ìHealthy is Hesburger, but green
salad is unhealthyî (7th grade student (boy), interviewed on 23 May
2015, Tukums, Latvia). Pupils sometimes do not tend to define what
is ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition, but simply state what it is
not. Practice shows that pupilsí behaviour in relation to school nutri-
tion (hence the understanding of what is ìhealthy nutritionî) is very
different and is often treated by adults as wrong or even punishable
by nature, for example, in case a student uses a lunchtime to go to
a nearby grocery store or a fast-food outlet instead of eating a meal
in the school dining facility.

At the same time, shortening of lunch breaks in schools (due
to various circumstances) by school administration in an arbitrary
way is very critical. It promotes the wrong idea among schoolchildren
that the emphasis is not on the concept of ìhealthyî, but rather on
the speed of eating. In such a way, the ìhealthyî dietary habits of
students become ìunhealthyî.

In turn, the pupilsí criticism of the school kitchen shows how
the adult-defined discourse of a ìhealthy menuî, whereby the ìhealthyî
foods, such as fresh vegetables, potatoes or meat, previously named
by the pupils themselves, are re-contextualised as ìinedibleî because
of the way they are prepared (e.g. oiled, overcooked or undercooked).
Thus, it shows that pupils can, by redefining food from a ìhealthyî
to ìunhealthyî product, redirect one and the same food, depending
on the context based on his/her own food practice experience. In
addition, when a pupil defines what ìhealthyî or ìunhealthyî nutri-
tion is, not only pupilís knowledge of the subject is demonstrated in
this definition, but also his/her practical experience of cooking and
preparing food is manifested. In this context, it is obvious in some
cases that a pupil has not been given the opportunity of acquiring
nutritional knowledge, as well as the elementary cooking skills.
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In addition to the control mechanism established by teachers,
pupilsí dietary practices in the school environment are strongly
influenced by school cuisine and the food offered there. Considering
that Latvian schools feed their students according to specific regula-
tions introduced by the Cabinet of Ministers (Cabinet Regulation
No. 172), which adults have defined as oriented towards developing
healthy and balanced dietary habits of pupils, then in many cases
in order to define a ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition the pupil
often uses the terms borrowed from the school kitchen menu classi-
fying the food into ìeatableí or ëuneatableí, but without a deeper
understanding of the motives for his/her choice in terms of health
and quality of life.

Although pupils (regardless of age or geographical location of
the school) construct the definitions of ìhealthyî vs. ìunhealthyî
nutrition, actively re-contextualising the nutritional knowledge of
adults, nevertheless in some cases the opinions of pupils as individual
and critical assessors also appear. This is not only reflected in the
evaluation of the menu offered by the school, but also in the analysis
of the national nutrition programmes retrospectively carried out by
the pupils. For example, while an adult, creating a discourse on the
School Fruit and Vegetable programme, emphasizes the need for
local, seasonal, and ecological product purchases, meanwhile, as
the primary criteria, pupils set the taste of the product, the way it is
served, and the need to increase the variety of the product range,
which includes the opposite directions ñ the need to use global and
foreign market resources. For example, students encourage adults
to offer ìhealthy bananasî instead of local apples. The pupils often
do not eat the fruit and vegetables available in this programme (and
defined by adults as ìhealthyî) for various reasons: 1) because they
are still sour and hard, or 2) not as juicy as those one buys in the
shop, 3) do not taste good (not mentioning the reason why), 4) packed
in plastic bags and are wet and unpleasant.

Similarlya ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition is defined by
the pupils in the School Milk programme. While adults (e.g. the
Ministry of Agriculture) characterize the School Milk programme
emphasizing that milk is a food that is a ìfresh and healthy dietî
and promotes a ìhealthy lifestyleî, pupils often interpret this adult-
defined meaning by re-contextualisation praxis. Some pupils define
milk as ìunhealthyî considering it as fatty, cold, etc.) and compare
it to some other food products (e.g. buns, chips), which adults have
labelled as ìunhealthyî nutrition in the discourse of school nutrition
programmes; whereas pupils call them ìhealthyî products: ìIt [milk]
was tasty, but only if accompanied by buns!î (8th grade pupil (boy),
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interviewed on 25 May 2015, Jaunpils, Latvia). Pupils often mention
the alternative ways of using milk, such as milk as thirst quencher,
as an alternative to ìhealthyî water, as a criterion for ìhealthî.

The case studies, where the role of food in pupilsí cooking
experience was investigated, led to the conclusion that a long-term
positive impact on pupilsí eating habits can be achieved and promoted
by nationally-based systematic activities (e.g. the campaign ìPorridge
daysî for pupils of junior classes), but not by separate individually
organized initiatives (as, for example, Cooking School organized
by retail operator Rimi in 2012/1). Despite that due to the innovative
approach to teaching new cooking habits, the latter arouse greater
short-term interest (compared to e.g. ìSchool Milkî or other national
programmes), long-term effects on pupilsí dietary habits are observed)
as a result of the national programmes rather than individual cam-
paigns. In addition, by linking knowledge transfer with demonstrating
cooking practically, pupils are encouraged to include specific groups
of food in the interpretation of ìhealthyî nutrition rather than indivi-
dual food products. The communicative interaction of such know-
ledge can also result in the re-contextualisation of the concepts of
ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition.

In the approach of social constructionism, looking at the impor-
tance of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition in different social contexts
and as a result of social interaction, various practices of re-contex-
tualisation of these concepts have crystallized. However, it has to
be concluded that all of these social contexts are specifically designed
by adults as a pupilís nutritional agents (including the fact that pupils
are interviewed by a researcher ñ an adult, thus encouraging the
pupil to focus on the topic of nutrition), and in some specific way
they try to strengthen the concepts of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî
nutrition in consciousness of pupils.

Thereby it is confirmed in another way, that macro-cognition
structures are transformed when they are used in microstructures:
binary opposing knowledge overlaps, reflecting the intertextual
relationship of opposition discourses (GrÓviÚ and Tisenkopfs 2015).
Consequently, the discursive practices of defining concepts such as
ìhealthyî or ìunhealthyî nutrition by pupils as nutrition agents reflect
not only the pupilsí dietary practices and knowledge of ìhealthyî
or ìunhealthyî nutrition, but also provide information as a result of
the social interaction of various nutritional agents, re-contextualising
(newly created) nutritional knowledge and practices. In addition,
the newly developed dietary knowledge and practices are in constant,
intermittent interaction ñ both on the level of individual self-identity,
so also in social relations, and in the wider collective interaction. In
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this way, examples of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition in the
school environment not only reflect the pupilsí nutritional knowledge
and dynamics of practice, but also allow identifying the intensity of
the environmental impact and the way in which the development
of nutritional knowledge and practice occurs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The interest of sociologists in researching pupilsí dietary habits is
mainly focused on the factors affecting the consumption of food
and the risks they cause to the quality of life of the children and the
future of society. In addition, pupilsí diets and the food environment
in todayís academic studies are predominantly viewed as the issue
of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî diet.

If the main subject of the research is a pupil, it is advisable to
include the influence of the social structure in the process of studying
the current problem, because the pupil performs his social functions
as a representative of the institution ñ the school. However, in the
perspective of symbolic interactionism, an individual (or social agent)
is not defined as a passive recipient of norms and roles created by
society, but as an active constructor of meanings, who interacts to
form a common understanding and knowledge. In turn, one of the
most important acknowledgments of the theory of structuralism is
to propose the language as the main object of research, and the
social agent ñ the human being ñ who manages this language and
moves (transforms) meanings through the use of language and creates
a social reality that already consists from a variety of interpretations.

For a contemporary Latvian pupil as a social agent in the context
of food consumption, on the one hand, there is a lack of autonomy
of action and the need to integrate into the institutional control system
(both family and school) and, on the other hand, to offer new oppor-
tunities to take social responsibility not only about a pupilís dietary
choices, but also about educating the surrounding community on
nutrition issues.

The concepts of ìhealthyî and ìunhealthyî nutrition in the
interpretation of both pupils and adults are characterized by poly-
semous nature and constant re-contextualisation and change of
meanings, depending on the situation and social context. Pupils
define ìhealthyî vs. ìunhealthyî diets, either specific foods or product
groups, or they describe eating habits, processes and activities related
to a healthy lifestyle.
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While defining these concepts, pupils use mostly adultsí pre-
constructed interpretations of discourse on dietary practices, but at
the same time, they place the meanings borrowed from other people
into the re-contextualization of their dietary practices thereby using
them as a means for legitimizing ìhealthinessî or ìun-healthinessî
of food.

Thinking about interventions that promote pupilsí healthier
eating habits, it is necessary to introduce innovative approaches to
school nutrition policy. One of these innovative approaches (not
only on a local level) would be obtaining of new nutrition knowledge
for the pupil to be socially active and participate in cooking or
preparing the schoolís lunch menu. Therefore, the main factors that
determined the choice of the subject of this study and its relevance
still remain valid. They are the inadequate nutrition knowledge of
the contemporary Latvian pupil, as well as the lack of ability to
behave in the school environment as a nutritional agent and manage
own eating habits ñ which is also confirmed by the results of the
study.
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